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EEKLY KENTUCKY NEW
 ...11.1.111•1•111NO.VVIVL
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
DE91-1
Removes A Brave
Popular Po1icema
And
p.
STONE
HO1K1NSVILLE, CHRISHAN COUNTY KENTUCKY IRIDAY, A l'RIL 28, 3899
CHILD DRS.
r•qii s mum.
Marie, the brtatit little two-year-o'd
denzlirer of Dr. and Mrs. R. Is Braeley
CONTEST
^
died yesterday m meruiug at her hoe Conies Up Over Will OfSpoke at the C urt House
Sixteentn street, of epinal meninga N.
Saturday. Th,etiod nee a few der Late Matthew Layn.%
Jae' b for., she w'4 With 1.130
OFFICER 3011N WEST COURTEOUS HEARIMY
Died At His Sister's Mime
at 2 O'clock Last F
day Of Bright'
Disease.
From ei bin3 'a daily.
John West di. .d at an early ho
morales at the imam of nig caw
13,terrt Wiley. on J -map Avenue.
Tim mid wee e ease:tett bin
fleet of February Mr West ham
If this
&re.
the
beta
ecl to his bed by Bright'e d ream
aud inuce ties tone bad Wear ereuually
growing worse.
15 waa too* u lwet night that her could
nos live longer tuau a fin' hours He
pawned a. ay at threw utintst s after two
e'cloca this morning.
fearing this pass trio yeare the sleet Se-
ed had Leen a mendaler of the local po-
lio- fore.'. He di-fret:target ine danger-
ous duties of tne oitiono ope ieltheog
and brewery. met wan -regsmied as one
the no-s efli erns effleers in the city.
Mr. West was bore in this city forty-
four yeare ago, and wee a sou of ihelate
Rariauct West. He had a wide circle
on frieuds;erho are de ply grieved on ac-
count if bie de..! a- Faveral service,
will be held as his late home tomorrow
ne ening as 10 o'clock, nonducted by
Rev Dr 11 B D. Witt, of the Cumber-
heed Presbyterian bur- h. The brother
offieers of the dead mall will act ea pall
be . The tuterment a td be in
Hopewell cemetery.
REPUBLICAN (If:INVENTION
Will Be Held In Lexiegion On the 12th
Day of July
The Republican State Central Com-
mittee met in Lenieville yesterday and
h -art • good deal abeut the importance
of harmony within the Republican
ranks. A harmony resolution wrs
adopted
The committee decided that the Re-
yablacen Stet) Oonvention should be
held in Leximiton Jaly IA, and that the
basis of representation should be ens
delngas to every MO votes cae$ for
Watley in the race for the clerkship of
the our; of Appeals.
VICTIM OF PNEUMONIA.
Fser-Year-Gld Son Of Sir. J W. Cross
Dies At Pembroke.
From Friday's„dally.
Ceri Comm the bright funr-year-old
eon cf Mr J W Oroos, cashier of the
Farmers & Merchatills Bank, of Pem-
broke, died Thursday morning, after an
inness of ten days of pneumonia.
Fa.. -al 'creme. were couducted at
the reeidenee this efternocia at two
o'clock, and the remains
at Rosedale cematery4
Given the Ex Cor gress-
man By a Laitge Audi-
eirce.—Epit() me of
His Add ess.
Capt. W. J. Stone, o
spoke at the court horse
110011. The chamber
Mime semi the speaker
conreentis and attentry
wee iota odueed in a f
by Dr. John le. Clarity.
Copt. Sterue uwalt
length on the history
Inc leertericratic and R
and gave a brief exeusi
queerion.,
Hi paid attention to
said that if the contrail
' °spit it continued as ra
year as it had iii tope p
and oombinee would be
' trte t. returned ng every
Lyrae county,
Saturday gfiei.
as comfortably
ars accord. d a
'mare's:. He
citous tumour
t considerable
lid principles of
ublican parties
ion of the well'
tie trusts and
neon of niouied
itle in the met
8, all the traste
ii 0114 gigantic
emir:miry of the
teountree emit will ex th price of a day's
labor, of the products o the farm and
cof all manufaetured 
article... 
He dim-
mewed the other crown u, saying that
as a fehower e Irt J oner . Jackson. Beck
and all the other 
Denimf 
aim leaders be
h d always been a belie er in the free
coinage of silver nod 
goti 
.
He said he was in Liver of the Chica-
go platform, and of the &Along of gold
auo silver at the ri tin 4 16 to 1 and
without waiting for the iconseut or ad-
rtviee of any other Count on earth.
lie turned to state ma ters saying he
was opposed to trusts so11 combines and
the ageressions of corporate wealth.
Ha pall particular atiteption to the
school book trust saying that the state
had the right to see Hilt only a fair
price should be charg d ter school
books lie favored the mployment of
convicts Maid') the priso1 walls, to the
send that they should be elf•enstaining
bet care should be $aker t: at they do
not come in competition les ith the poor-
est class of latter. He f ored economy
ia state affairs.
He was opposed the roebel bill as
arm framed, bat NW for it now that it
had become a party anessure, and
would continue to favor t so long as
the Democrats of Kentuclky endorsed it.
He declared himself id arcord with the
purponees of the ailleOhord railroad Lill.
  
____......-..... 
'WHIM TRAVMLING
Whether on pleasure bditt or business
take on every trip a botile of Syrup of
Figs, as it acts most pleaaantly and ef-
fectually on the kidaeys, liver and bow
el', preventing fevers, eeadachee and
other forms of sicknees For sale in 50431
oent bottles by all lea fug aruggista.
Manufactured by the alifornia Fig
Syrsp Co. only.
Kt DISCOVIIRXD BY 4 WOMAN.
Another greet diseotery has been
wins interred ' made, and that, toe, be e lady in this
ossuatry. 'Disease rot thed its clutches
upou her and for seven years she wish -
stood itr severest Pets lin/ her vital or•
gins we're undermined sipd death seem
toot imminent. For threh months she
oonghed incessantly and Could not sleep
Eloe finally discovered a way to recovery
by purchasing of us a. lottle of Dr.
King's New Discovery tot Consumption
and wu so much relieved on taking first
4,dose that she slept all nt t ; and with
two bottles had been a lurely cared
Her name is Mrs. Luther Lutz" Thus
writes W 0. Manumit& *Po, Sheltiy,N.
0. Trial bottle free at L L. Itigiu'r, 0
eR. Wylit's, It O. Herdi irk's, J 0
Oaak'e end A. P. 
Ratel 
Ogg Mote..
gegelet • 14 &Id add $1 . Beef? lest•
lie llitafitilittel. 1
Man as Clernses
mint ours, rh.uaalli
if TOI104111 T141 ISOf
lid (boa.' Lint-
one neuralgia
Al all druggists
MONUMENT FOR HENRY LAYNE
Erected In his Memory By Former Broth-
er Officers.
E !icor W. B Briniest writes from
Irlf10^!
it b• Altar of11!ets of the lit
Milli/ R. it•,ithi eas killed it! Ins
illebstse of hi She ell et lint,
Imwoll•, 100041P ts) btu
114.010, 0110111 1144 1111 WWI
lIts Hatift4414 lit 14,41.4.1404M541 Of 04111
10 went 4 himilionis 400,11111•41
Øs r his /rev's.
Henry Lay us Wad raised here, sa4 has
an aged mother who will rejiice to hear
of the honor that is being done by his
brother Mile:ere to the memory of her
only son, who lies burled within one
mile of this elace.
mer. 7L Eh.
L al '1-1 Has kers IWO
Weak Illyea Are mete Strong,
dim vision made clear, 'tyre removed
aud granulated lids or sore eyes of any
kind speedily and effectually cured by
the use of Sutherland's Eagle Eye
gslve. Its put up in tubes, and sold on 1Y part of,the week fur Hopkinsville,
a guarantee by ali good drugorista. whertitsthegt will make thelir future home.
Madieconville Hustler.
1111111114
Wilso itV41141 , 11:"
N(Orttlit
Ciarlltitt Rauh repork that a wild
"Voimiut" has been mhking ravages
among the youncr pigs anli lambs in the
Montgomeey herds ani *lei for several
week., and that the young men of the
vicinity are so terrorized as to be loath
to be caught out from hime after dark.
Will Port reports that a *Int is to be or-
gan:zed fur the puepose elf ridding the
commurity of the plague(
rillSB AI' ID
g Alitq•
Delors my
wife began using
r's Friend
she could hardly
get around. I do
not think she
could
get
along
without
it now. She lids
used it for two
months and it IS
a great help to
her, She does
her housework ,
without trouble."
Alothe
is an external liniment for expeetant
:Mothers to use. It gives them
strength to attend to their household
-duties almost to the hour of confine-
ment. It is the one and only prepara-
tion that overcomes-morning sickness
And nervousness. It is the only
remedy that relaxes and relieves the
strain. It is the only remedy that
* wakes labor short and delivery easy.
It is the only restudy that puts the
breasts in condition so that swelling
or rising is impossible. Don't take
tnedicines internally. They endenger
the lives of both Mother and fihild.
Mather's Mem/ is asIS by druggists Isuè Si.
Send for otlf free fiu mirested book.
ltradfleld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Gs.
MOVED TO HOPKINSVILLE.
R. O. Stewart and fam ly left the tar-
PEMBROKE PINTS.
, ---
t(ilealeasour Joc men )
Spinal meningitis is still alruost epi-
demic in and near Pem oke.
Mr. Eugene Morrison, Of near town,
is perhaps the luckiest 4 enter in this
section. Mr. Morrison has finished
planting his corn crop fo le, coesistieg
of about ti) acres.
IFull grown grasshopI ors have been
found in a clover field "sir Pembroke
and the Journal aaks if ilhey are ful
grown now, how large will they be later
on?
GIARIOUS x*ws
Comes from Dr. D. 13. Oarglls, of
NV whits, I. 1'. He writds: "Four bot-
tles of Electric Bitters has eared Mrs.
Brewer of scrofula, which had canoed
her great suffering for ytear.. Terrible
awes would break out on her head and
facie, aid Chestiest doctor', maid give no
kelp; but her cure is complete and her
health la excellent." Tr* shows what
thousands have provedi—that Electric.
Bitters is the bestiblood puma w known
Imathe supreme remedy for ezzema, tot-
ter, salt rheum, uloers, boils and run-
ning sores. It 'simulate, liver, kidneys
and vowels, expel,' pollen,. helps dig...
lion, builds pp the strenot i. Only bOo.
Sold by L. L. Few'', U. if. Wyly, R 0.
Hardwick, J. O. 000k mull A. 11, Hai-
nes., druggist. Gauss ed.
ereeed dieease, her parents had peeked
11.n in U9,1,old effeets ereperetory to re-
tuovt: g t iCi eitineti to rcei, he. Ti e
sympathy of tile (-quern aeity is txentl-
net tee tether aTi I mother of thi child n
their deep bereavement. The bell w.11
Patelto Ciuueivaati to: bnrial.
etroottes—mouTii KNOWING.
40 V,arli success in tbe Senth, proms
Hu4n.%' Tome a greet remedy for Chills
and all Mal -rite fevers. better then
Guerantesel, try rt. At drug-
gists. 50c and $1 00 bottles.
C A. ri
Rears 0's , 
3igu:.ture
of
- 
----- r rem.-
CAMPBELL APPOINTED.
From Nondity*, dully.
Liav Bradley on Saturday named G.
L Campbell, of this ceuntv, as a Con -
missionter of the Western K,utocky lu-
sane Asylum.
The appointment is male to fill the
vacancy caused by the death of John
"'eland.
Mr Campbell is a prosperous farmer
•m p ei po ular yung Repel/Actin is ha
lives ueer the city, on the Oliaten pike.
Be is a son of t 'et I. Ned Campbell.
••••
Lung Irritarioe
Is the forernmier to roust:impose'. Dr
Bell's Pine. far Honey wilt Cure it, ano
give such strength to the lungs that a
cough or a (yen will not settle there
Twenty 12Ve cents at all wood druggists
A TEXAS WONDER.
Hall's Great Disoosecy,
One a.na'l oottle of HAW* Great Die-
merry cures ail kidney and bladder
trouble*, removes gravel, cures diabetes,
semival erunnon, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oh irregularities of the
kidneys and blauder in both men and
women. Regulates bladder trouble in
children. If not sold by your druggist,
will be sent by mai) on receipt of st.
Due small bottle s two month's treat-
ment, and will mare any case above
mentioned. E. W. HALL,
Sole manufacturer, P. 0. Box 21e,
Waco, Texas. Sold oy T. D. _Arm-
bowed, Elopk inevihe, Ky.
READ THIS.
Jackman, Miss , Jan. 17, P•99.
I have for years been a sufferer from
kidney and bladder troubles; I have
tried all remedies that I could fled, and
had almost given up all hope of em r
getting r.flief, until I tried Hall'e Great
Discovery. I am now using it and feel
like a new man Its effect ir wonder-
ful. 0. W. WILLIAMS,
Ass's Chief Police,
THE LARNORE MEETING.
Elder T. B. Larimore will continue
his meeting at Hille's Chapel until
Wedneseity.
Preaching in the afternoon at 3 :30
and in the evenisg at 7:45. The put lic
is cordially invited.
AMPUTATION NECESSARY.
Dr. W. M. ;Fuqua, aesistel by Dr3
Woodard and \Vhite, amputated the leg
of Mies Mary Pool at Bainbridge Setur-
day.
OoStlied 26.Y oar..
I suffered for 25 years v.ittx a cough,
and spent hundreds of dollars with clue
tore and for madmen, to no avail until
1 used Dr Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. Tuts
remedy makes weak lungs strong 1.
hooreyed my Ufe.—J 13 Rased, Grant.-
burg Ill.
---
Doti't iserat.h your life away but use
Dr Sawyer's Witch Hazel arid Arnica
Salve for eczema, piles, hives, burns and
cuts Anderson dr Fowler, Hopkins-
villa, Ky.
—
Try Allen's Foot-Eagle
A powder to be shaken into the shoer.
Al this season your feet feel swollen,
nervous and hot, and get tired easily.
If you have swatting test or tight shrine
ii's Aunt's rtiot•Ilese. Is ettols the fort
Col itiolk011 rasp. 141-ilstoor
teofielliol !MOHO, sit NH PAIN POI 01S111
fad, 1144 ettitifliff Tfr IS 1M 411f.MHIII
4011 4,110iilife afui thus tif
locl fur 140 In lowilic TriNI pankoit
1910414 AdAns, Alleu 0 UltubIad, 1-te
Kay, X. V.
DR. RYLAND DEAD.
the Rev. Robert Ryland, D. D , who
was well known and had many admii-
ere in this city, is U 'ad at Lexington,
aged. ninety•four years. He was for
many years prominent in church and
educetioual work, especially for the
beriefit of colored people.
GRADED SCHOOL.
Cadiz ritiz-ns are making a strenuous
effort to start a movement for the es
tablishment of a graded sohool in that
flourishing little city.
"Lilt's colds" neglected coat thous-
ands of deaths yearly. People who have
toed Dr. Sawyer's Wild Cherry and Tar
recommend it even for consumption.
Anderson & Fowler, Hopkiusville, Ky.
NEW POSTOFFICE.
A postoffice has: been established at
Hawkins, Christian county, with Mr.
Robert B. Blades as postmaster.
- -4111..--
POPULISTS WILL MEET.
A mass-meeting has been; called by
the Populist committee of Trigg county
for May 8 at Oachz.
NI FOOLED THIC touttososts.
All doctors told Renick Hamilme, of
West Jefferson, 0 , after suffering le
months from Hectal Pistols, he would
die unless a costly operation was per-
formed; but he cured himself with five
boxes of .13u-klen's Arni la Salve, the
surest pile cure on Earth, anti the best
Salve in the World. 25 melte a Les
Sold by 1.. L Elgini, 0 K. Wyly. R
Hardwick, J. 0 Oook and A. P. Har-
ness, drug/vete.
If you have urinary trouble or pain in
the heel, indicating kidney disorders, if
there, be a general 101% of energy, we ask
you in all fairnees to use Dr Steams r'l
Ukatine. Thougends bear evidence to WHOLESALE es.
the fact that it mare. Anderson & Fow Ii RETAIL 16, roc e r.ltr, Ilapklasville, Kr.
!BENEFICIARIES SUED.
Undue Influence Is Alleged
Ey The Defendants—
Parties To The
Suit.
From eatureeye l:,i iv.
A suit of considerable public interest
sass filed iu the I 'in nit Court this morn-
i :v. If the preyers u f the petitioners
in the action are granted, the will of the
'ate Matthew Toque will be set aside
an the sayers' bequests to Baptist in-
r-trtutiona will be defeated.
Twenty-flye plaintiffs, the sisters,
brothers, nieces and nephews of the tee
rater j On in the suit to set aside the
will. The widow of the testator and
the Rev. John A. Bennett, pastor of the
Veirview Baatist chnrch, together with
the Feirview Baptist church, the Home
NliSSi011 Board, the Foreign Mission
Board, the Baptist Orphan's Home, the
eiluister's Aid Soeiety,who are the ehief
boned ltries under the will, are made
the chief defendants.
The petition recites the fact of Mr
Layne's death in January at the ad
minced age of 84. It is alleged that he
wag feeble in mind and body and sus-
ceptible to undue influences and sugges-
tions. Mrs. Layne, and Mr. Bennett are
charged with exerting an undue influ-
ence over his mind and inducing him to
leave large portions of his estate to these
institutions to the detriment of his re-
lations and the natural heirs of his
bounty.
They charge that the instrument ad-
mitted to probate purporting to be the
last will and testament of the late Math-
AW Layne is not such in reality and the
testator was not possessed of mental
capacity sufli.Oent to make an intelli-
gent ecrvey of his estate. They charge
farther that the :testator's will power
was dionivated by the defendants, Ben-
nett and Mrs. Layne, and that it wise en
timely thraugh ttiem That so much o hi+
property was left to Baptist WARD-
ti
Several days ago the New ER k noted
the face that the Auditor of the State
hid directed a re-assessment of the per
sonality of the Liyire estate bayed upon
the report of the appraisers. The bank
cock. amounting to about 's, 00u, should
nave be -n exempted from taxation loa-
der the bead of persoualty.
.••••
FOR SALE—A good 3o n flesh
m'Ich cow. Apply to R. Patti 1, h me
196. 41
WANTED: Reliable Salesman to
sell the best specialty on the market
Staple article and le arly seller, afford-
ing large pr fir. No samples or deposit
required. Address 926 Majestic Build-
ing, Detroit, Mich -Welt
—
Evansville Produce Co. will pay top
market prices for produce, poultry,
eggs', etc.
e _
No oonstipattal person can look his or
her bist or feel perfectly well. For that
'neatly° liter atid coostipation try Dr
4awyer's Little Wide Awake Pills awl
they will Pure you, Anderson itit Fuw•
ier, flopkturville. Ky
MONEY TO, LOAN—On good too
+state security Apply to
Ht7117211 WOOD 5. RCM
UTTER
We have arranggd with
Mr Charge V. (Ireen to
lomillo hl Celahmtett
tiormiy Hutto'. Ms Inl,
al 01 KM f wit 011 Niko
NoothiligI Iitr ittutIotiluul
SPRING
CHICKENS
Are now ripe. Shall we
send you a few.
Women of
experience in
ordering col-
r fee from their grocer
arc careful to specif.
Chase & Sanborn':
Sea! Brand Coffee,
which comes in pound l'
and two-pound tin cans,'
knowing that satisfac-
tion accompaniescvery
can.
Thousands of refined
people who know and
appreciate good coffee
endorse this famous
brand. The signature
and the seal of these
well-known ini,- orters
1 guarantee its excL1-
lence.
I I
:—W. T. -:
nn
r
n
LILfl
& COMPANY.
CHAN& OF CLIMATE
WON'T CURE  CONSUMPTION
The Slocum System is Needed.
A Curative Medicinal Treatment Fonded on Modera
Scientific Truths is More Potent
Than Air Alone.
FREE TREATMENT FOR LUNG WEAKNESS.
If those of our readers who reside in
.he most highly favored sections of this
:ountry, where the climate is healthy
and invigorating, with • dry and tonic
atmosphere. will look about them, they
will see a greater or less number of their
friends and neighbors dying of con-
sumption, while many others have
already been carried off by that dread
malady.
These deaths haveoccurred from time
to time amid the refreshing prairie
breezes of summer; in the fair and mel-
low days of aeturnie and also in the dry
and sunny seasons of a southern winter.
1.Such deaths amid such favorable sur-
roundings afford positive and convinc-
ing proof that. climate alone will not
cure consunaptioa; thet neither pine.
laden breezes nor bracing mountain air
will restore weak lungs or build up a
constitution that is being undermined
and broken down by the insidious germs
of a fatal disease.
But, on the other hand, many thou-
sands of testimonials from grateful peo-
ple all over this country. who have been
cured by the Dr. Slocum System of
Treatment, and are today in the enjoy-
ment of perfectly restored health and
strength, afford the most convincing
evidence that this treatment, aided by
favorable climatic conditions and sur-
roundings, is a positive cure ter Con-
sumption and all other chronic diseases
of the Throat, Chest and Lungs.
Therefore, those who go to the moun-
tains, the seashore or to southern cli-
mates, as well as those who already
reside in such favored localities, should
not fail to take the Dr. Slocum System
of Treatment if they wish to derive tle
full benefits of favorable climatic cone.
Lions and scientific medication.
The Dr. Slocum System of Treatment'
(coneisting of Four Preparations) is ho''
medicine and food. The medicines us,
in it allay the cough and lung irritatite
heal the soreness and subdue the pan
in the throat, overcome shortness of
breath, improve the appetite and diges-
tion, and bring correort, rest aid re-
freshing sleep, while its food prepertres
are bee/brig up the conatitution. enrice-
mg the blood aid infusipg the sufferer
with new life and vigor.
No single remedy will accomplish all
this, but the Four Remediee embodied
in the Dr. Slocum System of Treatment
will. More than a quarter of a century
has been devoted to perfecting this
System of Treatment: every indicre'on.
every symptom in Consumption and
other diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
has been carefully studied in the devel-
opment of this Treatment, therefore
those who take it and give it a fair Wel.
certainly avail themselves of ali t: a,
modern science and skill have to i
fur the cure of Consumption and ale
forms of wasting diseases.
Dr. Sloeum's faith in the efficacy fd
his System of Treatment is so strong.
and his interest in the welfare ..f hu-
manity so great, that he will cheerfully
send his complete Syctem of Treatment
'Four Preparations) FREE to 4/11 suf-
ferers who ask for it.
Comrlete Free Commie of Treatment. Coral/ling
of Four Preparations, Formula of
i4xusis.
Write the Doctor.
Simply write giving your full name,
stoffice and express address, to De.
T. A. Slocum, Laboratories, 96 and 98
Pine Street. New York Cot-, stating that
you read this article in this paper, when
the FOUR FREE PREPARATIONS
will be cent you, together with free
esteem ndanted n veur onte
G. W. Bement, Jr. Geo. E. Fox, Mgr.
Evansville Produce Co.,
:iEFERe.NOE:
Citizens National Bank.
Bement & Seitz Co.
All Express Companies
Ail Steamboat Companies.
-117‘70).-ter 23t.
Evansville,
Indiana.
THE LEADER
Will Have a Few Choice Sum.
mer Pattern Hats on Display'
THURSDAY, APRIL 21t11.
lime. Fleurette Levy
1'1;k/one Big In
Beg to inform their friends and patronethat
they are now prepared to display the best and
latest novelties of the season's production in
Dress Goods, Silks, Wash Goods,
Diminities, Piques
Embroideries and
Netts,
Laces.
FINE LINE OF
Clothing
Our Style the Latest!
Our Quality the Best!
Our Prices the LoNife.!
Our rlethods—Honest!
Our Motto—Truth!
Shoes, Shirts, Hats,
Underwear and Furnishing Goods
For Men and Boys.
DOMESTICS, PRINTS, LINENS.
TICKINGS, AND PARASOLS.
In dealing with us you will always be
correctly informed on all new
fashions and receive
Prompt and Polite Attention.
The Moayons' Big Storea
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY,
 -44
FIFTEEN
Horses Were Burned To
Death At
GUTHRIii LAST NIGHT,
Death Of Sam Ezell--
Judge Pratt Will Run
---Other Local
Matters
From Muturdft• daily.
Last night at eleven o'clock the livery
stable of J. M Abshire, at Guthrie,
was burgled.
Fifteen fl le ,horses perished in Ste
Ii ones, and ten or twelve bnggirs am'
e irreg. a awl a lot of provender were
olin rat, d
There were twenty-one head of stock
in tie stable. Four horses were saved
The loss is about $4 000, with partial
imoraece witn J. M. Higgins & Son, of
t its ity. The losms have been adjust -
e 1.
SAM I ZLLL'S DEATH,
His Symptoms Were Those of Spinal
Meningitis.
Fr3m Sift ardny 's daily.
Samuel Ezell, an employee at Forbes
& Bros', planing mill, died last night at
his home on the Olergsviile pike near
this city.
Mr Ezell had been sick for quite a
time and the symptoms were those of
spinal menirletts. His physicians think
that his death was due to this dreadful
malady. He was a worthy and indus-
trious young man and his death is deep-
ly deplored by his associates and
friends.
JUDGE CLIFTON J. PRATT
Would Accept Republican Nomination If
Tendered To Him.
I rum Fiviirlay's daily
In responss to a letter asking Judge
CLiftou J. Pratt, of Madisonville, if he
would accept the Republican nomina-
tion for Governor, the following reply
was received in this city last night by
an intimate friend of the well-known
jurist:
if the party in its wisdom should
tender me the nomination, I will accept
it and make an earnest and aggressive
effort to win the race."
O'DELL SETTLES
W J O'Dell, the Cincinnati broker,
whose branch house at Lexington failed
GFN eral weeks ago, has settled with all
his creditors. The total amount of his
eabilitlea at L. zington was $21,000.
O'Dell had a branch house in Hop-
kinsville several months last year.
wee 
Write or telephone Evansville Pro-
duce Co for prices. fe24,w3m
7-4r*tfiler-
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BAKER'S CHOCOLATE
Imitations on the market!
IHousekeepers should examine what they buy, and rinks
sure that mery package bears our well known . . .
YELLOW LABEL.
Trade-Mark on every package.
TAKE ONLY THE OENL'INE,
Made by
WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd. - Derdester, Man.
TIVADC Established 1750.
4040#4413441**4440.414.4i40.41-44440-44.14
A pull line of Binders, Mowers, Hay Rakes,
Cor# Harvesters, Huskers and Shredders,
Twine and Repairs for sale by
1-I. C. 13aLil1 
Opp, Post-Office. HOPHINSVILLE, KY.
lothing
.... That is made right, trimmed
right, finished right, cut to fit,
don't make any difference about
your figure You may be long-
slim, short, stout or regular. We
can fit you, and best of all, at prices
that will leave a balance to your
credit and a smile on your face.
ur Line
. Of Children's Suits in nobby
effects is replete with new crea-
tions and in popular prices that
will please you.
The HoOtinsville
Mercantile Company.
A BUSINESS "'CATIONis absolutely necessary to tbill
young man or • ou ( woinsa
who NI on)d win success In life. This being conceded, it Is of tint UnportAnCe to get ) our
training ist the school that stands in the very front rank— ;
THE 'BRYANT &STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Louisville, Ky.
iser--m experienced teachers, each one a specialist in his nnie
Write for a beautiful book giving testimonials from grad must
occupying prominent positious all over the United Stailes—is
will,$be mailed to you FRES.
• I
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A NEW HOUSE!
hut most of us can spare the cash to put in ono or two
Cabinet Mantels and Tile Hearths!
Which put into our old houses will do more
to brighten the#1 up, beautify them, than the
same amount of money spent in other direc-
tions. Our new store has a handsome display
of these goods agd we ask you to call and look
through. In this connection we beg to call
your attention to our
Our Mammoth Stock of WALL PAPER
All New!
. . We have fitted up our former offices hand-
somely for a Mill Paper arid Window Shade
Display room, vkihich will be well lighted and
furnished vith !comfortable seats. We can
show you a stock of paper selected with the
greatest care and taste, and every piece of it
brand new.
We Have the Finiest Dis-
p14y of Buggies in Kentucky.
Victor Bicycles at $50
Are the quickesk movers we've got. The best at $50
is a potent argument with all lovers of the Bicycle.
VICTORIAS ar4 the ladies' favorite wheel. Sold on
the intallment !plan. 20 percent discount for cash.
Forbes 4SL Bro.,
Hopkinsville, - Ky.
a
a
a
' •e•- • -• - -• •• . • • tia/P-4.-'• • "rt" • se.
...4 -
11102-L-404e- ,
dillitatitaxgeaSseso ...
. . ,
ste-aa...-ea-aaralaaateeta- -
w Era Printing L rublish'oCo
HUNTER WOOD, Presideste
OF F ICE.-Nevr Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, HopkinseiIle, Ky.
ES 1 .00 A YEAR.
Received as tea pasiofilce in Hop/OW-Me
seceited-Ciaall 111•U matter
Friday, April. 28, 189$.
- 
ADVERTISING RATES: -
One tech, first insterilou I 50
one loch. one namesto  s so
tuLtte I qt. b, t Pi rree , 60U
thin lack, uli nunkt1111. Yeti
Our Diets, one year  , 1500
additional rates may be bad by applica-
telt,ti at the orrice.
Transient advertising Must by paid for In
atirteae.
l'hurifes for yearly advertisenienta will be
eoleseted quarterly.
all advertisements inserted without spec-
ified lame will lee ch.rged fur until ordered
out.
./kaaiouncrtnenta of Mu-naves and Deaths.
IWO exessslinig nee ltne.i. and notices of
prvaohing pew ished gratis.
Obituary Pftilees, Resolutions of Respect.
sad ether stadiar neater., nee cents per nue.
- 
CLUSSING RATES: -
The Wrea i.r Now ERA and the following
eekiy t intiucinnati Enquiror...„ AI 5c
Send-Weekly eit. Louis ...I Th
ileini Weekly tilobe-laimuyrat. 116
Home and Sarta  .
 IA
Weekly Louisville Dispatch  150
Ladbs tionie Journal . ...... 1 MO
Tie -a-\ S eta Courier-Journal .
Trt-W wetly New York World   1 Su
special clubbing raves with any magazine
or erwspoper ptiblbelied in the United Suttee
COURT DIRECTORY.
CIRCUIT 00eltlf-Fusit Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
ietuearztuer Colone-Second Mondays
In Janaary, April, July and October.
FISCAL UOVRT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
°erste eketorr-Fust Monday in every
month.
Oouaty mass convention will be held
In the court house at ilopkiesville Sat
Relay, June 17, at 2 p m., to select del-
to the Demoeratic State Oonven-
Moo, which meet* in Louisville June 21
to nossiitiaSe candidates for State t..131.ofi
The Masi° Festival to be held in Lou
bailie on May lith, 7th and 10th should
be well patronized by the people of Ken
turay. Tennessee and Southern Indiana.
It is an enterprise that commends itself
to an levers of music, as well as to those
who are intrrested in the general devel-
opmeut of Louisville and surrounling
=mom y
Mr cKinley's selection of Mr. E
Bartlett Tripp, of South Dakota, who
was minister to Austria under the Clete
land admixistratioo, to represent the U
Id on the international Commirsion the!
will ese'.eavor to straighten out the Sam
°au tamale. was dusappointiug to a num•
her of Republicans who wonld like to
have secured the place Mr. McKinley
ia no nevtoe in the game of politaas. He
got elected by the support, directly or
in4kreeriy, of gold Democrats, and he a
poseloe !or the same support next year
Mr rd le a gold Democrat; besides.
aeis s near relative by marriage, of
assaator Deets, of Minn, who is chair
a. ia of the Senate Committee on For
sten 4eLartonr.
•
imteseigammertiosaagottodsigamomuse
sAtsit EitAtikbaixtoiccsaggo
potariletici at ioglo GI ibc
esaw.....swasailiatalassabwaliseat
:. rt,1".,3vi 0.,..."...1  Tho advccatcs of tin scheme beli
tt
that in d short time these would be a
assimilation tetween the uegroes of Bo
Philippwee sad their le indred from th
United States, ad that there would fol
low for the colored poople opportnintiel
to get homes and possibilities of career,
they could not hope for in this country
I
The widespead and rapidly vowing
interest in improved highways anion.t
all classes of eitizots is only more lbh
in the done of evidence that Kentuc .•r
awe are always alive, not only for the
personst contort, but to their materi 1
yinterests as well. While they eva
the exhilaration of driving a fast trott r
over smooth hard roads, they resit
that the stme roads enable the fern+
to reacl his market at one fifth the
expense entailed by the old mad roa ,dt:
and the oonsideration that touches e
pocket is the one that rules the worid.
And this financial consideration its Ile- 1
lation,to highway conditions, does /lot I
more closely effect the far Lers the
other citizens. Manufacturers, m
chan4, farmers, professional men of
every elves, and, in fact, all public epir•
tied iodividuals who consider the 41-
fare nf their State and community.
realists that reduced rate of transporta-
tion adds to the wealth of the produNer
and entbles him to eojey many Luau-
ries which under reversed conditiene
are denied him. Nor is financial gin
the only good to be derived from tripod
roads, for ease of communication 10-
motes education and provides opporhu•I
tunities for social intercourse, whichi in
be eej rred
I
1
1
1
We offer oae hundred dollars rewIerd
'or any case of catarrh that cannot be
lured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
P. J. OEIENEY & 00., Toledo, Q.
We, the undersigned. have know, F.
T. Cbeney for the last Creel, ato
p', pa,
eelieve him perfectly honorable nal at
easiness transactions and finauciallo
able to carry out any obligations triads
cry ciliate firm,
West .8e Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, 0.
According to the Standard Oil Com-
ps er's sworn statement in the hands of
the Attorney General of Ohio, a barrel
ot refined ()detests that concern just 20
cents, or twe-tifths of a cent a galloa. It
that cost is included raw materiel, treat-
ment and the expense of it fining the oil.
From this it would appear that someone
Is making an outrageous profit by charg-
ing the consumer 20 cents a gallon for
aa artiste which costs but two-tifths of
a rent to manufacture. With each gal
Ion the consumer pays for the mannfac-
tartng of a barrel. The oil could be,
produced and delivered at 2 tents a gal
los in any part of the United States,
and if sold at 5 cents a gallon would
bring an immense profit.
The German press continues to robin-
Lain a moderate tone regarding the at.
terances of Oapt. Ocghlan. The Nenete
Nacianchten and the Fratikfurter Zeit-
ting eonfess that "the A-merican sailors
had a eertain amount of justification for
irritation at the pretenee of German
mein-of-war at Manila." The Prank -
terser Z :Bung suggests that it was not
the German For, ign Ofli ee, but Emper-
or Willie a who was responsible for the
• -a•licionaness of the German fluadron."
Ore jinrnal, which has lately published
violent articles against Great Britian
and the United States, aiknowledges
with great readiness "the civility of the
United States Government in robbing
Capt. Ooghlanat tactless invective of all
offensiveness and political signifi cance
A proposition to utilize negro troops
to a large extent in future military op
erations in the Philippines is attracting
much attention, and, it is believed, veil:
be coneidered by the Administration in
the near future. Such a pelicy is urepea
on the theory that certain racial °finis
ttions may be utilized in a ay to defeat
rebelions acts on the pail e, Aguinaldc
and his army, and to bring peace to the
newly acquired possessions of the
United Stales in the East. One-third
of the population of the Philippines are
negroes of the same race as those in the
United States, and, while not numerour
• -•••._- •• 
•
An. Excellent Combination.
e pleasant method and beneficial;
ts of the well known remedy.,
le or Fins, manufacttured by the
0E1Stit. FPI SYRUP Co., ill'arstrate
•eltie of obtaining the liquid taxa-,
tii prineiples aaf planter known to be
apadkinally laxative tied presenting
Wm in the form most rereshing tot
Ileste and acceptable to the system.
%the one perteet stremenhening lama
the, elenosino the svetem effeetually4
dispeiling cc-Id;. headaches and leveret
gently yet promrtly and enabling one
to overcome halattiel coaatipation per.
=ineptly. Its perfect freedom from
every objeetionable qutlity and rubs
stance, and its acting on the kidneys,
liver and bowels; without weakening'
im irritating them, melte it the ideal
laxative.
In the proeesse of mannfacturing fine
.sre used, as the•.• are pleasant to the
taste, hot toe medicinal qualities of the
re:natty are obtained from sauna anti
-other aromatic plant's. by a method
known to the Caterongia FIO SYKI1P
Co. only. In order to get its beneficial
effects and to avoid hpitations, pleat*
rernen, her the full nnme of the Company
printed on the front of every package.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN IrialliClaCO CAL.
KT saw 'YORK. If T.
all Straggista-Price Soc. per bottle
lees favored localities Can
'July to a limited extent.
HOW'S THIS?
1
Wattling, Kinnan & Illarvim, Whole
safe Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cute is taken intrinal-
!Ir. acting directly upon the blood 
anti
mucous surfaces of the system. 'Ileeti-
aioncials sent free. Price 75.; per bottle
aold by all drngoiets.
Hall's Family Pills are the beef.
I ...es.-
Ili PREAtous METALS IN CHIflA.
Gold, in the form of money, is [lever
seen in China, neither are gold ifigote
in use in trade, but are used for hbard!
rug only. Hoarde.1 gold is pm all,
:ouod in only two forms. One is n in-
zots shaped like a boat, about 3 6 itlehee
ong, 0 5 inches wide, and weigh+ 11
573.1000 cz. Troy weight.; the otter io
an the form of gold leaf, meaalarine
shout eight inches square and weighing
%beta thirty grammes. The rehativi
'
setae of gold to silver was in tie qegin
liag of the Ming dynasty (A. D.1137.5)
.ne to four; under the Emperor I Wei.
Li (1594), of the same dynasty, oite ti
-even; at the end of the Miug dlnaety
(1435), one to ten; under the Etieperm;
linng-hei (162), of the present dyemsty,
arils to twelve; under the EmperogKien
talig (1737), one to twentg ; in thi mid
lie of the reign of Toakwang ilS40),
me to eighteen; at the beginningiof the
reign of Hang-fang (1850), one ttt four
teen; in 1e82, one to sixteen to eighteer,
lad at present one to thirty. Gold not
using used in China as money, tebt as r
!Ommodity, its only value is for !hoard-
tag and ornamental porpoetee; thing War1
people can readily comprehend thiat golc
gas advanced nearly one hundred per
7.ent since 1882 One ounce of silver
will bay jest as much rice, corn,retton,
411k or other commodity, except -old, a-t
"ter it would, but gold is too h h fe
e
ill but the very richest people to lndulto
1#. Precisely the Milne conditihne, ai
*as values are concerned, prhvail Ii
dm United States, only our people have
Ocien bulldcz id int) the belief that all
+alnee, except gold, have gonl down,
flown, down, while the valise of gold re-
1
Satins stationary. Mr. R. E. Predeu.
unnmissioner eel customer, in the; decee-
aial reports of the custom houreel Shang
hat, says: -It would be impartible it
the space at my disposal to dim:lase th
infinences which tell on the motrement•
lad value of the precious metalt to Oh:
ha, even if, writing with only *re trad
of a single port before me, I arOn a po
anon which qualifies me to dp so. l
!an (illy say that in the genere.1 spin
ton, a teal of silver buys as mach pro
tact now as it did when it haiti high. r
.terling value." This, I believei is a fair
1
E R. Jserdros
I
BIMETALLIC ARGUMENTS.
If the cause of bimetallisni cannot
I
:tend on the basis of troth, it 'tight not1
to stand at all. The advocetestof silver
remenetization, like all others,Imay oc-
.asionally make mistakes in tt• it state
petite of Sects, especially wheal .wrttini.
ir speaking from memory. i3ut they
aim to tel the truth and are within,
tnd anxious to rest the entire' (malice
apon the indispptable records 4t history
While, in the great mojerity jot cases
the gold advocate resort's to hat he-r
*en aptly termed the "ye: down,'
eekirg to bury the issue oud of sigh
beneath a mass of fitpdoodai rhetorifi
and false appeals to sentimeel, the sit
ver advocate, as a rule, Invite the calm
and dispassionate study of tile world',
financial history, in all its bemiring!, up
on the question. The +retie:owe
•eiound money," fifty-cent 1 dollars,"
one dollar as good as every ether dol-
lar," and the like, as used upeiin the gold
side of this cou'iovirey, are Riese catch
phrases. The whole argument (!i ie
favor of the gold *tandard, soi far as P
it honest, is nothing more than a
*scratching of the surface, a slitting of
hairs over noneeeeeetials r4c1 an ar•
euniptioni of disputed points. Wineu c'-
vested of all (rabbles, there if, in fact
tut one side to the question and that
is the silver side
{e n er al statement.
•
NUPTIAL RUMORS',
_
Roman are in the air of two marlilieges to take place * tehin i, .4 next fee
weeks. According to the • r• port card,
will be issued issued thii first of
next week sanounctrie the proachinei
wedding of a handsome, i - pkinaville
lady and a well-know: 00 us/ at-
torney at the local bar. Th other mar-
riage will be that of a prosp one mime.
co man and the popule 1 ely te
whom he has beee payiagd *tett stern
lion for some am i
---eats-.
Mini Ethel B Winger, of
i fling relatives is the city.
-
is els.
ONES HIS
REASONS
Why Free Silver Peo-
ple Should
BE FOR OEN. HARDIN
Lion. John D. Carroll's In-
teresting Letter
ON STAE POLITICS.
(F 1.IZ agt1120 4N r NE% s.)
New Castle, Ky . April, 1890-H. A.
Sonortiere, Est , Dear Sir: I often see
in other paperigextracts from your paler
concerning the Gubernatorial race and
am glad that yen are making such a,
strong arid god fight for Gen. Hardin
I will cheerfully support either of the
other dedidates if nounuated but I feel
that Hardin deserves and is entitled to
the nomination and therefore I am ear-
nestly for him. I confess that in Ade()
eating his election I am largely infiu
onced by my views on the money ques-
tion and confidently believe that the de-
feat of lisrein would be given out and
eecepted by the country as an evidence
that in this State at least the cause of
free silver is as dead as African Slavery,
ea Mr. Watterson delights in putting it
In my jadgment the money qiiestion---
- he cause of bimetallism-is and wit,
ontinue to be the great question in this
ountry until it is finally settled on the
Oen lines, the uanatitude of trusts now
,ormieg are merely stY epriugs of tab
ereat money trued, ani until this Mon
eator in which they are hatched is de-
stroyed they will continue to sprieg
;o existence and menace the welfare eine
prosperity of our country. Hardin and
Blackburn stand as the most conspieu•
en advocates in this State of the silver
:des and the defeat of either would be a
melons blow to our cause.
I rectal) ct very well that in 1805 and
96 the public men of this Setter with
?ow neteble e xceptieus were hesitating
end ha Or g as to which tideuf the mon
queetiou they should take-the voice
of the p .eple had not then been beard-
powerful toll ueuees both State and Na-
tional were actively at work to swing
Kentucky on the side of the so-calleo
•isound money." The public man who
tared to champion the cause of silver
'cook his political life iii his hands, and I
epeat only a few hail the courage to ea.
1. Clear auai strong in the midst of thie
confusion nod oueertaitty rang oat
• he voice of Wat Ellardin,in every speech
both before and after his nominetaou he
holed, and ably championed the cau• e ot
diver and that it cost him many votei
there can be ro qu-stion. This country
-el my day has not witneesed such a
eivil contest, and it does seem to me
nothing but common justice tint mei.
the If.tedin and Blackburn shoal
wow reap the reward they so well earn-
ed in the trying days cf 1595 and 1896
es,* their farlres advocacy of the
manse of the people. In that critical
eeriod of our party history, when Bar-
an in every county of the State wee
ornelaaming the great principles that
efterwarris found expression in the Obi-
sago platform, Mr. St-one was in 0ou
aeon whet e he could have rendered rel-
iable aid to the cause but it was a dose
genies time for men in public life to
•,,Le /4, t against the Federal Ad-
otnistrateau ell I in opposition to the
only great newspaper in the State and
-he mord shows that Mr Stone was net
(pal to the demands of the occasion. I
know that Mr. Stone has publicly de-
-dared in a carefully prepared speech
•hat he would withdraw from the race
f it could be proven that he ever voted
'or an issue of gold bonds-but of coarse
le was on'y joking-because in addition
o o ber similar vntes that the Congress
opal Record discloses I have before me
he Record of February 14,1893 (any per-
on can get a copy of it big sending ten
rents to the Public Printer, Washington
'J. C o and find in it a short clean cut
resolution providing for the issue of
bonds "to an amount not exceeding
P35,116 275 bearing interest at a rate net
•aceeding 3 per cent p-r annum, prin•
epal and interest payable in gold coin
et the present stauderd of weight and
ineness" and voting for it is the name
.f Mr Stone in company with such
arominent and radical Republicans and
told men as Reed, Dingley, Bynum,
iatterson and other's, and protesting
and vi beg ag door it were sunti DeLLIfl
-rata as Bryan, Bland, McMillan and
It here.
Mr. Goebel did not claim ti be a sil-
ver man in 18a5 or '96. I know it to te
fart that at the Lexington convention
in May '96 Mr. Goebel was a pronounc-
ed gold man and was reouguized as the
iandidate of the gold people for Chair
Loin of the Democratic b Isle Coalmine e
oil he was defeated solely because i f
reason by Meter Johnson. I repe. t
:hat if the silver Democrats of the Si. to
rare amid are sincere in their belief, if
hey remember rie they nertainly de the
/teat battle of '95 and '90 if the money
parat:Wi is yet the greet -at qn tetion-
as it is--i• American po'itics then liar-
in and Blackburn des.rve the higheet
107OTA In it the D .rivecratic party in
his Stole Olt' beat° w.
Hardiu's detest in 1893 was not due
:n any lark of personal or prohtical pop-
Carire, his publie and private life a a-
••ee ard riow an open clean book and
aro nem in the State wou'd make a more
sonor .ble or popular Ex cutive. I
:now it he erected that Gen. Hardin ha*
teen fr. gnentiy honor d by the parry-
het I. trae-rreri is a 41.) true that ha
•,di at all fifties retid,it-d valuable aid
the party. His seivices were Lever
eseded that he det tot promptly and
.heerfolly respond, no matter whete
she place or what the oecasion whether
it e as easy or hard to get to or the con•
test a big or a little one, if the Duty
needed him he went.
Iii. also said by tome that his lorg
ainnection with the Administration at
Frankton will be hurtful to the party
eta this will not be urged by. any fair
minded man with the facts before hit:e-
ft' 1593 and for many years ot tor there-
o and in every campaign the Republl
.ian speakers and press had ding donged
it all over the State that they wanted
to "see the book.," that if they could
get a look at the rewords they would
discover all 'wade of peculation and
c
„
ITCHINC HUMORS
lc
PJfalPfl and irri•at Iflne Instantly relieved and
sieeskly enured 14 hot baths with f eve,as
140% I,1 elea.1140 the skin. gentle "11,0 iern..ns
of ci TireltA I) utenei) t • to..al the ekte,:i4
flo•o• O Sof I I T I ILA lit-./Le Ira?, to
and cleanse UM. 610.4.
Ode asessiwet the world. .r.s. Our. Alb Cam
Cour.. Pews, how le Ow sid• iii••••4" foe.
t •
""*..41.101.•
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E 3 Torture Equil to the Not much attention is often pai
d to the
first symptoms of Eczema, but it is not lt
before the little redness begins to itch 
artj
to 
burn. This is but the beginning, and will
lead to suffer;ng and torture almost uren-Viciag and Blinin a of, le'
durable. It is a common mistake to regard
Tt:s FEarful Dijeases a roughness and redness of the skin asrnerely a local irritation; it is but an i ^ dice-lion of a humor in the blood-of terrible
tFezeus-which is m re than skin-deep, and rein not be reached b
y local sepii-
c....aelas of oantinent , salves, etc , &Jelled to the surfaee. The disease
 ioalf,
t: .. real cause of the trouble, is in the blood, although all suffering is
 prod e'eed
tereegh the skin; tle only way to retch the disease, therefore
, is through
tile Ldex.ol.
air. Phil T. Jon , of Mixerscille, Ind., writes!
'1 hail lezentet hirty years, and after a great deal
of treatment my h-cl was so raw and sore that it gave
 nee
constant pain. It fl elly broke into a running sore, anti
began to 'spread and grew worse. For the past five or
six years I have sub •ra d untold agony and had given up
ell hope of ever bee g free from the dice, as 1 have
been treated by son e of the best phyeicfans and have
ta' en many blood linedieines, all in vain. With little
feel; left I began 4a take S. S. S., and it apparently
made the Eczema roe. but I knew that this was the
way the remedy t rad of the peienn. Continuing
11. h. S., the soee li aled up entirely, the ski
n became
clear and smooth, a id I was cured perfectly."
Eczema is an clhtinate disease and can not be cured by 
a remedy which is
only a tonic. Svrif a Specific-
S. S S. FOR THE BLOOD
i
-is superior to oth r blood remedies because it c
ures diseases which they can
not reach. It goes 
3 
the bottom-to the cause of the disease-and will cure
the worst cave of ' !e, no matter what other tre
atment has failed. It isIf mit
the only blood rem dy guaranteed to be free from p
otash, mercury or any
other mineral, and tever fails to cure Eczema, Scrofula, Co
ntagious Blood
Poison, Cancer, T'-ter, Rheumatism, Open Sores, Ulcers,
 Boils, eta insist
open S. S. S. ; noth no can take its place.
nta, Georgia.
4 Books on theeeisemees will be mailed free to any add
ress by Swift ape-
ellin Cornoany, At!
- • --
....•.
Spring and SumIncr
)10 
. • URN' GOODS ;Is
In çrcat Variety at T. M. JONES.
In Fan by Silks, Black Silks, Woolen Dr-ss
:The
Goods, ress Trimmings, Colored Wtlts, White
Welts, G nghams, 'irreales, Covert Cloths, Or-
gandies, luslin, Check Nainsooks, Dimities,
Colored çhallies, ,Madras Cloths, Table Linens,
Napkins, Fancy Goods, Muslin Underwear, Lace
-
and Eml oideries, Tailor-Made Suits and Sepa-
-MP rate Skit-ta, Lace Curtains, Gent's Furnishing
'or Goods, Carpets, Rugs, Matti - les, Litiolet.mz, Oil
Cloths, Etc.
Compare my Prices and Qu, lit lee with
7.-119
Others and you will find bvtn 1.?!•_1:1 F.
5fa
T. N. JONES/ r••_,
Main Street.
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Nod ca to, pill 01 Pismo iota) I
thetitILAII ilil bt talk tNiebtpl ibi
flandUleht t•Preschtatiohs Of ON that,
acter they accered many totes arid the,/
have Low had for more than three years
full and undisturbed control and lus-
ts...ton of "all the hooks " They have
searched them earettilly and vigilautly
and tot a mot have they been able to
find misappropriated and not a single
item have they discovered that would
re fleet in the slightest degree upon the
integrity of Hardin or any other State
officer, so that there is absolutely noth•
lug in the Apprehension of some good
Democrats that Gen. Hardin', connec-
tion with former administrations tingle
it jute his candidacy of the party.
'i'bis tette- ...ready unreasonably
long but I a ish to add that the senti-
ment for Hardin in tbe two Commis-
sioners conventions has been held to de-
monstrate in a striking degree his
strength and popularity with the people
and the further fact that the Democrats
do not intend to be diverted from the
main issue by special pleas put up to
Advance the political f meaner) of indi-
•ileal candidates.
I venture the assertion that the Mass
conventions to nominate delegates to
Louisville will be more largely attend-
ed than any conventions ever hold in
this State. Gentlemen who fancied
when they called muss convention that
the country people will not ride to the
court house will find they were mistak-
en They will be there and neariy ev-
ery court house and court yard in the-
State will at 2 o'clock on Jane 17 be
filed with Free Silver Hardin Demo
YJoneroDu"OARROLL
(Tata.
BREWER TAKES A PARTNER.
Will D. Spurri•r has entered into
partnership with W. B Brewer in the
publication of the Review at Pen.broke.
_REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Keutucly Mutual Building 614 Loma
Co. to Frank Charlton house and lot or
Durrett Avenue $10).
Thomas Martin and wife to A. R
Dearmon tract land on Trade-eater $40
PETITION WITHDRAWN.
The petition for pardon recently pre
seated to Gov. Bradley by seventy-sit
insurance companies, which have bee.
indicted and fi led for conspiracy, ha-
been withdrawn.
444..
ESCAPED
From Burning Building
In Night Clothes,
THE FALLING SPARKS
Aroused Jefferson From
Sleep--Large Store at
Cerulean Springs
Destroyed.
From Tuesday's daily.
The large general merchandise store
of D. H. (eJ ke") Armstrong at Cern
lean was totally destroyed by fire at ar•
early hour this morning.
Lrst night being damp and chilly,Mr.
Thomas Je ffersou, a nephew of kir
Armstrong, who slept at the store, built
tie a fire in the grate before retiring. •
defective flue near the center of the
room was the cause of the fire. The
structure, being entirely of wood, iguit•
ed rapidly and in an incredibly short
time the building was wrapped in
flames.
Mr. Ja ffersen was awakened at one
o'clock by sparks failing on him from
the ceiling. He sprarg from his bed
and his first glance showed him his im-
minent danger. He hurried from the
store in his night clothee, just a few
momenta before all avenues of oscapt-
were cut (ff.
The vivid flames were seen for mike
around and scores of people hurried to
the scene of the fire to lend their assist-
ance, but they came too late The build
lug together with all its contents, with
the exception of two show cases Coll'
raining small articles, was consumed.
The stock was iusared for $2,501), mud
the building at a750.
The total loss aggregates $4 300.
William Haywood, late C maul Gene-
ral to Hawaii, in a report to the State
Department, says that au increase is
shown iii almost everything imported
Eeports for the year 'seeded those of
the year previe us by $1,:,21 969
OOMPUtatti D9 made last Nevoruber at
the Yale Observatory showe I that the
new Chase comet was about 230,000,000
miles away from the earth, or abut
two and one half times Us far as the
sun. It showed cm the paceographic
plate some elorgetion. Its orb.' corree
ponded with that of no periodic comet
known, but whether or not it is itself
a periodic comet cannot yet to determin-
ed, the:m.4h it has apparently no connee-
iion with the Leonid meteors. The time
of its perihelion pasrege is to-day, aid
ibis is the only day on which it will be
visible to the naked eye. The compute
lions at Lick Observatory show that it
is nearer to the ran than is shown by
the computations at Yale. The time of
pe ibelion passage, as computed at both
places, very nearly corresponds.
A1c‘on III Injured, And
Dam !geS Claimed.
NORTON'S NEW COLT.
Other Items-of Local In-
terest Gathered By
New Era Re-
porters.
From 'rues awe-.
James A. Radford to day filed suit
for $1,500 against the Illinois Central
Railroad for allege I damages to his fine
stallion, King Aloyou
The petition recites that on March 22,
1899, Mr It tdford contracted with the
defendant.' for the shipment of five head
of horses from Hopkinsville to Evans-
side in consideaelou of $47 0), cash in
advaeice They w *re loaded, says the
pleintaff, with all possible cure iu the
defendants' yards and in one of their
care, and while en route a standard
bred black stallion was hipped, owing
to cereless handling on the vitt of the
lefendents' employee Damages to the
.mount above mentioned are claimed.
DR. NOURSE HONORED.
In its account of the Muhlernberg
Presbytery meeting in Elkton 4'1 week
the Progress says :
"Rev. Dr. Nonrse of llopliusville was
elected Moderator end presided with his
usual grace and good humor. Elder
Smith, of Central City, was temporary
clerk. Rev. I S. McElroy, of Lexing•
ton, secretary Synod Evangelistic Work,
made a Very fine address Friday moru-
tug on Evangelization Friday night
itev J H McNealy preached on For-
eign Missions SO the edification of the l
Presbytery and congregation. After
the usual routine of business was trim:re-
acted the Presbytery adjuarned Satur-
day to meet at ?reliant' next 8rptrm•
WAGES INCREASED.
HIGH PRICED YEARLING
--
Ncrton Buys Williams & Radford's later.
est in Meta's Foal.
Flotn TeleaMty'a daily
Meters. Williams and Radford, pro
erietors of the Ade:beet stud, sold ye.
•erday to Mr W. P. Norton a yearling
ay l'oher, dam Meta Mr Norton own
sa two thirds interest in the colt, Iso
aid to his partuers $1,000 for theb
thud interest.
The colt is a fall brother of Bann:
!Dope, the phelomenal Dire. -year-old.
WAN1 ED!
To buy 50,000 lbs. of wool
Highest market prick
paid. JNO. MOAYON.
GUTHRIE GOSSIP.
GUTHRIE, Ky, April 25 -Mr. W
J. Seunders, a ho liver Lear this place ,
*nut had more than his share of rendez
nue this year. Held an estimable eel
Len aud has mare, friends. His two
years old child died last week of wire
6- aii supposed to be spotted fever. Tie
was the third child he bad loet in tie,
months. The other two i ed sudden!
within a few hours of each other. 1
are believed they had eat e n poison ma
while pinyiug, and that this resulted
their death. Mr. Seueder has the syim
pathy of the community.
Though but little is said about it, and
few persons outside of flys town know
It, twenty-four p tasenger knees arree
and depart from the depot every twen
ty-four hours. Mail is sent here sixtrer
[init. a day, ard the number of freigl:•
trains that page here daily would str
prise even local citizens, who have n
o.
taken the trouble to count them
Though not a big city, as a raProad ceu
ter, Guthrie feels quite proud of herself.
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
All persons who owe taxes for the,
year 1898 are hereby notified that I will
on May 30th lts9J advertise your prcpter
ty for sale for taxa:, if not paid. 1
make this warning to save you curt.
April 26th, 1809.
J. J. Barnes, S. C C.
d and v.2'
A WOMAN BANKRUPT.
Probably the First of the Kind in ken.
lucky.
The first petition in bankruptcy to be
filed by a woman in this district, and
probably in the state, is that of Ellen
M. Rich, of Hopionsvile, which was
ti'F.4 with Deputy Clera Lindsey at the
federal building yerer lay, says the
Owen b ro Mesienger. Her total ha
bilitiee arts $372 11, of which $75 is for
.1 ages and rent. Among her creditors
i • the Delker Bicycle Compary, of Ow-
ensboro, for $46
Heroes( ts consisting of household
roods arid a emelt Welt of bicyclee,
amounting to $462.
The Best
Go•verewts)
COL. TOSCO. ROOSEVELT
oret iris, u -..e only at this store
its cheap clotl trig tbat you want you
mast look elpee bete.
We sell the beet et pitch little refit
that our Clothing is Leaver in Pelee then
the Lo /vest.
Right Tailcring, Pit and Style counts
with us-will count with you if you
will appreciate the point.
It:g
SO'S
in the city at
FRANKEL'S
$750
$2000
SAM FRANKEL.
Saturday, April 29.
SOCCOSS? i\1110, CENToIg
WHY NOT? IT IS THE MASTODON
POPULAR PRICE CHOW of the EARTH4
INT1111111 ELSE LIKE IT;
VIVI, IT STANDS 5101111
THE PRESS A KNIT IN ITS PRAM,
1110E1
Warll Plato
Frillous W H Hurls Stiows 
I he mighty met! cpolis of
The Illinois Central has posted n 
Wonderland , Thrilling
otices ligb Performances and
to the effect that after Slay 1 the wages isplays. D
of 'section men will bs increased from 
Gran! 
to twelve and one-halfeleven c
cent« per hour, or fee3 per day. 
"GYPSY" The Famous Eleptunt,arts. 
and bar Baby "Barnev'•
ONE TICKET ADM TS TO ALL
Mugs Cora Lee N. alas, of Leuisville, TWO VAUD lit1ialT19111 OAR?
is Visiting Mrs. J E. Eggletou, on Elm ' ODORS OPEN AT I &KO 7 P. IL
11111110. ADMISSION, POPULAR PRICES.
•
'Ir'llr=r,net0 127,:"F°) -%‘4111."1114'
k AU . RP
ws?utiallit' I latir
Pawls 190•106, danglitel of UT,
awl airs. WIll Boales, Ninth itreet, arid
Mr .:..1 auk Kaufman, of Lmisville, were
j As .1 oi tnarriege et 5.4 tide menuiug
ii;! le parlor of the bricia,'• home. the
ceremony was pronounced by Dr. W. K
Pinta in the presence of the immediate
minters of the bride's family and a few
tweeted guests, including Miss Fannie
Thornton, of Russellville, ant Miss
Maul (Jangler, daughter of Judge l'olk
C sler, of this city.
ainu dial s ly after the ceremony Mr.
mid Mrs. Kaufman took the early train
for Louisville, their future home.
The bri le is one of the fairest of Hop-
k iiisy Bleed daughters,a petite:blonde who
has been the center of • coterie of ad-
mirers since her graduation from the
city shoots. Mr Kant nan is connert-
ed with the leading plumbing eetabli-h-
ruente of Louisville, arid stands very
high in his circle of acqnsintaucee.
44.
TH_E THIRD.
The friends of the Hopainsville I (1'!:-
era wit be glad to learn that the Third
Kenturky boys will receive the war
rate of payment, and not the peace
rate, as. was recently announced, thug
givirg them $11 60 per month instead of
$12 It ies thought the Third will be re-
araataieed under command of Col. Smith
n widen ease all the officers under him
WO be retained.
-.NNW
RETURNS TO EVANSVILLE
On acertunt of illness and consrqnent
'LAO ay to continue the canvass for his
hook at the; time, Mr J 'ha W. Dyer-
author of "Reminisoeuceo '- has return.
te fits home, and reppeaiuted every
Jatifederate soldier and sympathizer his
agent to continue the sale. The book
will bs sent to any address nu rec. ipt of
$1 26.
I
1
 
have the c' ice cf varicns styles of !-tr.clzeis. 
Tile Sebum
i 5tacker is the newest form of v ind stacker, and has
 many fea-
tures that will instantly commend it to thrher bu
yers.
circle: It tea be loaded or unloaded by OLIO man.
separetor; Is hiiher from the crouud , aw
ing* la a wail-letsFsate et l'.4 Advant
ayes: -The chute start. from the to" of this
Wrtte f er free i n • r logne an d learn all ahem the Nichol.. rberard S
cram:or an 1
:41 Its stteehuieut., it.. ae.l.e IS lcbulieldhepard
Brenva Ito-s. et r!ASSJVILLE. TENN:a:SEE,
riscs-!olLs t. SI-IEPt.ilD CO., Cat'.'.0 Crook, r.::.l.c
Traction Lnsine.
...______ 
......... ...
. ...... stack of .................... ....... .. ....... .........
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Tells Story of the Tragedy
Near Lafayette.
HOW tIll KILLED BILLS
He has Surrendered To
The Tennessee Authori-
ties-Visited Hopkins-
ille To-Day.
From Tueetlay's daily.
Tom Freeman, who sleet the Bills
brothers eear Lafayette two weeks ago,
Is in the i:y today.
The tragedy le-mitred within the jur-
isdiction of the Stewart county, Tenn ,
authorities and Mr. Freeman has sur-
rendered and is under bond.
His story of the trag.dy is in pen-
'truce as follows:
His father had had two law snits wi,h
the Bills brothers and had defeated
them in each. On the day in question
he was returning from Dover where one
of the suits had been tried. The Bills
waylaid his father and threatened to
kill him. Tom Fit-email was driving
with lcs mother and overtook 1.is frith
en engaged in the altercation with the
Bills. One of the latter stooped and
picked op a rock and struck the elder
Freeman. It was then that Tom Free
man fin-ad, killieg Ilia elder of the Bills
brothers.
Freeform eeems to be a quiet and in-
dustrious young man. He deep'y re-
Igrees the leiter tauate oocurence,
o ihrosher
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Straw Hato
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C-untered them yesterday at noon. One
hundred and twenty two styles. Twice as
M1111V as any house in town can show. To
suit everybody in quality, style and price.
The Finest Cf.ilection of Straw Goods
Ever Brought to Hopkinsville.
is the one
that will earn
and save the
most money-that
. will thresh the most
grain and separate it most
. perfectly, at the lowest cost.
Vvery part of the Nichols-Shcp-
and Separator is designed to do the
hest work in the best way, in the
shortest time-at the least expense for
power, help and repairs. Every f.Ature
and attachment-from the self-feedec to
the stacker-is of the tiot.t improved pat-
tern; efficient, strong, durallc. Pur-
chasers of the
Nicholsa,Shopard
SEPAUTOR
"e01:
eiOtis
Stetson Hats
e-\11"•detTh. are made in Philadelphia, in the 0.-N` ri1
•
shadow of William Penn's broad- orv •tot -citi,
brimmed hat and they stand just 0.444tti
taii\fia as truly for staunch honesty and 1,vo, r„--..3
sterling worth.
91*-1
What's worth doing at all is llow 40.
eiNlyi worth doing well-that's how ii\Illyi 
as
they're made. Honestly built from ta`33
start to finish. 
:":.• s'
..., a:
41\14 Stiff and Soft Hats are equally
dependable. Newest styles in
both h:re.
We are positively headquarters for all
sorts of Hats. Our Fur Goods are manu-
factur,A especially for us, Our goods are
honest and honestly made, giving wearer all
the value his money pays for. You can see
all the styles in our house without looking
around.
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J. T. Wail & Co
SHE WM
The Latest Styles in
Hats 
an 
Bonnets.•
THE PALACE.
Just what you want in
Spring
Styles the
Call and get Prices as I always undersell compe-
titors and save you mone).
Mrs. Ma Laync.
ello l\ritiffiNtioNtli
!Tile most ely,ice line of Black Cre-
pos and Fancy Drf.ss Goods i n tile
city, Our Waist Silks arc its beautiful
as tie manufacturer can wea:e or tint,
ani so we may as trx,lifully speak of our
Fretnch Organdies and Piques.
I Lovely Gingharns, Challies, Wa81
Gods, Etc.
l 
The trade may feel assured that what-
ever they buy from us is
Correct in Sty!e, Qual-
ity' and Price. -
Crt Vii S Pik!, ii\S i
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cli• ••• * • 4 019••_,..411 itatasit aa-vse •
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These are queens among
Dress Goods from now on
and all honor to their
reign. Regal indeed are
the qualities of the sea-
son. Never were light,
gauzy materials so veil-
like a n d wonderfully
tinted.
They Are Here In
All Their Glory.
How Shall We
Describe Them?
Beautiful, Lovely, En-
trancing-Give it up.
Can't do them justice.
Come atcl see for youi self.
‘1..% Sk% •..46 r • '•
1, • • 40.. !la".
MAIN STREET.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
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heartless domination of the co
titre syndicates, the monopolies aind the
trusts, precipitating, as it did, a di particular laws that have been passedre-
corporations are for me, I don't know and on your statute books fixed andcussion which so enlightened le De- form was a confirmation and approval
It, and it comes by no act of mine. On finished realities. Why is it insistedMocracy in the State that. n twith-; of my position in 1895. The contest
standing the party stood conlironted i over. I returned again to private life, account of my unflagging devotion to that we cut one leaf out of y3ur stat-
ith all the power which could e and content in the consciousness of the rec- the rights and Interests of the people ute books to paste over the pion:Joie of
alas mercilessly used, by an mettle titude of my intentions, feeling that I
w P ,
as opposed to the monopolies, the syn- free elections already embodied in
your platform? Is not this 1n3.stance
founded on the belief that the e are
differences of opinion as to this law
and a desire to make available r uch
party differences to personal political
advantage? Is it self or country; pa-
triotism or personal ambition that sug-
gests it?
Can the Democratic party afford to
day when the enemy, ever alert and or to any degree, changed, alteree or War among themselves over their own
views. I am not the call arts with the battle lines of the enionyvigilant. did not have a shaft ready . modified my
to strike dooat the leaders of the cause. didate of the gold bugs. This is con. confronting them, when the last pros-
It is often said that republics are un- eluded by the fact that I have proposed idential election, with a full vote
grateful. I don't believe it. With more and still propose to make the free and brought out, showed less than one-fi:..h
truth it can beiald they are sometimes , unlimited and independent coinage of of one hundred per cent, difference, and
Hr. Helm's Kinsman.
But 'tie charged that James Helm
was my friend four years ago, and that
Basil Duke and I are friendly now.
Helm is my kinsman; our grandfathers
were brothers, and as children they
played together in the virgin forests,
when in all Kentucky there was noth-
ing but cabins and forts.
That Duke and I are friendly? I
confess that I am at a loss to answer
this damaging testimony. Upon an
examination of myself I find, however.
that I am simply too big to crawl
through that little hole. I might try
it if I were running for Governor of •
Filipino province, but if I had no re-
spect for myself, I. at least, have too
much respect for your intelligence and
manhood as Kentuckians to carry a lie
on my lips to the people and tell you
that I oould renounce the bonds of
blood and friendship to win your votes.
If this be the test, then, indeed, will
no Kentuckian ever hold office again.
Well might you mistrust me if I sus-
pected myself. If 1, in my immaculate
and transcendent virtue, so love the
people that I must abhor and hate
every man in the employ of a corpora-
tion, then I ant unfit to be your Gov- ,
ernor. If I have so little faith in my
own integrity and virtue that I am in
constant fear of being seduced or de-
bauched, then. indeed. I am a weak-
ling, not to be trusted by you. If I
am merely pretending. then I assume
you are ignorant dupes to be moved
alone by blind, unreasoning prejudices.
But you have a right to know my rec-
ord. I have never been employed by a
railroad as attorney or in any other
capacity in my life. and if there is a
responsible man living who will say
that I have been at any time a lob-
byist for trusts, corporations or any-
thing else, I will agree to retire from
this race. While I was Attorney Gen-
eral I instituted suits and prosecuted
them to final judgment in the Supreme
Court of the United States, whereby
every railroad in Kentucky was com-
pelled to pay their taxes, recovering
for the State hundreds of thousands of
dollars, and establishing the law by
which the counties, towns and common
school districts afterwards collected
from them the same rate of tax that
other property was compelled to pay.
Some other States, under a similar law,
compromised on one-half, while I ob-
tained judgment for every dollar. Let
me say onee for all that I have never
solicited the help or good will of any
corporation or trust, or of any one con-
nected a ith them. Nor have I ever
been approached, directly or Indirectly,
b) 
protest.
But I plead not profession orp
TRUE RING OF
DEMOCRACY
- 
BRMI OL:11
011efil Hardin at Shepherdsville.
Fellow citizens: (iii the loth day of
( •tober last, in a speech at helby-
ville. I formally announced m self a
ndidate for the Democratic mina-
t on for Governor. After my defeat in
y last race, encompassed by t e most
gentle conspiracy of modern times,
i cludIng the banks, the bond olders
and every form of organized atpluil,
not only in this 000nty, but broad.
. ...retina in conjunction with e Re-
blican party as its avowed p tector
nd open friend, by the use o force,
f ucl and every species of cot ption,
I had determined to pernotoe
t re from the turmoil and snit, of po-
i that contention.
But this was not to he Th- !peals
or my friends, those who stood . faith-
fully and loyally by me and y th--
principles a hich I advireated--1. e hun-
dreds of unsolicited request% -toning
from Democrats all over thin St te and
other States. could not 13,- ca clessly
paresed or Ignored. They ,re. eeeted,
admired and applauded.. the rnest,
drtermined and uncomirromisoo stand
I had taken, arid in the fa,— of ant.i
aroused and hostile selfish terest
urn the question of the free, limit-
.. 1 and independent coinage of silver,
t rite retirement of greenbacks 1 the
substitution of a national ba cur-
• r !icy in lieu thereof.
My open challenge and defiance of
these conspirators against the people
stowed advocacy of every niea ure in
Ike interest of the farmer, the &borer
and the a hole people again' t the
'nbines
ministration to coerce it % m
to suppliant submission, by
o, removal from office, yet in
cielminated in the absolute triu
o the principles I had advoca
o which were embodied in th plat-
( rm adopted at Lexington and after-
wards at Chicago. and which pl tform
it by ail odds, barring alone t Dec-
1 ration of Independence, the g eateat
and grandest bill of rights in behalf of
tile people that has ever teen rItten.
They said that except I woul be a
candidate, the indications we that
matters had been so manipulate In the
forgetful. The exploded slander of yes- . silver and other principles involved in that in favor of the Republicans.at4tite that perhaps that no o who
been the open friend of Faller be- terday may be revived afresh today the Chicago platform, the paramount
Political plotters are ever ready with ' question before the party and the pec- Wants Door Left Open.
fare it be-came popular alonsi with
! pie. If I have or can receive the step- 
, then? Can there be one word, letter,
, suggestions to switch off, to misdirect line or syllable produced that was writ-
! yan and Blackburn in 1896. would
or the to divert and to deceive. The cry of t Port of that element of the party who Why should the electicn ohich ten by the opposition in rebuke of orcause "stoii, thief" is as old as time, and de. i hate opposed me for my steadfast ad- is today as much a part of the stet- protest against corporations or trusts
con- I
bled , coy ducks, stool pigeons and stalking herence to these principles, you can utes of the State on the books, be for their merciless warfare on me andri 
, rest assured that it Is not because I dragged into this canvass and the my pioneer work as I blazed the way
horses are ready instruments in the
0t be- I hands of political enemies. But the have or will give or grant any conceit- statutes against the formation and op- to the Chicago platform" can the op-ly op- people, not the politicians make the is- , sion of the least of these. My conduct eration of trusts, which not only de- position show one word in behalf of me
or my course when the fight was on?
Did not the claimed Democratic ad-
ministration, with all of its power and
patronage, demand my defeat, and was
not Mr. Carlisle sent to Kentucky to
destroy the offspring he had nurtured
and nursed in 1878? Did I succumb to
this mighty power, or surrender, or
blink an eye when I maw the wreck of
the ticket and my defeat foreshadowed
in this opposition? Mr. Cleveland was
determined to repeal so much of the
Sherman ...id as gave us four millions
of silver dollars per month. The coun-
try was purposely thrown into a panic,
and the startling announcement for the
first time in all history, was made that
lean money would give us more credit,
and thereby save the country. and as
he was backed by hundreds of millions
• of patronage anti frightfully worded
petitions from every gold bug institu-
tion in the country, many so-called free
, bled to the racket and the repeal was
silver Congressmen and Senators tum-
carried.
When the gold bond bill, principal
and interest, payable in gold, limited
in amount only by the arbitrary dis-
cretion of a truculent Secretary, and
cancelling all of your legal tenders and
treasury notes, and establishing na-
tional banks as the only custodians of
the sacred function by Government to
make and issue money, and sole arbi-
ter of the needs of the people I Ray
when this bill was before Congress on
February. ism. and had failed, and
when its twin iniquity, the resolution
to issue gold bonds, principal and in-
terests payable In gold, was introduced
only seven days later and it in turn
was defeated, I was at that time a
' eandidate fir the Democratic nonaina-
NEW ERA.
the Republican charge that all had not
been well, and that a look at the books
I was all that was needed to show ex-
ly VideP. The Democracy of the
whole country, with keenest interest,
hail 'watched the struggle and men,-
sages of approval and sympathy name
front almost every State in the t•nion.
The Dernie rats of the State, too, hail
seen the struggle and knew its details
from closer Contact. They had seen
the heretofore silent opposition to the
free coinage of silver come from the
bolted and barred chambers of the
moncy IsiVier as winds from their cav-
erns and gathering like the unseen
tentelve frauds and peculations in public
office. But this now, like all other Re-
publican falsehoods and slanders
against us, has been fully answered.
and those who acted honestly and were
duped into their support by this false
pretense must now hang their heads in
humble shame. They have now had the
books for four years, and no charge or
U
pretended charge has ever been made-
.' against the honesty or fidelity of a
single officer by them. This is, by all
comparisons with other States, the
grandest record that has ever been ,
made by any party, and could not
have been done except by the incorrupt-
ible Democracy in this, the grandest of
commonwealths and people. But how
about our Republicans in office? They
had howled and whined like a hungry
horde of wolves for entrance, and when
at last the opportunity came, what have
they done? They have ravenously de-
voured everything that belonged to the
State, and then, for want of other prey,
have turned viciously upon each other
With this record, made in sq short a
time, and the other, extending over long
years, it does, indeed, seem strange
that any Democrat, who loves his
State, his people or his party, and who
desires the success of the party, which
can only be accomplished through the
confidence of the people, in the honesty
of its officers and its leaders, should,
at this late day, introduce (for selfish
ends) this worn-out, abandoned and ex-
ploded Republican slander, ohich can
serve no good or lasting purpose, but
tend only to alienate and ilistrai•t
and free elections at which every voter
is entitled to cast his ballot and ha:e
IL counted as thrown. All of our laws
were enacted for this sole purpose.
There is not pending in the party at
this time any proposition, question or
isstie to change. modify or repeal any
law passed for this purpose, our will
retii•h a proposition be considered, ex-
cept it shall hereafter appear oy ri afion
of the ever active agencies of fraud
and corruption, that some hatige is
necessary to carry into full efteet the
principles as laid down above. How-
ever much it might enhance the chances
of those who are now seeking th.• sup-
port of the party to inject those false
issues into the canvass, thereoy divert-
ing public attention from the real ,iiies-
tion involved, inasmuch as the people
in their conventions lately assembled.
and by almost universal expressions
have indicated that such course I. con-
trary to their judgment, aad is rot in
accord with mine, I have thus far held
aloof from those controversies. The en-
emies of the Chicago platform would
be delighted to see it plastered all over
with special and redundant Issues.
Those who have at best but a a eak foot-
ing on the national platform would nat-
urally come with special pleas and seek
to substitute their assumed merit on
some particular measure for their
weakness and demerits on the grea•
declaration of principles contained
therein which today hold together seven
millions of Democratic voters. They
, would love to select the ground and
the weapons and invite me away from
the Chicago platform—the impregnable
fortress that I helped to build and am
now holding—and have me either sur-
render or contest with thern, with theirAs Attorney General. weapons and on their ground.
Ni man can find one line of law that People Versus Railroads,Imposed any duty, power or authority
on the Attorney General to receive No man will go Rothe!. than I will to
money, make settlements, or keep or protect the people from the robberies
examine the books or accounts of any and oppressions of the railroads, Ordeparttnent of State. If any lawyer re- from the oppressions of organized capl-forces of the Storm. sweep away the ceived fees for legal services in cases in tal in any or all forms. There is nowvery landmarks of old-time Dernoc- Louisville, that was a matter between upon your statute books a comprehen-rai y. Party leaders and party organs him and Gov. Knott and Gov. Buckner. , rive law governing those mattersturned against us. The commelcial who alone had the power to employ (trusts), Ivhieh, if necessary, can beworld o as threatened, The debtor him. As every lawyer knows, the law extended, and which, so far as theclass was intimated and labor fright- limited the duty of the Attorney power, right and duty devolves on meened bv the ghost of lost jobs and General to attending the courts at as the Governor to enforce, shall re-
ceive my most earnest support. But it
does not, because the law is on the
book, follow that it must be made anhalf of the Comonwealth in all cases issue in this canvass for the purpose oftaught me. They saw the result in where other State courts had jurist:Ili, producing dissension in the party as tosorrow. though not in shame. De- lion. Helm was never employed in a the special provisions thereof.feated. though not discouraged, Go)* single case to amidst me, nor in any Recognizing the overwhelming Impor-said, -Fight on! In the real cintl case at my suggestion. My recollection tance of the money question, the Chico-greater battle of and without my now is that, from sickness or otherwise, go platform declares, "Until the moneyasking, they commissioned me as a I never had assistance in but three question is settled we are opposed todelegate from the State-at-Large t cases in the twelve years of my official any agitation for further changes iothe Chicago Convention and ther.• I life, though the amounts involved some- our tariff laws." Why this declara-
tions which gave yin: the platform oil
was one of the Committee on Itera•lio
thousands. sues weakens our cause. It would take
times ran up into the hundreds of thin? Simply because to multiply is-
which you stand. It is hard to treat seriously the insin- the eye of the people away from the
uations recently started and now in full free coinage of silver.Spoke in Bryan's Interest. circulation, that I arn the candidate of
corporations. The patriotic desire toThe tight opened with W. J. Bryan as,
protect the people from such a caiam-our leader. 1 gave nearly two months
ity reminds me of the ancient fableto the canvass In the States of West
of the wolf arid the lamb. The wolfVirginia. erhio, Michigan, Illinois,
Mig- said the wicked lamb was muddying hissouri and Indiana, in addition to a
water. "But," said the lamb, -I ammanlier of speeches in our own State.
1 drinking below you." "Well," said theMr. Bryan was defeated, but nearly
wolf, "I'll take you in anyhow, forseven millions of Democrats ratified the
your grandfather once did it." If theilatf -.I'm we had made and that plat-
starving families. Mr. Carlisle was
sent to Kentucky to defeat me and kill
his party, simply because I dared to
believe and advoicato %%hat he nad
Frankfort and Federal Courts, and
specially provided that the Governor
Should employ ccasnsel to attend in be-
If jou are not ready to abandon your
platform, why not heed its warnings?
What will Bryan and the gre-it leaders
think when they return to Kenategy to
find our paramount issue swallowed up
In a great seething inaelstrom of dis-
sensions and differences engendeted by
Injecting into your platform and there-
by making it the test of Democracy,
a ree to take the risk of defeat
nemination. and that the great
ftir which we had all fought a
olould suffer irreparable injury
anquence thereof that they did
neve that any one who had ope
Owed silver before the chicag Con-
i'e.4'ntion could, before the prop e. be-
me its best advocate afterwa ds, no
matter how honest or sincere is re-
pentance.. Some placed it tosirn the
geounds that I was illegally and raud-
ullently counted out before. t hers,
that I had sacrificed myself to - con-
vii•tiona to save my party, and. hough
itafeateel, had saved it before, a d was
Intiw the logical candidate, ?t hers.
that the party owed it to me. while
ostlers placed it upon the tru and
higher ground that I owed it o the
party to make the race, and the party
oWed it to itself to see that was
n minated and elected
cotes, the combines and trusts, whomhers had the love of my friends and the
then fought me with perhaps more ex-
189€ 
confidence and respect of all. My serv-
treme bitterness than they have ever6 it ices in the contests since, anti wherever
before or since any other man, whyph of and whenever needed in the past, you
should I, at this late day, De subjectedd, all all remember. Since our national de-
feat in 1S96 there has not been a day by those for whom I made this sacri-
fice, to a suspicion, injected for purelythe country has not been told that
selfish ends and by mere inuendo by an-Bryan. free silver and the Chicago plat-
form were dead. There has not been al tagonists, of having, for one moment
tion for Governor, and speaking all
over the State, begging the rank and
fIle to standb -
 
their colors, and b •
petition, prayer and protest to give
courage and backbone to their trembl-
ing representatives in Congress. Let
the opposition answer who were .the
gold bugs theta Who stood with Cleve-
land and carlisle. Reed and Dingley,
and aho with the- people represented
by Bland, Blackburn and Bryan? Yes,
let the Congressional Records speak by
the recorded yeas and nays on all. On
every one of these questions let the
press and the contemporaneous his-
tory of those trying times speak, and
if the opposition, so fearful now lest
the wicked corporations and gold bugs
find in me a supple ally, were not with
them, then again I declare I will with-
draw from the race
Denouxiced by Gold Press,
Never Lowered Flag,
'non this higher and more
pi ne my resolve was made.
it to you-1 owed It to the c
pi tform—I owed it to the grea
In battle of the people in WO—
O to my State and party to o
ry your flag again. Yon kno
it was never dishonored while
Ii nets in 189a You know that
it ver lowered one inch In the f
a organized opposition from
a without that xeenied irreeist
it threat of distaste/ and pro
In defeat. I ass defeated, b
or er of Creation was preced,
Ott Liberty and right in sit
w lairo of battle and blood.
so al hopes and ambitions are th
ri ces ever demanded for the
lishment of truth. I met my fate
out a murmur. Over 19,000 more
ocrats had voted for me than ha
voted for any other candidate
State, and I hail led the. ticked by
sues. The principles of our platform in the past forbids such inference or stroys their very existence, but makes
will live, such action. If, however, this element felone of those engaged in those con-in politics in this State can so far rec- spiracies against the rights of the
unclip themselves at this time to accept people. anti which is being daily en-New Crop of Excuses.
me personally, Chicago platform and forced by indictments, be omitted? ItBryan will be our nominee and be all; if they prefer rue, as many say. Is not because the untrammeled exer-elected In 1900. Before a hint that I de- for my consistency and candor and rise of the franchise, is of more im-
. sired to run again had escaped my lips' stubborn adherence to convictions to portance to the people, but because itthe air was laden with whisperings that renegades and deserters from their is the manifest desire of sonic tO sub-! was a "back number," worn out, camp and cause who would now lead stunt- in the minds of the people is-ready for the shelf. That the people you on the Chicago platform, it simply sues made by specific measures for thewere tired of hearing me and of my proves me the stronger candidate and broad principles embodied in our plat-holding office, though in truth my of- demonstratcs my availability as such. form. I am opposed to making thefetal life was limited to twelve years But I stand where I did in 1895, and if terms of any specific' measure, thein one office, and I had made twenty my nomination, my election or the', principles of which, If properly under-speeches for the party and for others support is to be purchased by an stood, are already ice embraced, thewhere I had made one for myself. That abandonment of our platform or of its test of any man's lartiusiary. I wantI had not stood on my platform, and principles or its candidate, now, as , the (Icor left Open for converts andthat party harmony required that IrlY then, I prefer to lose. allies to our Callae --frOtri till artieo—political head be tendered as a peace I say to all who 'my. -Come; now ICailed . offering to soothe the gold standard Fair and Free Elections, time accepted time. rite spirit and thtowed opposition. They. forgot to say tender , : bride say come, and he who hearethkeg° the platform also. They said that I MAI The diversions which have b- en at- let him come." The doors are widecorn- tont the last time, and the party must tempted to be made in the interest of open to all—broad as the principles ofowed not think of running a loser. I an- the various candidates for olft..e by philanthropy, of humanity and civill-et to sWered all these pretexts in my Shelby- son of bib' submitted at the last session zation. I do believe that the cause ofthat vita. speech, and have not heard of of the Legislature, which either became- Democracy is the cause of silver; then rmm them mince. ttot it new crop of ex- laws or were defeated, I have ass:lined cause of silver is the cause of the pen).was ctoe-s has appeared. Let me say that %could be understood by, everybody. pin-, and the cause of the people is theof I prefer the mountain top to the low- They are all—that is, the fundamental cause of that, and Whoever oppoiteS oneRhin lands, and my canvass has been, anti principle of all—fully embodbot in thede in shall be, ie., conductea that no sores general statenients (-untamed ;n the
se of r, ma In w it is over. I want no di- I:lilt-ago platform, and whatoVer mayt the tersions from real issues; no bicker- be the speoltle measure, the object ofto Ines, no personalities, and for the sake , which is to carry into effect !halo- vrin-ages of pair). the whole ticket and the' (-Mies. shall receiie my bear ty ctooper-Per- in PAO), I %ill not be tempted to, allot' and minimal. The rtletthS bY blob
. Sam-- forget the digoity of the place I seek , time ends are to be reached are SOstab- or the tremendous interests at stake. ' controlled by conditions and circum-with- It may be that in the last canvass in stances that I believe it unwise toDein- this State, the Democratic party having make any particular measure a partever been in absolute control of State at- and parcel of our platform. (inc of thethe ; fairs for thirty years or more, that fundamental principles of our repub- reeled, is yet in the land, and will beseat- sonic or oiir friends were led astray by Rear, form of ilovernmeto is foil fair in your 11PS! State convention
opposes all.
The single perfunctory indorsement
of Cleveland's Administration injected
Ito the last State platform defeated me.
It furnished the text for the Republi.•
all alai gold bug press to Insist that 1
was bound by him construction of the
platform of 1S92, and thousands of free
silver Democrats refused to vote, and
17,000 Populists voted against nle. The
same cunning hand that put it there,
though gloved in silk with claws con-
Would Not Surrender,
My life and my character I subniit
as the erucial test of the truth of all
such accusations; the actual experi-
ence, not speculation or guess; work,
but history. Have you forgotten it"
If, in my canvass for free silver in
1/39.;, there was an available force be-
tween heaven and hell that was not
summoned to persuade, to coerce. to
break my purpose, I tiona know- it,
and yet mif reply was that ••I would
not surrender my convictions to win
a crown." Did not the daily press turn
against me' Did not my own commit-
tee send for me to muzzle me or open-
ly threaten to cancel my nomination
and repudiate me before the world'
Did you not see the old landmarks and
corner trees of Democracy being swept
before the storm and, with my name
taken from the head of the ticket, it
became fashionable and popular in
speeches to apologize for me as if I
were a freak. Were not the corpora-
Bona all for the gold standard then.
and are they not all for the gold
standard now? Did not every corpora-
tion, combine and trust, from Lombard
street, to Butchertown, join in the
cursed.' against me, and the cry rang
out all along the line to "Beat Hardin
and kill the free silver heresy?" Will
the opposition, now so fearful lest the
corporations and trusts capture and
own me, tell the country whether they
were with me or with the corporations
I can not forget how, in the memor-
able conflict begun by the gallant De-
mocracy of Kentucky in 1895, with my-
self as its accredited leader against
the robberies and oppreasions by the
railroads and other forms of combined
capital of the people Which raged with
such fierce and unrelenting fury in the
subsequent presidential canvass of Mt
how each and every daily paper pub-
lished In this State, acting in the inter-
est of these oppressors of the people.
denounced me as a fool, an anarchist
and a traitor. In fact, the vocabulary
of opprobrious epithets and language
itself was exhatioted in denunciations
of myself and those who dared to
stand with Me in the defense of the
rights of the people, as declared in our
national platform. I claim, and I have
a right to claim, that every One Who
stood with roe then shall stand by me
now. Stand up. you long-haired an-
archists, you dishonest silver-dollar
lunatics, you toll-gate maraisders, give
forth again one more hurrah for free
silver, for Bryan, for Blackburn and for
Hardin. Let the doubtful and the tim-
id know that you are not yet ready to
turn from those who were your leaders
in those dreadful times of dire distress
and put your trust in those who stood,
not with you, but afar off, awaiting the
result of your mighty battle and ready
to claim and enjoy the victory by
whichever side it might be won. My
voice was raised on every stump in this
State and other States, my brother
Democrats and my people, in defending
you against these false accusations and
baseless slanders. The same voices,
the same people, the same papers, aug-
mented to some extent by a few schem-
ing politicians with axes to grind, who
denounced me then as an anarchist,
denounce me now as a plutocrat, and
all for the purpose of misleading you.
I was no anarchist then—I am no plu-
tocrat now. I am simply a good, old-
fashioned Democrat, who believes with
you in the prIciples of his party as
stated in its platform—the same Demo-
cratic principles of Thomas Jefferson
and Andrew Jackson to be applied to
Giese new conditions, which are so
broad, so comprehensive and faro
reaching In their effect that they must
now and ever be the foundation of
every form of government which Is a
"government of the people, for the
people and by the people." The liberty
which we enjoy and the prosperity of
our country today is due to those prin-
ciples. Whenever they cease to be the
guiding star, then will disasters come
thick and fast, and the old ship of
State will be wrecked upon the break-
ers of selfishness, greed, corruption and
force.
Need Better Transportation.
The growth mnf this, our common
,ountry, stimulated and protected by
the operation and enforcement of these
mighty principles, In comparison with
all others that have preceded it. is so
marvelous that it almost verges upon
the domain of enchantment itself. And
yet, from some cause, our grand old
Commonwealth, with all of its mighty
resources, has not kept pace in the on-
ward march of progress with many
other States which are in no respect
its equal. Perfect in climate, with a
fertility of soil unsurpassed, and min-
eral resources in coal, in iron, in oil, in
timber and almost everything else;
with a population, educated, cultured,
refined and accomplished, why should
all these things be yet undeveloped
What is needed to cause an onward
march? Nothing but the magic wand
of wealth. We need more and better
systems of transportation. What is a
railroad, anyway? Nothing but a vast
piece of machinery to be used by
the people in carrying on their busi-
ness, in delivering their produce and
products In the markets of this coun-
try and abroad, where, In price and
quality, they must compete. and We
must be able to compete, with similar
products of other States and countries.
What farmer in the land does not want
upon his farm the latest and best ma-
chinery for doing his work with both
speed and economy? Where is the
manufacturer oho does not know that
if he is to live and prosper in this age
of sharp competit ion that he must
keep abreast of the tinier' and have the
very latest and best nou'hinery to do
his work? The ignorant, barbarous
and savage Filipino with bow and ar-
row can rio more withstand the im-
proved machinery ef war in the hands
of our brave and intelligent soldiers
than can the farmer or manufacturer
who refuses to replace his antiquated
machinery compete- with his neighbor
who takes all the advantage of the
new. If I hail it in my power to so
order, there would not be a county, a
village or hamlet in the State; there
would not le. an Iron mine or eoal bank
or other mineral roNOUrce that would
not be penetrated by a railroad. By
this development of our dormant re-
sources, giving labor and wages to our
unemployed, bringing to every home
hope and happiness. and contentment
to our people; adding such PUMP to our
material nealth, giving such an im-
petus to our prosperity and progress
that churches, schools and colleges
would be dotted on every hill. It is for
this reason that our laws permit the
granting of charter* to railroads and
other corporations, authorizing the ag-
gregation in acbordance with the grant
of capital for the purpose designed,
which is and must always be limited
to the benefitd to be derived by the
people therefroat. Dare any man stand
before an int4ligent and enlightened
people and sa that he does not want
to see all the-s things and much more
accomplished. Can any one take the
position that b desires to or feels that
It Is to the int reat of the people that
all of our law permitting the forma-
tion of industrial corporations and pub-
lic corporatiora to accomplish these
works shall berepealed? That no more
shall be formed and that those that
exist shall be destroyed? That is not
the doctrine of our great platform, but
it declares in u miatakable terms for a
stricter control of the railroads and all
corporations, fOr protecting the people
from robberies and oppression.
I stand with both feet on that plat-
form and pronlise you that the day or
the hour I depart one hair's breadth
from its letter or spirit may the mitt
and speedy veigeatmce of an offended
1.0.04 strike don the base betrayer ofhis people and his trust. I am no de-stroyer and no wrecker, nor shall I in-
dulge In vehe ent or excessive len-il
guage. I belie a. in the full supremacy
Of the law ove all people, and believe
that for every wrong there is a legal
remedy, whether that wrong proceed
from an incliv dual or aggregation of
individuals. I believe in the protection
of the law to each and every kind.
. character and lapecies of property and
upon the just and fair application of
this principle rtsts the peace and pros-
perity of everal community. The same
law covers all and whenever that law
fails to protect the citizen in his rights
who has invertaed his capital in corpo-
rate shares it nenders insecure the title
of every farmet to his land.
Laws For Trusts. 
.
But while lilt this is true, It does net
follow that on class, by reason of its
strength, its pqwer or its opportunities,
shall be permitted to rob or oppress an-
other. The la is made to protect the
weak against the strong, and the law
must faithfully discharge this duty if
It is to be resaected and obeyed. The
public corporations are created prima-
rily for the public good and benefit,
secondarily foe the interest of the in-
vestors, and MI no case should the sec-
ondary be allorl to override the pri-
mary objects o their creation. In many
cases they are given the power to tax
iLb.' public. It s true It is denominated
for the use oft the thing, but it must
rest, like all taxes, upon the firm and
reasonable beads of equality and uni-
formity. Bell a power to tax, dele-
gated by the s preme power, their po-
sition is one of agency and subject to
the control at all times of that power.
No claim of veated rights can or ought
to be allowed to prevail in favor of a
wrong or oppression of the people. No
Legislature caft deprive • subsequent
Legislature by any attempted grant of
the vital attribute' of its sovereignty
—the power to regulate and control tax-
ation either byi itself or it. constituted
agent. This pdwer so vested in Legis-
latures should be carefully but fully ex-
ercised and employed for the control of
all parties amain& or authorised to act
under its autherity to prevent any ar-
bitrary or unjast use or abuse of the
power, and any law and every law, ne
matter what may be the terms or lim-
itations expreased in the face of the
bill that has for its object this purpose,
shall receive nay approval and support.
If the present law against combinations
and trusts is not adequate for the pur-
pose designed any law which is shall
also be approvr.
I repeat asfal , in the language of the
Chicago platform, I am in fivior of a
stricter control, of these arteries of com-
merce and suck restrictions and guar-
antees in the cantrol of railroads as will
protect the pePple from robbery and
oppression, ancI will favor such legis-
lation as will arum that end.
I ant in favortof such additions to our
anti-trust laws as will protect the peo-
ple from oppreasion by every form of
trust, pool or 'combine that tends to
lower the price tot f what the people have
to sell, or 
artit, 
'tally raise the price of
what they have to buy, whether it be
tobacco, whisk i or school books, and I
embrace in the list all from the money
trust and Standard Oil trust down to
the least and last created. This is the
doctrine of tht Chicago platform to
which my signature was appended be-
fore you ever saw R. It is the doctrine
of Democracy.
Pointed Out the Causes
In speeches Gist I made twelve years
ago, one of whet) is in print, I pointed
out the causes wadIng to great concen-
tration of wealth: the tendencies to
combines of the railroad and other cor-
porations; the t owth of trusts and the
dangers devel Mg, for the future
thought and aition of the statesman
and patriot. IaVe sounded warnings
through all of these years, and yet a
small literary bareau of a political syn-
dicate and trust, by flooding the State
with papers filled with distortions, mis-
representations md unfounded inuendo,
, would seek to discredit the record of a
I lifetime. My cpuntrymen. I bring to
1 that record as you yourselves know it
! and pledge it nciw as a hostage for the
honest fulfillment of every principle in
that platform. I do not have to say11
that I stand 
b3 
othe record of one r
two years, but stand where I stood
' when that brew y old Scotchman, Jas.-
B. Beck, was th ndering anathemas at
John Sherman 4mm the secret and cies-
, destine deform-1 on of silver. I stand
, where John Car tale Aloud in 1671, when
he warutal the 1 vountry that the de-
struction of silver would tilt Mistily
entail upon thel world more trilaerit-s
than all the aa s, pestilence and fam-
ines. I stand aatere I stood when the
clause in the Sberman law that gave
some silver wail repealed. I stand
where I stood when you, the rank and
file, breathlessly' watched the battle of
plutocracy waged In your Congress
against the peop e. I stood with Bailey,
-t.
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Aer
true Record. Now, I am not going to
let Mr. Stone escape from this Record.
. He has stated in substance and effect
that it is false, and that if it is true he
i will withdraw from the race; you havethe right to demand that he comply
I with that statement. No man who re-
spects his word can make such a state-
ment as that and when confronted, as
he is nott, with the plain facts, he must
admit the truth. That he did. upon two
•eceasions. on the 7th day of Februare.
INN. vote for the Springer bill to issue
gold bonds, and when it was defeated
by Bryan. Bland and Bailey, and a joint
resolution followed on the 11th day of
February. lege to issue $65,116.275 of
gold bonds. vote again for this resolu-
tion, which was also defeated. I do
cotrnestly hope that the proposition
made by my honorable opponent, Mr.
Stone, was not the reckless bravado of
a disappointed man, rendered reckless
by the knowledge of coming defeat, nor
the bold assertion of an uncertain man,
who is careless of his honor or truth.
Having made the statement boldly and
defiantly. as he did. when he realm these
records which I now present, which he
must have overlooked or forgotten. he
, must stand by that proposition to with-
draw or be subject to the criticism that
it was made to deceive. No man who
seeks at your hands the high, honora-
ble and exalted position of Governor of
this grand State can or should be per-
mitted to stand under a suspicion so
grave. His true friends, whose duty it
, is to protect at all time and at all costs
I had not expected in any speech his honor, must withdraw him
made by me in this ern:tease to be corn- The first bill to which I will call
pelted to allude to tile political record your attention is a bill, number 8.705. In-
made by either of me honorable oppo- troduced on the 28th day of January,
nents. I had earnestly hoped in the in- 1896. In the form in accordance with the
terest of harmony, desiring as I do the recommendation of a ',Rectal message
success of the party 4bove all personal sent in by Cleveland, the then Preen
considerations, that Such record. se dent, by Mr. Springer, the chairman of
plainly made, so : faithfully re-4 the House Committee on Banks and
ported and so ghnerally known , Currency, and can be found in volume
to the people tend the voters, , 27, number 39, page 1.649 of the Con-
would not, either for expediency or the: gressional Record, and I will read it to
exigencies of the canna*, be purposely you:
misrepresented or cleated. I believe in "A bill to authorize the Secretary of
dealing with perfect fairness and can- the Treasury to issue bonds to main-
dor and truth with tee voters and the' min a sufficient gold reserve and to re-
people, and I shall not. although it' deem and retire United States notes
give perfect assurance of success. de- and for other purposes:
part therefrom It is, then, with some "Be it enacted by the Senate and
degree of hesitation mild some fear, too. House of Representatives of the United
of apprehension, that I approach and • States of America, In Congress assem-
in a measure expose io you the record ! bled: That in order to enable the Sec-
made by my opponeet. the Hon. Mr. retary of the Treasury to procure and shall read, "paid in gold COIN, silver
Stone. during the year ia of 1893, 1894 and I maintain a sufficient gold reserve, and coin, Treasury notes. etc.- The amend-
1896, while representing you in Con- to redeem and retire United States le- ment was carried, and he voted for it.
press, upon the question of free, un- • gal tender notes and treasury notes is- This amendment to the bill was of-
limited and independent coinage of sit- sued under act of July 14, 1890, entitled, (erect by Mr. Livingston on the 6th of
vet*, the retirement o4 greenbacks, the 'An act directing the purchase of eilver February, and not on the 7th, as stated
enlargement of the pewers of the na- bullion rind the nettle of treasury notes by Mr. Stone. and can be found in Vol.
,done' banks and the *le of gold bonds thereon, and for other purposes.' he in , 2. Ni'. 47, page 20e2 of the Congreesion-
al Record, and was agreed to withoutMr. Stone. in a receat public speech. hereby authorized to issue and sell, at ,
.made at Winchester, lin this canvass. not less than par, In GOLD, except as • division. it being a mere change of!
for the purposeof influencing the voters provided in section 2 of this act. United language for the sake of looks in the
,in the State, and for 'which purpose it States registered or coupon bonds, in context of the bill. The section referr-
has been printed in the Courier-Journal denominations of $20 and $50, and mut- Lug to the payment of taxes said:
and scattered all ovar the State, has tiples of said' sums, respectively. paya- 'Shall be paid in gold AND silver coin,
stated that he is now and has always ble fifty years after date in gold coin! Treasury notes, United States notes,
been a believer in, advocator of. and of the United States of the present silver certificate'', or notes of national
the supporter of the free coinage of weight and fineness, and bearing inter-1 banks:.
silver, has at all times disapproved the
cancellation and retirernent of the legal
tenders, reenbacks ad other treasury
notes, and has likewise disapproved the
enlargement of the powers of the na-
tional banks and the substitution of sued under the act approved July 14, on imports accruing or becoming due
to the United States. shall be paid intheir notes for the notes of the Govern 1890, entitled. 'An act to authorise the
gold COIN, silver coin, Treasury notes,*tent. and has deflee any man and refunding of the national debt.' Such
every one to show otherwise. and in bonds may be sold and delivered In the
order to make this definite more forcible United States or elsewhere, as may be
and emphatic has *Atli "I will tell you most advantageous to the interest of
what I will do; if any Man will produce the Government.
a Congressional Recoed showing that Sec. 2. That whenever any United
I voted for a bill protecting for an te-
em. of old bonds. quit the race."
I have the Congressional Record here.
I must say that when I read that state-
'went I felt a thrill of clomfort, and said
Stone has qult the racie. I compliment
him for his exceeding skill and rare
judgment in matters political, for It is
always somewhat agreeable and flatter-
ing to one's self to voluntarily quit the
race before the peoplei have fully indi-
cated that you must orit the race.
S I' PM 10 114$1 Is7"11
Bland. Blackburn a d Bryan In that
fight. I stand v.:her, I stood alone, so
far as my honorable epponents are con-
cerned, in my fight ill '95, and where I
stood in '96.
iiWith this record I ight appeal in my
own behalf to the ge eroue instincts of
. brave and chlvairi people, but waiv-
ing self, my appeal for you, for the
cause ef right and umanity. and forIBryan and the fight n 1900.
What further can - should I present
than this record to ntitie me to your
tconsideration and pport? Relying
confidently upon th generosity of a
brave, noble and ch -serous people to
right all wrongs that;! have stiffened at
the hands of our co on enemies, and
to refute all slandere that have been
heaped upon me. I appeal to you. Ex-
cept I have been frailty of some act
since my last race daat would forfeit
my right to claim your support. I
appeal to you to deal with me upon the
-tame terms and in thp same manner as
you will with all otheXs, who went down
with me in defeat, 4nd give me once
again an opportunityl to redeem what-
ever of honor or of prhstige I have lost.
by carrying your bahner to that cer-
tain victory which ativaits the triumph
of our party and its principles in the
coming election. •
The Speech at Shelbyville.
Stone on the Record
If this is to he the test, Stone is off
the track. But don't fool yourselvSi
with any such promi as that. Mr. 
seta etc . instead of inserting thecure the name: but this provision shallStone is off the track, and if I or you 
word "coin" as Mr. Livingston had not apply to any bonds now ntontand- twice that he did not vote for goldcan and do produce not the Centres- proposed and i.e asp  *domed, are.A i bonds, and the Congressional Recordtrig bearing Interest at the rate or 2Monad Record of one dilly, but of numer- in saying "paid in gold COIN, silver! greys that he did vote twice for goldper cent. only
coin. Treasury wee., etc.," instead of bonds I su
eus• days; not upon oee bill. but upon ppose one denial was In-Flee. 4. That hereafter no nationaltwo bills, showing that my honorable , 
and all taxes, debts and de- I tended to cover only one vote, and asbank note of a less denomination than saying -opponent, Mr. Stone, !lid vote for the 
as Mantis other than duties on imports • there are te:o votes, it took two denials.ill, shall be issued, and as rapidlyissue of eon! bonds he will only laugh
such notes of denominations less than accruingand elpe that was all for buncambe. 
United Sta"tres,t""shrilinbeg
 
paid in
no 
gold$10 shall he received into the Treasury,I had no such idea ,,,Nn, if you get
ff h f thi otherwise than for redemption and re- 
COIN, silver vont. Treasury note,.
Treasury note out of the proceeds of
each sale, and that bonds shall be ex-
changed therefor if they are presented
for that purpose.
The third section provides for en-
larging the powers and circulation of
the national banks.
The fifth section, ahich, in view ef
the very disengenuous statements made
by Mr. Stone in his speech at Win-
chester in relation to certain amend-
inents, "we," that is he, put upon that
bill whereby it was so changed and al-
tered that front being a bill to sell gold
bonds it became a bill to sell bonds
payable in currency, I will repeat
again.
Now, Mr. Stone reldctantly. no doubt,
"says there was a bill providing for an
issue of gold bonds before Congress."
I take it for granted that it is then
admitted by Mr. Stone that the above
bill, as introduced, provided for an Is-
sue of gold bonds. But, he says. "On
the 7th of February. 1895. we put two
provisions onto that bill." I don't ex-
actly know who are "we," Republicans
or Democrats. I suppose the sequel
will show He says: "One of them
said this, that in line 3, page 4, strike
out the words 'IN GOLD ONLY' and
insert one-half in gold and one-half in
sliver coin." Thls amendment was of-
fered by Mr. Hartman of Montana. and
It was on the 6th, not the 7th, of Feb-
ruary, and can be found in Vol. 27, No.
47, page 2051 of the Congressional Rec-
ord, and was adopted, ayes 83, noes, 72.
As the ayes and noes were not de-
manded no record was kept. He will
contend that he voted for this amend-
ment. Now the question Is, how did
this amendment affect the bill? It
changed the fifth tbection, which re-
lates alone to the collection of duties
on Imports, which read: Section 6:
"That from and after the 1st day of
July, 1895, all duties on imports shall
be paid in GOLD COIN ONLY," so
that It read "one-half In veld coin and
one-half in silver coin," and did not
change or attempt to change any other
provision of the bill. These words In
gold only do not appear In other sec-
tions of the bill.
Voted for Amendment,
Mr Stone in his speech says An-
other amendment was on page 4, line
6, after the word "gold" strike out the
word "AND." insert etc., so that it
est at a rate not exceeding 3 per cent. The Livingston amendment said
amend by striking out on page 4, lineper annum. payable quarterly In like
coin, and such bonds and the interest 9, the word "AND" and insert the word
ethereon shall have like qualities, privi- "COIN so as to read! "And all taxes,
leges and exemptions as the bonds is- debts and demands, other than duties
United States notes, sliver certificates
or notes of national banks."
The ingenuity of Mr. Stone Is some-
what amusing and startling. But how
vain and foolish this all appears to an
intelligent person eith a copy of theStates legal tender notes or treasury
bill before him. It will be observednotes shall be redeemed in gold they
that both of these amendments are onshall be cancelled and not reissued:
and the Secretary of the Treasury is page 4, one In line 3. the other in line
5hereby authorized, in his discretion, to ! , only two lines apart. The one
receive the United States legal tender . changes the words "IN GOLD ONLY"
notes and treasury notes nettled under in line 3 to the words "one-half In gold
coin and one-half in silver coin." thethe aforesaid act of July 14. 1890. in
Payment for any bonds teemed under other in line 1,, changes the word
'the preceding teection of this act. and AND" to the word "coin," so as it
the notes go received shall be cancell- Shall read: "Paid in geld COIN, silver
ed. and not reissued.! (-ten, Treasury notes, United States
Sc.'. 3 That hereafter national bank- notes, silver certificates or national.
trig associations may take out circula- bank notes." The ingenuity of Mr.
Lion notes in the manner now provided Stone is exhibited in his speech in say-
by law to an amount equal to the par log "on page 4, line 5, after the word
value of the bonds deposited tc, se. gold, strike out the word "and" and in'
race you must acce ror him tha ttretnent, they shall be cancelled, andpt f  test.
an equal amount of notes of like char-and when I convict Mtn by this record
deter, but in denominations of $10 anda the offense-, which h denies. of have ,
ng voted for "goid ." of having multiples thereof, shall be Issued in
their places All silver certificates now parently more fair to have said thatjotned in with the tdoney trust. the 
these amendments related to section 4outstanding In denominations largerbankergrepf Wall street. and with Cleve-
than $10 shall, when received into the of the bill, which only provided for theland 'ciew.Td Carlisle, to lesue and
sell to syndicates and bane- Treasury of the United States, be re. payment of taxes, but no such explana-
ern both at home and abroad tired and cancelled, and silver certlfi- lions are given. On the contrary, he
untold millions of gold bonds to cater; in denominations less than $10 I almost immediately said: "The bill
permanently fasten Upon the farm- shallIssued in their stead.
Sec. 5. That from and after the first• ere, the toilers, the laborers and wage
earners, the grinding conditions of a day of July. 1965, all duties on im-
constantly increasing Mitt of value, the ports shall be paid in GOLD COIN
gold standard, you must, at your county ONLY, and all taxes, debts and de-
meetings, instruct your delegates to the manic, other than duties on imports,
State convention to vot for some other, accruing or becoming due to the United clear and distinct statement made thatte 
man. I also have sole copies of the States shall be paid in gold AND silver i this bill, amended as he stated and
gressional Record, but they don't coin, treasury note.,Unitekl States !authorizing the issuance of those bonds' 
read like the ones he' seems to hays, notes' silver certificates, or notes of provided that they should be paid in
The ones I have show that he did vote national banks, gold, silver or greenbacks. He said, to
See on two occasions, onc on a bill and 6. That all laws and parts of emphasize this assertion, "that is whate 
once on a joint resollution for "gold laws inconsistent with the provisions I am. and as I said before, if any man
bonds." A dreadful mspicion has just of the preceding sections be, and theyi 
, are hereby, repealed; and a sum sum-
gentlemen who represent us in Congress 
crossed my mind. I *cinder if those
dent to carry the provisions of this
act into effect be, and the same iskeep two sets Of book$-one the exact
opposite of the other-iso they can al- hereby, apropriated out of any money
ways be prepared for either or both in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
sides of every questice There are ev- priated
Idently two sets of tile Congressional
Record on this questloh, for Mr. Stone
nays have the Congeessional Record
here," and I have it he, too. He says
he will prove and showthat he never
voted for the issue of "gold bonds,"
and mine will show that he did that
Record c me from Wash-
very thing, not once', twice. My
congressional  
ington, from the archly s of the people
It is true and correct, have compared
it with 'leveret others crculat,ed among
the people, and with 4he same in the
public library in LOUIS _Ile, kept for the
public, and it is the stme, and I Can
not believe that his Ft cord, which he
had with him at the dirne of that as-
teenion, is other than the Name that
I hrie here elth in- some If he will
procittee his copy of the Record and ii
is not the same, Identically the same
as the one I have present, then I will
withdraw every chargei I make against
him, and humbly apolagise for having
been deceived and mieled by what I
believed, and do now believe, to be the
United States notes, silver certificates
or national bank notes" as to say "paid
In gold COIN, silver coin, Treasury
notes, etc." It would have been ap-
providing fir the issuance of those
bonds, after having been amended so
as to provide that they shall be paid in
gold and silver coin and in greenbacks,
was put to the test and never ordered
to a third reading. Now, here is the
A Dangerous Measure, Fatal words for Mr. Stone ir he pro-
A short analysis of this bill will re- popes to keep his word in good faith
veal to you the dreadful iniquity On the very next day after these imma-
thereof. Of all the bills that during terial amendments to 'the bill were
that memorable conspiracy of the adopted, on the 7th day of February.
banks, both at home and abroad. and 1815, this bill was pressed to a vote, and
the Cleveland Administration against the critical test as to whether or not It
the people that bill stands out in bold should become a law aas on the ques-
relief as the most Intolerant, cruel and lion of the engreasment and third read-
reckless. No crowned head among all Ing of the bill. If the advoeaten of the
the rulers of the world, despotic and bill had power by votes to order Its
powerful as they are, has done, or has engrossment and third reading they
offered or attempted to accomplish, had power to pass it. and if they failed
the result which would have followed to so order it, the bill was dead.
front the adoption of this bill, bringing , No one knew or knows this better than
disaster, wreck and ruin to all the pro- Mr Stone Si. %hen the vote came (Vet
ple By the first section the Secretary • 27. No 47, page 2130 of the Congressiur al
of the Treasury, in his discretion. Is ati- Iteeordt, being an advocate and lit fa-
thorIzeil to isalle art unlimited amount ‘er of the bill, lie voted with those wit.
teindic, pa)'able, both principle and desired It puseeti, and I. order it to b.-
intereit, in gold, which bonds Sr.- to engrossed and to its third reading The
bear 3 per rent. interest, and are pay- ayes and noes being called for, Mr
able fifty years after date. Stone voted aye to pass the bll. and
The second section provides for the voted with the apostates Bynum, Pat-
cancellation and retirement of every terson and others, and Republicans
legal tender note (greenback) and Reed, Dingley. Dalzell. etc., and against
will produce the Record that shows lation by Congress to authorize or con-
that I ever voted for a bill providing firm that contract. The conspirators
for the issue of gold bonds, that man were watchful and alert, and on the
cart get me out of the race with his 14th clay of February, 1895, within sever
champion, whoever his champion may days after the defeat of the Springer
bill, a resolution. No. 275, was intro-
duced. I will read it to you front youStone Was for Gold. ume 27, No. 54. page 2,407:
"A joint resolution (H. Res. 2751, au-
thorizing the issue of $65,111.2ee of
GOLD 3 per cent. bonds.
'Iteeelved, etc.. That the SP. retain
of the Treasury be. and he is hereby
authorized to issue and dispose of al
not lens than par in gold coin, bonds of
the United States, with the qualities
privileges and exempt Ions of bonds is-
sued under the act Approved July 14.
111741, entitled, 'An act authorizing the
refunding of the national debt.' to ter
emetint net et,IIng *65,116.275. bear-
ing intereet at a rate not ...set-Pains 2
per cent per annum, principal and in-
terest payable in gold coin of the pres-
ent standard of weight and (Mertens,
said 1144111,4 ti, he made- payable net
mot.e them thirty yeals after pro-
vided, lioWever, that ito part of the
proceeds of the sale of such bonds, nor
of the notes redeemed with such pro-
ceeds, shall be available for the Pay-
ment of the current expenses of the
Government."
nothing except the sale of $65,116,275
thirty-year 3 per cent. gold bonds to
fufill this nefarious contract, was not
amended or changed, and on the same
day of its introduction was forced to a
vote. I read you from the book, Vol.
27, No. 54. page 2420:
-rift. Speaker-As many as favor the
engrossment and third reading of the
joint resolution will, ohen their names
are called, vote aye, those opposed no
The clerk will now call the roll."
And Mr. Stone voted in the affirma-
tive for the passage of the resolution,
and in so voting he voted with the
apostates Bynum, Patterson, etc., and
with the Republicans, Reed, Dingley
and otters, and voted against the Dem-
crate, Bryan. Bland. Bailey, Ellis and
Goodnight, whit voted "No," which
vote is recorded as I have read you.
How Mr. Stone can reconcile this rec-
ord with his statement Is more than I
can understand. There is his state-
ment, and there is the Record. Mr
Stone can change-the Record can not.
It is, and was, Intended to be the per-
manent and enduring monument of the
resolution registered at the time. and
In no court of justice could, or would.
Mr. Stone or any other member be al-
lowed to contradict it.
Now, it is very clear that Mr. Stone
voted for both the Springer bill and
the House joint resolution which I
have read you from the Record, and
so did Bynum and Patterson, who, at
that time. were leading advocates of
the gold standard, but who, like Mr.
Stone, when they thought It strong
and popular, had been advocates of
free silver. So did Reed, Dingley arid
other Republicans vote for each of
these bills. Now, if the Springer bill
provided for a sale of bonds payable in
gold, silver and greenbacks, as stated
by Mr. Stone, Bynum, Patterson, Reed,
Dingley and other's who advocated it
did not know the provisions of this bill.
They all said it was for the purpose
of issuing gold bonds and retiring
greenbacks, and, therefore, they' voted
for it, and Bryan, Bland, Bailey and
others, who voted against it. said that
It teas a gold bond bill and they op-
posed it. And the same with the House
resolution I have read you.
Indorsed Bank Syndicate.
It will appear that Mr Stone, out of
all the members of that House-Demo-
crats and Republicans-on both occa-
sions, which included all of its leaders,
was the only man who knew what them
very plain measures provided, and all
others were voting for what they did
not want. The credulity of some may
stretch to meet the full emergency of
the case, but I must beg to dissent. I
think that Bryan, Bland, Bally. Ellis
and Goodnight. who were silver men,
knew how to vote, and so did the others
who were for the gold standard, and
that Mr. Stone also knew Mat when he
cant those votes he voted for the issu-
his Democratic colleagues, Bryan,
Bland, Bailey, Ellis and Goodnight. In
other words, the Record shows that Mr.
Stone's amendments quoted relate, ap-
ply to and fit only in the section relat-
ing to the collection of imports, taxes
and public dues, and not to the section
providing for issuing the gold bonds,
for there are no such words in that
section, and the amendments show on
their face that the words amended are
only two lines apart anti in the section
alone referring to imports and public
dues do we find the words referred to
in the amendments.
We do not blame Mr. Stone for
squirming under the pitiless lash of a
hare statement of these facts as ex-
hibited in the Record which I have
read, and, in truth, and indeed, we can
not altogether withhold a sort of sym-
pathy, too, for one who had been an
advocate of free silver and the cause
of the people, but who, when the crisis
eame In 1892, '93, '94 and '95-when he
must either remain true to the cause
of free silver and the cause of the peo-
ple or desert it-did desert it, and take
his place with the conspirators-the
bankers, money trusts and syndicates.
aided by the Cleveland Administration,
for the sake of controlling some small
favor of patronage-If he did not, in
fact, experience a whole change of
heart. Dreadful mistake! The peo-le
and their cause, when properly or-
ganized, and when led by such as the
matchless Bryan, is stronger than all
other interests combined. If they suc-
ceed by trickery, by treachery, by force,
by corruption and by fraud, such suc-
cess will tie but temporary, and all who
have acted as their alders and abettors,
from whatever motive it may have
been, will, at the hands of an outraged,
wronged and indignant people, receive
the punishment they have so justly
deserved-a permanent and lasting re-
tirement to private life. Where is
Cleveland? Where Is his mighty sec-
retary, Carlisle? Where is Bynum? I
can not now, of all that mighty host,
recall one who does not stand today
condemned by his party and discredited
by the people. Even Lindsay, by an
overwhelming verdict of the people for
having pursued the same course and
voted the same votes as Mr. Stone,
must soon give place to that true and
fearless champion of the people, Sena-
tor Blackburn. Why should Lindsay be
condemned and Stone honored by either
his party or his people? During all
that long and dreadful conflict they
stood shoulder to shoulder and vote for
vote In behalf of the money sharks
against the people. Is it because Stone
changed first and jumped backward
first? I think It a good thing to put
them on probation and not give them,
at the first opportunity, a front seat.
But I did not intend to digress so
far. I have read you the Record and
the vote upon House bill No. 8,765: the
Springer bill, which not only author-
ized the issue of an unlimited amount 'knee and sale of gold bonds as demand'
of fifty-year 3 per cent gold bonds, but by the Cleveland Administration
In the midst of the most dreadful panic I with its syndicates, Its bankers and
that this country has ever experienced, trusts.
when pricee of the farmers' products It must not be forgotten that when
had been reduced so low by the then I this resolution over the vote of Mr.
scarcity of money that the tax gather- Some was defeated and the Secretary,
ers hunted down the poor and the un- If he sold bonds, was forced to sell
fortunate like bloodhounds after crimi- them payable In tom, that under the
nals at large, and horses, mules and i private contract entered into with
cattle were sold by the drove to get a Pierpoint Morgan, the representative
bidder, this dreadful measure also au-1 of the bankers, they were delivered at
thorized the cancellation and retire-1 the price of $1.64 when the very next
ment of all greenbacks and treasury I day they sold in the open markets at
notes, thereby contracting the currency; $1.22. lly that transaction the gold
more than $600.000,000. and substituting, standard conspirators against the peo-
an interest-bearing for a nun-interest- pie, made the snug little sum of $16.-
bearing debt. This bill. If Passed. was 000.000 for division and silence.
the culmination of that gigantic con- It is this record Mr Stone asks you
ppiracy. In the language of the letter to condone and confer on him for his
of our own Gov. Knott, it was as far as unfaithfulness In those dire times the
they were concerned. "Good-bye, heav- high honor he 'leeks. I do not use the
en. howdy, hell." And it was for this term unfaithfulness to impute any
bill that Mr. Stone voted. Se says the moral obliquity ahatever to Mr. Stone
Record or to charge more than the usual error
if judgment which 'sometimes over-
Record Convicts Him takes the man in public life whose
views on public questions are some-But the boldness of Mr. Stone's as- times governed by expediency and not
sertion that he will withdraw if the by a firm or fixed belief in any prin-Record shows he ever voted for gold cI p-1e, as is known to be the CUP whenbonds, being made not once, but twice, I his position has shifted constantly
astonishes us There is a remarkable I from side to silk
ceincelence in these things. He says
Denies Blackburn Canard,
Realizing from the beginning that a
most determined effort would be made
to defeat me-reallaing that human
ambition and selfishriees furnished
ready opportunity for inspiration front
As soon as this infamous measure for the fountain head of opposition to the
a hich he voted was defeated, the con- cause I represented, and that infinite
epirators, the bankers and cleveland ways and means could and would be
conceived the idea of punishing the devised to confuse and distract and call
people with that wonderful object les- the public mind away front the real is-
son, and at the same time make good sues. I resolved to sink myself In the
motley to be divided among themselves higher duty that I owed to you and the
So the Secretary of the Treasury made country, and refrain from all person-
that curious and suspicious contract Cities and bitterness that would beget
which was condemned in our Chicago ill-feeling er engender party strife. I
platform, whereby the credit of the knew that my defeat, no matter by
Government was traded off to the syn- what means acomplished, and no mat-
dicatem and bankers to-as they said- ter who was notninated, would be re-
protect the credit of the Government garde(' the werld over as an abandon'
and enable it to maintain the gold ment by Kentucky of the cause I rep-
standard. The Secretary made the con- resented four years ago, and that the
tract, without authority to sell gold day I fell it would be heralded the
bonds, to the extent of $66,116,275 There the earth around that my cause fell
was not then, there is not now, and with me. I, therefore, with fixed pur-
I hope there never will be, a Tingle pose, determined that I would work
bond or other obligation of this Gov- and bear with patience and forbear
ernment payable in gold. There never with the courage and manliness that
will or can be. if the people are true my position and the sacredness of the
to themselves, and only elect to office great interests at stake demanded.
those eh° are true to the people and This was my reselve. It Is so yet-
their interest. It required some legis- I.ven strengthened by the flood of mis-
representations sent to almost every
home in the State by a couple of little
country newspapers, whose lists. as if
by magic, have suddenly grown
from a few hundreds to many thous-
tndis strengthened by every charge or
inalnuation that may Is. reported by
the press or ,'there as teeming from
either of my orionente Let me may
that no man hart heard me. either pri-
vately or publicly, try to drag the Hon
hi Blaekburn Int" the race I have
neither claimed that he nor his friends
chould, front behind, push me forward
or lead and let me hang to his coat
Mile We hate been Merida for thirty
years, eentrades in a ecannion cause.
and for that cause both sent tl.wn
defeat. I have no right to ask tir ex-
pect him to Intl.-re hie coming race
by taking part in mine. My %•ry
friendehip and sense of right and jus-
tice rerbel it: I fully recognize the
proprieties of the situatiou
Again I reprat that I hate made no
polItical corrriiitiation, and emphati-
cally debt Iler reports and rumors
eurrent i ireulation that I ever, direct-
ly or Indirectly. by influence, pro-
posed or offered to ald Mr Stone on
any condition, either in a Contest with
Jo Blackburn the next time for United
States Senator, or at any time with any
This renelution, which provides for one else in such contest.
-,; .
, A Short Talk at Bowliog Green. ack,crolic4arms, anrdn
sale of unlimited old bonds. With
that
listening to daily discussions between
to the section that provided for the
they titircliti;t31 nnrotaps.npidy
ten $,ears experience in Congress and
Bland and Bryan, and the free sliver
leaders on the one side, and Dingley,
Bymim, Patterson, Springer and the
advoesites of Clevelandlem on the
othe , will Mr. Stone now says that at
i
the 4ime he voted for the amendment
and khlrd reading of the bill, that he
thoutht the gold bond feature of the
bill had been eliminated by these
amendments. Will he deny that his
copy i of the Congressional Record dif-
fers4rom mine or that from his own
reco and his own quotations. That
he din not know while in Congress, did
not *now at Winchester. and does not
knovit now, that these amendinenti
oninapplied to the section providingfor the payment of imports and taxes,
and !left absolutely intaet the pro-
visit for an unlimited Issue of goldbon , the cancellation ef all Treat.-
ury inotes and greenbacks, and the
substitution of national bank notes.
With his vote staring hint in the face.It w s his ov.n plea that these amend-menis changed the admitted goldbond; bill in its provisions relating tothe
on t
hied
not
Opposed to Trusts.
Mr. Hardin dismissed Mr. Goebel's
Madisonville speech by saying. "No
man could read my Shepherdaville
speech without knowing exactly how
I stand. You have heard my stand
in regard to the stricter regula-
tions of railroads and the protection
of the people front robbery and op-
pression by them You all know from
that speech, and front this ,,,ne today
how I stand in regard to trusts and
legislation to exterminate them all,
whether book trusts or trusts of arty
other name.
"The prineiplea are set out in the
('hirago platform, which I helped to
make, and my word and tn) honor are
given to enforce and maintain these
principles by legislation to this end.
"I have promised you, and the oath
taken by the Governor so requires,
that I will uphold, maintain and en
force every law on the statute books,
by whatever name designated-wheth-
er it be the election law or the laws
against rape and fraud, and I see as
little reason for putting one as the
other in our platform.
••I can not believe that Pierpont
Morgan, August Belmont, Milton Smith
or the gold bug Democratic or Repub-
lican owners of railroads or the gold
bug owners of the corporations or
trusts of Kentucky or the world are
weeping their eyes out for fear that
we plaster our Chicago platform all
over with special statutes already
passed, and the text and letter of oth-
ers proposed. I rather think that gold
bug institutions would be delighted to
see the paramount money question and
the principles of railroad regulation and
destruction of trusts covered over with
a multiplicity' of special issues provok-
ing disputes, dissensions and differ-
ences over letters, texts and technical-
ities until the party would sink under
its Pelf-Imposed burden. They would
rejoice to see the money question, the
giant trust of all, obscured and forgot-
ten in party wrangles and personal dif-
ferences and all promised reforms fall
for want of party cohesion ,
Bryan's Wise Course.
''Mr Bryan, we are told, was the au-
thor of the Nebraska railroad law sev-
eral years before it was heard of in the
Kentucky Legislature? Whoever heard
of him contending that its letter and
text should be put Into his State plat-
form or the national platform? He put
the principle there and lived up to It.
So will I. I can not believe that all
the intelligenee, honor, patrietism or
Wisdom of the State panned away with
the last or any other Legislature.
"Why did Mr. Bryan put into the
Chicago platform these words: 'Until
the money question Is settled, we are
opposed to an" agitation for further
changes In our tariff laws?' I, too, pre-
fer the course and company of Mr.
Bryan, and if he could nee a platform
patched up by. Kentucky politicians
who had been in the Legislature and
wanted boosts and indorsements by en-
grafting prison bills, election bills, cig-
arette bills, railroad bills, school book
bills and pure food bills on It, he would
hold up his hands in horror
"It never was done or attempted to
be done in this State or in any other
State before. It came with the new
order of politics, but will pass away.
The eyes of the people will never be
diverted from the great paramount
question and the great principles em-
bodied in the Chicago platform.
Neither will the party disintegrate or
be de/tn.:eyed by joolish wrangling over
these new tests of Democracy or fit-
ness for leadership."
The HopkiesviNe Speech.
tempt to anseer the exposure of
helbyville speech, which he had
mosti recklessly invited. I knew that
there' was but one hole, which I pur-
t
Iposel • left open, and into it he went
head 
f
oremost. Now let me close that
up. t is a parliamentary technicali-
ty. Ie says that Gen. Hardin knows
the es of legislation. He knows
that
ever)
Defer
Spea
don i
read
givenlits final quietus. I wanted it in
such !shape that every man in the
House could be put on record in that
mattetr. I voted itt favor of giving the
bill it third reading for that purpose."
Does iMr. Stone think the people will
awall w this? He says he wanted the
,
bill ven its final quietus, and there-
fore oted to give it its third reading.
Baile Bland and Bryan and others
f
i
want exactly the same thing,
and they voted against the bill Ding-
Icy, !Pat terson. Bynum and others
wanteid the bill to past,. and therefore
voted! with Mr. Stone. who now says
he "tided to give it Its final quietus."
Will hr. Stone deny that a bill can be
killediand given its "final quietus" be-Mr. Stone's record while in Congrese, fore it reaches Its third reading' Willshowing that he had voted for the Mr. Stone deny that this bill was killedSpringer Gold Bond Bill and Cleveland
Gold Bond Resolution, having been ex-
posed by certain papers In his own dis-
trict, so disturbed hint that he under-
took in his speech at Winchester to
break its force by a clean square-cut
denial and a bold bluff that he pledgeo
hnnaelf to quit the race if the Congres-
sional Record showed that he voted for
such bill. Mr. Stone admits there was
such a bill. His very language I quote.
He says: "There was a bill providing
for an issue of gold bonds before Con-
gress. "But," he sayk "on the 7th day
of February we put two provisions into
that bill." He says one of then said
this: "that in line 3. pare 4, "strike out
the words "in gold only," and Insert
"one-half in gold and one-half in silver
coin." He says another amendment was
on page 4, line 5, after the word "gold"
strike out the oord "and," and insert
"etc.'' so that it shall read "paid in gold
coin, silver coin, treasury notes, etc."
Let me quote it exactly as It appears
on the record; Mr. Livingstone-I move
to amend by striking out in line 6 the
aord "and," and inserting the word
"coin," so it shall read, "And all taxes,
debts and demands, other than duties
on Importer accruing or becoming due
ue and sale of such bonds, andis he staked his race and prom-to withdraw if the record does
. rot e it. It does not. The worldcan pee it. It does not. Why did notMr. 'Stone affirm or deny or makesoma allusion in his Hartford speechto mly exposures of the record that hehad !challenged the world to examine,and •answer hie statements at Win_
che+r concerning it.
He begins at Hartford by saying Iiskiped over his free silver votes incent 4n amendments offered. He didnot etake his race on these, nor am Ior the people complaining of these.EverF Intelligent man In the landknoves that theme amendments could
not Liass in that Congress. But whydid re Stone change from 'voting forfree live-r amendments that could notposelhly be passed by that Congress to
voting for an unlimited issue of goldbondit, that might have passed, and
woulfi have passed had it not been forthe post stubborn and determinedfight of Bryan and the faithful against
l
the 4dministration, and the allied geldpovr . of the world. Other votes do
not Ten modify or palliate or excuse.
They only aggravate and Intensify the
wrone. As well might Adam have
pleadled as an excuse to the Lord thathe hhd eaten some other apples be-
siciete the forbidden fruit. I well knew
that IMr. Stone could not and would
not
my
rintmentary laws requires that
bill shall be read three times
it is put upon its passage The
er of the House stated the ques-
*"Shall the bill be engrossed and
third time.' I %anted the bill
befolt it got to its third reading, and
got " s final quietus" without his aid
and i Inn his vote, in company with
all other advocates of the bill' He
says e wanted it in such shape that
every !man in the House could be put
on thh record in this matter, and he
irvoted 'for giving the bill ita third read-
ing f r that purpose. Let Mr Stone
anew if this was necessary Is not
every leongreemman now on record, and
Is he
every
every
the b
quiet
his v
But
not on record in company with
advocate of the bill and against
oppentent of the bill' Was not
II killed and given its -final
" without his help and against
te?
this is not all There were
enoug votes to kill the bill before Mr.
Stonecall. 'hy then did he still vote for the
; name wart reached on the roll
bill? ran an explanation be found in
the vo e taken only a few minutes later
on thl motion to lay on the table the
moth) to reconsider. Then again, the
son, Bynum, trying to
name 
gd, Patter 
Mr. Stone is found with Ding-
ley, R
keep ehe bill alive and hold it indefi-
nitely I for patronage and power to
make mien converts and enlist more re-
cruits ror the next battle to pass it andto the United States, shall be paid in ((Astir* forever the gold standard ongold coin. silver coin, treasury notes, the country. ...gain we find Bryan,silver certificates or notes of National Bland nd the free silver ferces makingbanks." The other amendment Was on
page 4, line 3, and this one on page 4,
line S. only two lines apart. Now turn
to the Springer Bill. Section 1 provides
record the other say, and they did
kill the bill and buried it forever. Hr.
Stone' e explanation don't explain He
voted with every advocate of thefor the sale of bonds in these words, Sprin r gold bond bill on the test vote
"at not lees than par in gold." And that gve it in his own language "its
final q iletus •' This, in his Winchester
again "principal and interest-payable
in like eisin.•' The word, "In gold speech he 'remits was the test vote. Heonly," or "gold coin only" nowhere voted WIth them on the motion to tatoe
appear in that section, while section the, rn
5, the one amended reads, "Section 5.1 the
voted
July, 
fIrsiz nallreidnatfitz ntnheinflipnrstruidanyn• all I 011300
be paid In GOLD COIN ONLY, and
all taxes, debts and demands, other
than duties on imports accruing or
be-reining due te the United States
shall be paid in gold AND silver coin,
treasury net*, United Staten n‘oes,
silver eertificates or notes uf National
banks."
I now quote from Mr Stone's Win-
chester speech After referring to the
above amendments, continuing, he ex-
plained their meaning as follows: He
says "The bill providing for the Is-
gold bs
"final
too la
for it
or aN,
roake
and h
lut foto;
all are
part o
everia
ite ant
feeble
swine, of these bonds after having t hang
been untended so as to it that
they shell be paid lit gold, silver coin
and in greenbacks, we) put to the
test, and never ordered to a third
reading" Can it be possible that Mr.
Stone did not know that these amend-
twig!,
chase
its bit
things
In the
free si
mente applied only to the section pro- when c
ylding for the collection of imports hands
Ion to neeonsider and thus keep
1 alive, and seven days later
ith them on the Cleveland rem-
to Issue sixty-five millions of
ruls, and /IR the bill did get its
uletum" without his help, it is
now to contend that his vote
as intended as a vote to kill It
to give oth, re a chant',' to
.-cords. They did make them,
made his The bill and rein-
were killed and the records of
in the archives of State, and a
current history, immutable and
ing, more enduring than gran-
marble, tied the breath of no
mortal can alter, emend or
them In his promised cant -
rout the Big Sandy to the Fur-
ith the 4111k ago platform and
r condemnation of all of these
In one hand. and the party nag
ther, thundering for Bryan and
ver in 1900. what will he say
nfrented with his record in the
f his Republican opponent?
Co
„P.
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FARmL,„ STATUEOOPS ;FACTS FORLINTiMEIA r*. WOMAN()fa' L••••••-•••
Endiog of a Promisin#
Life.
ErINIERSON ROPER
Fonnd D.:ad in his Room
At ::•ebree Last Night
With A Bullet In
His BrAn.
From hunAlay'. (1- lly.
Atr .41 tu /ono Inmer
last nieht at Sebree
killed hint. It
e sad news *Ia.
oouveyed to the tam ly and fziende .y
seomi woe it a late hour told ibis mo to
tag tee rinnietele were 0 ought here ulr
barna I
The untimely and te,s;ie end of 111-14-
young man has caused feeling of pre-
focnd sorrow among hit write circle it
a, qeeintaeces and has (treated de. p re
\ i gret throughou1 the es Q1.1:flinty.
Several mouths ego M.T. tteper eerevied
his connection with the Nr.w Ince and
anemia ted haneeif wIth hie bra heo ellr
neseeee p Roper, in the I utliestion of
the Weekly Hereld, at S. br -e. while+
• plant they had parch:sleet The brothets
had eleepieg apartments in their office
baridteg. .
Lies night Mr Rhoden Roper atteed-
ed morn -eta et a eharrh. leaven( his
brether taloue in the Ledleharuher. .A bout
half peel eieht o'clock, several 'mum.:
ruen who were sten. tog to foot of she
b iieliaa heard two p steel sitos fired Of
rapid sue 'elision. They were etartleci
by the 1101se but did not invemigete i a
socirre.
anortly after estne o'elock, Rhoden
... 
Roper relined from church anil omit
wane hut to in When i he opened the
...... -
deor a thacklog sight met his my ei. Ly-
i ig scroes the bed WAS the betty of his
tr sther. A geeing wonod, from %leech
the boot had been ti tering, was in the
foreheed. boween the eyep. In the
petrele a heed was a revolver. Two
heeds (rim it wore missiug. Leiseo'utinu
had not set in, bat tie yoaeg Orin Was
n .coust:iou I and life wes rapidly ebtiog
away. Physielans were hastny satu-
rant:ed. but Mr Roper Was beyond he
aid of human mieistratione, and an
hour later ha diet. EIS Wag insensiblelto
tee Lot, and b-ft no written words to
exelain the motives that prompted him
te put an end to temporal exntence.
Why two halls from the pistol were
discharged is not kuoern. Cadoubted-
ly it was the stcomi shot thet ente '
efr Roper', brain The tioit 
bedl 
et
ed
pa;ead tareagh a coat a-id vest that
were risen:144g on the yell opposite the .
b -d Tue fait' weepee was no; as If. ,
scoot? receiver. It -a tmejmntrid that ,
cue shot was fired to discover if she pla-
t il +sae ift -rile g order. i
• loom -r- River wun'el have et 
'1
twouty-six years old had he lived ni til ,.
next September. He was the young et
eon of lire. 1 F. }toper, of tbis city. 7e
eerie el. velepod an spoieede for the
printing Lasineee mid fee several yeers
was II. compooter n the New ERA office I
W•teu he left 1141 kin v 1.e to make hie
hem!. In Seeree he a es foreman of he '
job department of this ( thee, and as
,i
one of lea 11.103t valued Grano) es.
He was thoruagely hen--as and tr
worthy and wail held in high esteem he
his a a icisree. lie was morel, inteIli-
gent And teitu trious an i hall enterted
apon a b ieinese c-areer of great pravvise
which Wa4 abruptly ended last niget.i
It is supposed the& despondency. re-
sulting (nun coot uued ill health, is re- 1
sponstole fee the act of self destrueion. '
If tire WAX any other tees° 1 it will
probably remitea untie) an. The dead
bay hid been 'mfr .:nag from melanaho-
ha for several days.
The body armed here at six o'clock
this morning. Is was accompanied from
Sebree by the sorrows trickeu brother
Ana Messrs. George Seadmore, \Veda H.
de and J. H. Moreland and Was
taken reenience of Mr. J 10
Hint. a brother in-law of the deo-3141.2d.
On South Virginia-Weal.
Ina fnueral will he acid there at ll e.1.)
thiS s.t the t beence of Hev.
W. K Inner, pastor of the caatch
which Mr timer had regalar.y attend-
ed tor Many years, the service, will be
cooducteel by Rev. P E. Duvall, of the
Metbodiet circat. Interment will be in
hoeewell cemetery.
THE SHOW STRANDED.
Great Western Circus Fails To Appear
Here.
From Thurisday's laiy
Ooncerning the elms" that VMS blOked
to dive perforemuces in this c.t/ yester-
day and today. the Beerling limen
Tines says:
•• The Great Western S or, eatiei•
bitten:us of which were given here Fri-
day and S.tarday niehtv, was stranded
here aud had so lay up fir rept:rt. The
o eners of the show are slid to be 'nine
young men from Tenne see However,
the show did not draw and money was
snot from tiae tir.t. They are trying to
arrange !natter. so as to continue the
trip. The show only started out a few
day •
DELEGATES SELECTED.
At the Bep'ist prayer meeting last
night t tree dale gat :I to represent the
Weal chart h were amieted to the
Bouthere Couvention which meets
In Louisville in May,1 namely, R t. C
H. Nash, the pastern Mr Stephen E.
Trice an.) Mr. Elmnnd Harrison.
-0-(4111.
BROKE HIS ARYL
Mr T. M E Imundeou fell frors the
porch of his residonne this afternoon
and brake his arm
4.11111•••••••-.
Work of Yorktown.
(Special to New Era) ,
VIOT014.1 A , B C., A le 26 - Affvices
broaght here by the steamer Empress of
Chins say that the Caned States gun-
boat Yorktown recently discov:red the
Filippino tearner San Joeqain hit den
e;, near Dejapan. The crew had mown red
the captain and mate and looted the
yes'. The Yorktown towed bier to
Manilla. •
The Yorkto vn also s(z. e. the Spanish
steamer eumiere, which bed teen car-
t-sing semi •nd smatunition to the in.
4
Baking Powder
Made from pure
cream of tartar.
Safeguards the food
against alum.
Alum baking powders are .he reateet
menacers to health of the I tc..samt
PC", linlINKG PIT, .7 • - • NE
QUIETL
JoitiLd in Marriate Wed-
nesday Evenihg.
A POPULAR COUPLE.
fir. Walter Trahern and
Miss Anna Thomas Mar-
ried Yesterdafr in
Louisiana.'
From Thunders daily.
Mr- Green Champlain and Mies Katie
Itutberford were Jibed in bredloct last
night at the resuieuce of the bridea
no her on South Campbell treet.
Ouly the tmineeiatie fa tines and a
few intimate friends of the contracting
persons witnessed the ce•rolmouy. Mr.
Champlain aid Mies Ituthetford euter-
ei the panor at fineeu to eutes after
n le o'clock, mei were al. t a the eel:ter
f ne.o the rocni by Rev Dr. W. L Ro ,
pastor of the Nutria-street resbyteriau
church, who impressively pronounced
the nuptial cerinnouy.
At the conclusion of the rvice, after
rectleing the eood wish, a 11,0mq/rata
lancets of the usewbied guests, the
bridal couple went Si the h me of Mrs.
Mary Champlin on South play street,
a•here they will reside. ,
The bride is a lovely andiaccompIsh•
ed young lady. 1 ha grooti is one of
the most eopular men in the city and
*ell desdrves his goad fortnne in win-
ning the hand and heart of his fair
bride. Their marriage is tile happy cul-
mination of a long courtship.
.... 
TRAHERN-THOM .
From Thursday's' daily.. ,
M'-. NN a ler E 1 r•1 ern •1 Ibis city,
antl Mess inns F. Thornat, of Delta.
L mieirms, were merri -d at the heme of
the beetle yeet.•rday After la trip its t.
telt v erica: 1 ohne of iiitek,us in the
S mtla they wet return hire to make
thetr future bonen
Mr. Trehern is coenecte • Iii J. 0.
Cook's di og store, and has large circle
of Reg eeineances in the city wl o a Lib
him great happiness in Sis married life.
-
GEORGE CASE
IN JURY'SIANDS..
(sPitcl•L sign' eel
CANTON, 0., April 27. The George
eau was given to the jary t1his morniopl
Admiral Sch ey.
[SPECIAL TO saw it.ti
PI p7.-AdmiralApril. .-Admi
Schley will be necteree to he Americas
Club-Grant but coret to-nig t by toner-
light processi in in a hich 11 the civic
bocietit sot this section wit take part.
Spe.ncer 13, Seventy Nine.
[SPZCIAL TO SEW 4t s.
LONDON, April 27.-Hrrbeit Spen
*ern friends are preseutinid him with a
memento to-day, this beinei the 7eth an-
niversary of his birth.
A SHOOTING SCRIVE.
--
A d•fil 'ally is reported tI have taken
m 
n
place on the Barr far, , ear Casky.
Saturday night. Oily meagre particu-
lars could ee obtained. *owever, it
seems that L +tits Lens-ell gild Ben Mc-
Reyuolds, teeth colored, v4re the par
tie-pants, and the latter !received the
contents of a seo•gae in ad under the
arm. We understand thei this aound
is considered a fetal one. 1 The d:fticul
ty is thoeght to have beenIthe result of
both min going to see the lame aomen
-Pembroke Joon' at.
Formally Annources.
[SPECIAL TO NEW lEMA
SI AEI eN, Ky, April -T 
-JudgeClif-
ton E Pratt, of Mad sen•Ille today for-
welly announces in the Marion Gazette
his condideey for the Rmhalican nomi-
nation far Goveruor.
Notion Overituled.
(4.1p; c al to N sw1E7a)
FRANKFOR r, Ky, 27.-Iu the
Somenera bribery case the court to-day
overruled the met ion of Ilhe del. vat tot
preemptory instruction.).
The defense refused to loffer evidence.
Arguments were be grin this after-
nooa.
At Bottom Of The Jones
Tragedy.
HIS LIFE THREATENED
^
HAVE ENTERED The Report of Tobacco
Sales and Receipts.
MANILA, P. I., APRIL 27 -THE
AME JOAN TROOPS AHE OCCUPY-
ING CALUM pH. TO-DAY,
Left a Written Me sage
SEVERE FIGHTING
To His Children -Ver-
REPORTED IN SAMOA.1
diet Of The Cor-
oner.
From Thursday s di Ily.
'The coroner's jury tint held an in-
tineit yew ernay over the bedy of J-enne
E. Jones, who killed h.meelf on the
front ii-4%1.1 of his reitienc, 11,W Era
found in the rocket of the dead Luau's
i•oat the foil wIig note:
'Farewell, wy geod children, I
mutt ge.
••Willie-, take this money. Raise
your little sisters on it."
In another pocket a roll of bank bile.
( ept (nal to NSW Er A )
AU.2KLAND. N. Z. April 27.-Ad-
vices Just rtc -ived here from Apia, Sa-
moa, eated April IS, report that severe
fighting has taken place between large
ballip of friendly natives and the rebels.
The ctenalties, it seas thought, e xeeed
tv.o hundred. No Europeans were
among tee ',Queen!.
EIGHT KILLED
IN A TORNADO.
[Special to New Era )
UNAWA, Iowa. April 27.-A tornado
idemoliehed the residence of George Fer-
I rum to-day.
It
life
attiountieg to one hundred and fifty
live dollars was found. The motley was
turned over to 'Squire B. F. Faller,
pending the appointment of an adminis-
trator of the estate.
After hearing the testimony ef sever-
al witueesee the jury r. turned the .fol
lowing verdict:
the jury summoned by James
L. Allensworth, coroner of Christian
county, to look into the cause of e
death of J. E. Janes, fled that lie came
to his death by a shot from a e un iii lit.
own band near the heart Cause nit
now
A hoot daybreak Wedneseley morning,
Will Jones, the eighteereyeare old Fon.
of the deceesed was awakened by hear-
jig tee tamp of a pistol in an acjoiniug
room a hich was occupied by his father
After a short interval he heard the
sound again, aid, going into the rotor,
found his fat h-r standiug there hold-
tug the pistol iu hie hand. Mr. demo
laid the pistol 00 the mantle price, arid
left the room. The boy secured the
weapon end concealed it.
After breakfast young Jones went out
on the farm to go to work. About seven
o'clock be heard the report of a gun.
He ran back to the house and found his
father's dead body on the porch. Mr
Jones had shot himself through the
body, near the beart. The instrument
of death was an old-fashion
Ile had sprung the trigger by pnehir g
it with the ramrod. Apparently death
was immediate.
In the Era vicinity, where the victim
of hie ono hand was popular and highly
reepeeted, the pi ople are grottly shock
nd
Seine of the neighbors say that a wo-
men wee at toe bottetn of the tragedy
According to this story Mr. Jeees hat
expected soon ti b i wedded to a pretty
young lady who had broeen off the en-
imeemeet on account of another wrist
with whom the farmer lind become et -
elegies', ilea who, if the rumors be true,
and threateuee his life if lie married.
Funeral en•ices were held at the lat.
residence this afternoon, and were con-
ducted by an U uivetealist ruinieter, Mi
Jones hiving been a m•mber of that de-
ecouinatiou. Tire remains were interred
in the family burying grouade.
me.
THE AETNA LIFE.
Gives unsurpassed security, aneqnal-
e 1 rates, and nuparaleled eividends. It
Is the only company in the United
States that had paid a constantly ire
creasing dividend to its policy-holdert
for the past 26 coneecietive year... A
first class mit lit wanted for this city auo
oauty. J NO. I'. DAVIDSON. Mar,
Kouyou Bldg , Lonny:lie, Ky.
For Woman's Suffrage.
(special. TO NSW mot.)
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich , April 27 -
!be fifty-first annual convention of the
National Woman's Suffrage association
will be held in this city. beginning to-
-lay and continuing until May 3. Be
twoen 300 and 400 delegates will attend
and e•try state and territory will b
represeuto 1. The visitors will be givet
free eutortainment in tbe tomes of tht
city during their boy, and numeroto
-.feature' have b en arranged for their
Opening Of Races.
'SPECIAL TO 31111!zas
NASCIVILLE, Tenn., Apra 27 -The
racing ueisoum opens here to day. The
events cover the week, thie cio ling day
being May 4.
Methodists Boorh
Higher Education.
[SPECIAL TO NSW! ERA]
SYRIn2USE, April I/7.-A Metao•
(list edec.tional con•entihn is to ass-An-
hie here today to minted* and act in
refereu to to the interests of the higher
educanoe, and especiailp' to promote
the alequate endowneenit of Syracus.
University ant the eonfareece acheol .
Eech conference in the *ate ham beet
▪ qaested to semi as deneratee the pre-
siding el ters arid one layleau fro n etch
charge, the latter chosen; by the um-
terly conference or thei weer. The
rhancellot of Syr use University,
Presidents of creuferensie aheols and
five represeutativee frotri e oh of these
institutions and the editors of the ()brie-
Ban Uplook are delegates at large.
This is the bieesat whiesitienel move-
ment ever nude rt deem by the 'ffethodist
Ee geopal deanneinariei. of the State as
a body. The del gates see enthuttiastie
and pr ,cllet the entire success of the
movement.
eltjoyment.
Dreyfus Case Program.
[SPECIAL TO NSW ER tj
PARIS, April 27.-The Court of Ces-
sation begins its final work in the Drey-
fus case today with the reeling of the
report of M. Bellot-Beaopre, president
of the Civil Chamber of the Court. M
Manau, Procureur General will addres)
the Court for the prosecution tomorrow ;
and M. Mornaid will plead in behalf o
Leroy f as on April 29, and the decision of
the Court will probably be given Cu
hay I.
Paradise For Repeaters.
(Special to New Era)
HILLSBORO, Tex , April 27.-1 Le
Euunicip:0 election held here on April 4
has been declared null and void aid an-
other ordered for to-day. The reasons
assigned are lilt gal voting and the dis-
itepearauce of two boxes. The illegal
voting was confined principally to the
negro vote, some of them voting as
many times Inc there are wares in the
••ity.
Dolliver Will Orate.
isPACIAL TO NEW MLA.)
NEW YORK, April 27 -The annual
Grant Day dinner to night wi:1 be helo
at the Waldorf-Aeteria. Congressmai.
Dolliver will be the chief eimaker. Gen-
erals Miles, Merritt and Wheeler and
Gov. Roosevelt will be prea4-ut.
Honors Grant's Memory
Lepeciel. TO NE .4) ERA j
GALENA. Ill , April 27 -Several
hundred invitations wt no ismel by ti
Grant Birthday Associ: t on to the rale
ration of the erventy-seveuth miniver-
iary of the death of General Grant, in
be held at U less today. Postmaster
General (Merles Emory Sedge' will le
the orator of the ore tin an. The Spleen h
cannon captured in Cabs has ale() reach-
ed hare, and it" one -thug will he one of
the features of the O '. c-lebrat .
Nearly thney oases rf small pox have
been fnutid em mg negro, s in Kansas
City, Kas., end iefeeted diarists have
boon quarantined.
Eight persons were killed.
is feare 1 there was ether loss of
in other regions in the path of the
tornado.
ran
Lcalcr
.. The Opening of the
Grand-Leader last Satur-
day was a great success,
much be, ond our expecta-
tions and each day since
the house has been crowd-
ed with anxious buyers
from early morn till late
at night and we are going
to make special prices
each week in every de-
partment.
HERE ARE SOME
SPECIALS FOR THIS
WEEK 
Nice fancy Calico - 21/2C yd
Nice fancy Lawns - 21/2c yd
Yard wide Cotton - 3c yd
Yel wide Percales in beau-
tiful patterns - - 5c yd
Lonsdale, Fruit of Loom
Mason vi Ile Cotton 61/2c yd
15c India Linen, this
week 9C
124c Figur..d Lawns, this
week • 8c
I'd wide Blea'd Muslin 3%c
lee Birk ly Cambric, this
week SC
Lad ii s Seamless Hose, tai.
or black • Sc
Ladies fast black Hose - 4c
Men's heavy Sox • 4c
Ladies Ves s • - 4C
Better on, s Sc, 8c, 10e,
13, 25c up.
We have just received a
'arge assortment of Ladies'
Mu-lin Underwear which we
vi I make spticial prices on
this week.
See our Ladies and Child-
ren's Sailors b fore buying.
We carry the largest stock in
town ana can save you from
25 to 50c on any of them as
-ve buy them in immense
lots.
Shoes, Shoes.
Shoes for lien.
Women & Children.
looted and Gent's Ten or Ineck no
Snore for 
•  
UDC
•
W.Irk Shwa,
 
98c
den'. $1 e3 Biryle Shoes tins on,
week tor  0 Ot;
Shildrenn Kin Shoes, eiz is 6 to
Deli. this week for  25c
r4edier' Dongol-s Shoes,
kW and cleth tap, this weee,. I .48
(Worth $2 00 )
forants' Slipper., 2 to 5, wort e I a,
35e this 1A•4 ek.  I iJU
Ladle, black ail tan Slippers, 49c,
73e, 1.18 e $t 24 and up.
Clothing
Clothing for Men and Boys.
Men's Suits as low as $2.38
nen'. Blsk Chevintt Suits  2.97
Sieber mixed all-viol Funs
den's Clay Worsted Suite, wor 3.485.00 anywhere, as low as 
eloy's koee meets Suits, SiS93 14
to 19, as low as.  2.28
'toys' Knee Pants Suits for this
week. warn $1 1.0 Call and 98c.te and be convinced 
Men's blue cottouade pants 34c. Men'.
orneed cottouade pants 25e up. Men's
1 25 linen pants Mc. This week,all siz is
We carry a large line of MAU'S Stns..
elate, floor Tic to 1 50. Just rnseived
doz Buckeye Hats. You can buy
-hem chimp.
4.48
We carry a huge line of
Carpets , itlaW ngs,Oi I Clochs,
Trunks and Valises. Come to
,ee us. We will save you
money. Our buying facilities
enable us to make close.
prices. Controlling 15 stores
we buy direct-rhe benefit
goes to the purchaser.
- THE
Nil: Mr
lvtxt Door to WAis' oury
Ir IlCheS:
Owen ;bore), Kt,
Meths weville, Ky.
Morganfield, Ky.
Staidord,
Bard stown, Ky.
Eminence, K
Venial I lee. K y
Ell E 111
NOTES OF INTEREST
Items of Importance to the
Soil Tillers.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
TUE IsOVISVELIAS MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover in
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week jtutt
closed amount to 3104 hhele. with re-
ceipts for the same period It 66 hhde.
Sales on our market since January let
amount to 65,820 hhds. Sales of the crop
of 1898 on our market to this date
amount to 67,8e5 khds
Oar market this week has shown more
strength for lugs and for the common
grades of leaf, such as is selling from
$4 00 to 5 60.
There is no improvement to report in
values for the medium grades of leaf
selling from $5 50 to 7 00, but the gene-
ral tone of the market for dark tobateco
this week is somewhat more satisfactory
than it was last week.
The following quotations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco 189e
crop.
Trash   $1 50 to 225
Common to medium lugs. 00 to 8.00
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 8 00 to 4.50
Medium to good leaf  5 00 to 7.00
Leaf of extra length  6 00 to 8 00
Wrapper,' styles  b 00 to 16.00
1.1VE STOCK itA.Rititv.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon En ockyeu•ds
Louisville, Ky., April 26.-Cottle -
The receipts of cattle were light, quid
ity fair. ftearket ruled about steady at
Monday's qnotations on al grades
Pens well cleared.
Cann s - Receipts light. Market
steady. Choice veals selling at ese 500
50. Common limes slow sale.
Vitra shipping 
Light shipping 
Best butchers 
Fair to good nuts:hers 
Gonitnon to medium butchers 
fbin. rough steers, poor coows
and scalawags   I NAC to
,4104.4d to extra oxen  4 ni• 4 4o
Common to inecitutn oxen 75410 8 511
r seders  um. • So
itoeken   4014475
Bulls   s
Veal call es  17540 50
Choice mlich cows  tio trim .5
Pair to good mulch cows   WA4110
Hogs-Receipts today 2,543 head,
quality fair. The market Was slow in
openieg, and prices 51 lower than yes-
tie day. Best hogs, 16e lbs., seilitor at
$3 '5; light shippers, $3 70; pigs, $4 Wet
3 70; roughe, $2 bteet 3 40. Pens not
cleared.
$1 7:YE5
4 40. 4
szod
401 4s
ST O.)
110-c. racking and butchers.
255 to Sunni.
Pair to good Dwaine. ISO to COS It
',Food to extra light. I44. to, tank
Fat 4.hoats. LAI to is
Fat shoats tic to liii ss
Pigs. titi to SO Ins
[toughs. trAl lb . .
Sleep and Lamb - Ileceit ta 1 p,ht.
Market steady on fat abet-p. Spring
lambs slow sale.
entre sprInQ WW1. .
tiood to extra Shipping sheep S3 • 'di C.
Fair to go4x1
to medium  
ducks
.(1 tr. (Si
404 41
mock metber‘
ssl fps Will swat/twits' per heed.. ...I 504 Iho
"...xtrit serum minoe 5 11111.47 su
it - ..t isiit.ei 51 (11 aG It.
Fan' t(D R4.00 thutcicor lambs  Ii s (4. IKI
rbil LP,
• - (1111---
TO SOLICIT SLBSCRIPTIONS.
Hopkinevile, Ky., April 17, 1899-We,
the trustees of the property of the Col-
ored Baptist College, situated at Hoe-
kiniville, ley , have authorized Mr. Pe -
en Mora. n to eohsit alit teems all freent a
for the nerporee of erecting a Lir, dlug
on said picene f).
E. WILLIAliS.
Chairman of Board.
Mr. and Mrs. 0 \V. Driver and
•aae hon. Muss Beauleh, went to Hop-
Satelay, to visit Mrs. Drivers
'wither, Mr.. Eozabeth Moore ...Chas.
Jackson, of ilopkiusville, spent Sunday
it Morton's Gap -Madironvillei Mail.
Dr. Preston Peter, of Logan county,
will locate at Caelty for the prectiois of
-nediciee and enrigery, on or before the
i0th of May.
($utacIAL to saw gas)
PHILADELPHIA, April 27, -Daniel
Chester French's great status -if General
Grant will be formally uuveiled in Fair-
mount Park to-day.
The ceremouies will be national in
character, for they will be &Winded by
the Pres i lent of the leaned kitatee, by
meniliers of Ine cabinet, by thin Govt.: n -
or of Pennsylvania, by the eseentiver of
neighboring states, and by Om cutest
promineet reprisentativea of the regular Wen.
a id ye leuteer Army.
A parade wilt premed the ;resent.,
non and unveiling. Preetdent McKin-
ley will speak leriefly at the unveiling imem.
ceremonies and again at the Academy E.."
of Music in the evening. The presenta-
tion address will be made by the Preen
dent of the Fatroeount Park Art Ammer-
ation and the speech accepting it will
be by Mayor Aahbridge. At the meet-
ing in the evening Hampton L. Carson
will deliver an oration. The Grant ban-
(pet will be hi Id in the evening.
Details from the army will be present
and the !Weigh has been sennto the har-
bor to fire the salute immediately after
the unveiling. Among tether guests
will be Mrs. Julia Dent Grant, widow
of Gen. Grant.
Mr. French's model shows the great
General sitting upon his steed deep in
thought. He is clad in field garb, with
high cavalry boote, clue buttoned coat,
and a long cape or cloak, which falls iii
fine sculptureeque folds over the horse.
No statue or picture ofGrant has includ-
ed this feature, but Mr. French has the
authority of the General's son. Ool.
Frederick D. Grant, for his father wear-
ing of such a long cape, after he bad be-
come the General of all the armies.
It is a striking accessory to the inn
preeeivenees which was so notable a
characteristic of the man. The face be-
neath the General's hat gives the pow-
erful emphasis of personalty to the
figure.
Sampson's Fleet.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER t.!
WrASHINC41()N, April 27 -Admiral
Sampson's f14.et is under orders to Bell i
from Martinique for San Joao, Porto
Rico, •.o-day.
GETS A PATENT.
F. S. Gray, of Trenton, Tod I county,
has patented a farm gate that he thinks
will prove a -world beater."
ALL NEW THIS YEAR.
---
Prof. Gentry's famous deg and pony
Show with many new acts and feature.
added this year will exhibit unner can-
vas in this city on Campbell Street near
Aeme Mills, Monday May I it; afternoon
at 2:30, night at 8
The show' is the lotat of its kind in the
world, and never fails to give the best
of satiefaetion. The entertainment is
strictly moral and erj eye the di-tire-Sion
of being the only show traveling under
canvas-, that interferein no why With
any belief, creed or r-1 'lion. and ,s i n
domed by the clergy and school soperie-
tendents a- betever it exhibits, The prim
ces of admission are, childreu 13 cents,
adults, 25 cents.
--
TODACCO SALES.
Sales by 11 iodide, Cooler & Co ,
Ilopkiusville, Ky ,Tuesday, Wodneedry
and Thursday, April 25, 26 and '27th,
1899
293 libels., as f 'Howe: 9 hhils leaf,
$11 00 to 12 00; 4 hien.. leaf, 1000 to
11 00; 8 hh is leaf, 9 00 to 10 00; 20 Woes
leaf, 700 to 8 00; 44 birds. leaf, 600 to
700; 41 hhde leaf, 600 to 6 (10: 40 hhde.
lugs, 4 00 to 5 00; 75 hhds. lugs, 3 . 0 to
4 00; 5l hheis lugs, 2 00 to 3 00.
Reept. H E 000PER,
For Itsgsdale, Cooper et Co.
The Tenreemee Goal, Iron and Rail-
road Company has advanced the wages
of several hundred mine erivers at Bir-
mingham, Ala., 12 per cent.
The King of Reference Works
THE NEW WERNER EDITION OF
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
The Pilot
knows just how to steer a vessel to
bring it safely through the shoals
and out into the open. Just so the
Encyclopxclia Britannica is the one
absolutely reliable guide for the
voyage cf life. One cannot go
wrong if its teachings are followed.
It tells the mistake's men have made;
how others havesuccoaded and why.
An intelligent man gets good from
the eNperiences of others and steers
:lex: of the rocks they ran against.
I b very presence of the Encyclo-
pdia in a house give-, the pace an intellectual tone.
A library of thousands of volumc's does not offser such an oppor-
tunity for successful hon'e study and development as this master-
piece of literature. There is no me,re instructive reading on earth
than that contained in its 30 ,•ohimes. To a life whose current
runs toward the future, this great work is indispensable. Just
now you can secure the
Encyclopaedia Britannica
For One Dollar Cash
paying the balance in small monthly payments. Remember, too,
that the entire Thirty Volumes with a Our& and an elegant Oak
Book Case, will be delivered when the first payment is made.
You will be surprised when you learn the
LOW COST.
Here it is:
The complete set (Thirty Large Octavo Volumes):
No. t-New Style Buckram Cloth, Marbled Edges, Extra Quality High
Machine Finish Book Paper, $45.00
First payment, One Dollar (it.00) and Three Dollars ($3.cx)) per
month thereafter.
No. 2-Half Morocco, Marbled Edges, Extra Quality High Machine Finish
Book Paper, $6o.00
First payment, Two Dollars ($2.00) and Four Dollars ($4.00) per
month thereafter.
No. 3-Sheep, Tan Color, Marbled Edges, Extra Quality High Machine Finish
Book Paper, $73.00.
First payment, Three Dollars ($3.co) and Five Dollars ($5-oo) per
month thereafter.
A reduction of toe; Is granted by paying cash within 30 days after the
receipt of the work.
HOPPER BROS. Main Street.
You always want the
best value for each dol-
lar invested in any
deal you make. This
applys to Monuments,
Tombstones all kinds
of CemItery Work. hen you place an order with your
home shop the Latest Designs, Best Workmanship and sat-
isfaction in every respect are yours Why not give us your
aid and support Call an- I see the work and designs. Your
order solicted. Yours truly,
MANAGER. iLit 043 to /ZIL 33 VC3VVr1
Job.-
a
mimmtnimmriftfom
YRE 
•
f FREE.
neeM enne'esn''ne'N
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A Blue Hill Box Kite.
With every Boys'; Knee Pants Suits at $2.50
and over a Scientific marvel. An airship com-
plete. Every boy wants it. Anyone can fly it.
It goes up from the hand like a bird. thous-
ands of feet. It has a record of more than two
miles elevation.
.111b, .1%ft, sIssik IL; 4; E....y.4;
Nth.' N111.• • Nific-• NC.
Anclason&Co
e Are Prepared
SPiCkTIES
Cerly Pine
Mantels,
Doors and
Stairway
Curly Poplar
Mantels,
Doors and
Stairway
Tile Hearts
and Facings
Fancy Grates
 
 
lro Furnish
Plans I& Specifications
For Any Iind of a Building.
•••••••••
REGULAR:
Sash,
Doors,
Blinds,
Flooring,
Ceiling,
Shingles,
Laths,
Cement,
Lime,
Paints,
Oils,
Glass,
Tin,
Guttering,
Hardware.
The above handsome house was drawn by OUR ARCH! I L.:c, F. Let us de •
sign your house.
DAGG
MI11111•1' 
RICHARDS.
NOT /pour pEOPLE
Mrs. Ada Baker, of Princeton, is via-
Ring in the city.
Miss Lees Vaughn has returned from
a visit to Hemkeneville .. Miss Carrie
Bailey, residing near the city, has re-
turned from a visit to flopkinsville
friends... Mrs. Joe Foe right, who
has been very sick at the home, of her
sister, Mrs. Frank Trice, returned to
her home in Hoekineville. Tuesday ev-
ening -Pembroke Jintrual.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Smith, of Chris-
tian county, are visiting Joe) D. Tyler,
in New Providence.--Clarke•ille Times,
Miss Mary Wall, of Gracey, Ii visit-
ing relative* on Soath Mein etimet.
Miss Ethel Wadlingron, of Trigg
county, is visiting relatives in the city.
S K. Breeding alli II. 0. Cobb, of
Lyon menuty, are stopping at the
Phoenix.
Deputy Sheriff LI:earth aud John Sub-
lett a en.; to Hopkineville last night,
where they eouveyed Win. Duvall to
toe Asylum -Ow en ,boro Inquirer.
Mr. J. K. Forbes, of Hopkinsville,
was in the city Friday on his return
from Provideece, where he had been to
visit his niece, /ors. Stuart (elven' ...
Ohu. Friend attended the State Swine
Breeders' Association at Ilopkinsville
last week and reports a pleasant and in-
teresting meeting.-Mndisonville Hast-
ier.
The most exclu-
sive, nottbieet and
, beet Ready-to Wear
ClotLieg that sci-
ence Sill 'Milted;
worktuenehip Can
DM' iti3st. We lay
parte ular et ream up-
on the far' Chat the
ste le bare fit of oar
wirniebta nen.. on
a-tiny distinguishes
lumen from. reel §1
Res V 'o -W an
Clothing.
Iii ii n 1,G4 garm-
ents are not a good
aDoisse QCO. Dewey ti,"'tn"-fit at si-y
. this salient jolOt al
ways before us, we take particular
pt-ins to fit you perfectly. You g.
iho benefit of all these important so.
vantages and pay us less money
than elsewhere.
Men's Suits, all wool, 47.30
lien's Sells, all wool, 49.00
Men's Sults, all wool, SI 2.00
Sam Frankel.
ou Arc Pretty
certain 'o buy all your Dry Goods h-em
us after you havt carefully looked
through 3ur stock, which you will find
COMPLETE and SATISFACTORY in
every respect.
SPItiNG Our stock in Fine Wash Goods in plain and
DRgSS figured patterns are the choicest to be found
FAB IC3 in the city, embracing the best values in
Lawns Swisses, Organdies, Covets, Piques, Linens, Long
Cloth, Gingharus, Percales, Nainsooks, ill all the latest
coloriijga. Wo are offering p ood styles ill Calicoes at 4c
a yard
TAIll.fOR- Handsome nride suits all wool as low as $6
MADE better oualities in the most stylish suits ever
GOODS shown $10.00, 12 50, 15.00 and 18.00.
WItAPERS-Spiendid fit, nicely made, 50c, 75c, 90c
and $ 
.1
00. MUSLIN UNDERWEAR- -In Naiusook cloth
perfec fitting at prices that will astontli you.
CUld'AINS, and Ft9or Oil Cloths in patterns and prices
CARPETS, to suit all. Good wearing Matting3 1.4c,
R GS 15e, 2i e avid 25c. Window shades with
best r lers 25c and up. Carpets cut, sewn and laid on
your t oor at, what others ask by the yard.
SILLS These we have in endless variety and we
FO know by the way the ladies me purchasing
SPR G them that they are-correct in style and right in
priee.
GENTS' You will find our values at all times
FIIRR•SHING an good as those sold at these GPEAT
STOCK. ADVERTISED SALES.
rtzw. coming in daily. We want you to come
NOVtLTIES and see for yourselves even if you can't
buy ytu want te see. Come, you are always welcome at the
RolyAL DRY Goals
Cip
North Main St., Hopkinsville, KY.
1
Any ote deeiring a braid, or having
hiir Co d epose on would do well to eel)
itin Mrs. 11:s R -per, on \Volt I818 street
A hose p eel. ale rennin; !in, aud werk
satisfactt ry. Any information may b.
b . - by calling Teltplione No 256-4
rings. I rn.e.O.d. lm.
-NAY- YOU VISITED INS-
ELITE : BARBER : SHOP?
if not, why not? 1 here ,t on get the West
Mand ost artistic Fwork. s pererienee sad
skilful barbels. ineels and eleaa
Shop. we appreciate and solicite your
patronage. Popular prices. !Shoes shillala
for 5 cents.
Stewart & Prow
No. is, Et St Ysk MA
r
;rt..
Ar.
"4F
Innefarrnonon. April 23.-Oue
slept notable characters of oar
the subject a Dr. Talmage's di
and' tbe lemons drawt are in
tent. II Samuel' HI US. ••Know
that tbare la a prince and a gr
fallen this day in Israel?
Here is a plumed catafalque, 
hollowed
byli King David and a 
funeral' oration
which. he delivers at the tomb
. Con-
cerning Abnert the great. David 
weeps
- • the text. , sure appropr
iately than
eci originally uttered we M
ay now
r this re:standing 
lamentation.
y" not that there is n elinee and
.c.at man tine dey ip 
Ieraell".
1: was minutes erten 6. t
he exact
bone of sunset uf the Sabbath 
ray. and
while the evening lights we e
ntwine
kindle:1. Seal the sonl of S 
phen J.
Pelt!, the lawyer. the fudge.
tried. the Osterman. the L
ascended. It was sundown in the 
home
On yonder Capitol hill. as i
t lwas sun-
down en all the surrennding 
bills. bet
teboth-cases the. snneet to te 
followen
hy a glortons sunrise. Hoar hh
e Felder
al:thews sti lingeringlin the nir. -
The
trumpet sha I sound. ar.d the
Our departed friend eerie
sr ffertn.iirieis fun leirll PIA
battlers:ad if oar taxer tiler
nd Sal bath eleye nun hes
17:Ce as spec ride' men arid women I.5
libe much theleie.1 Perita ic Sabliet
h
Led Pm:cane teacninee La e produced,
it will 1 a a reateer a co watalation
and thankegiving.
Lo not pass ty tba fact that I bare
sot yeldseen euieLre ixed that Stephen
If eneki WtOt 17 reinisterei fee . Notwith-
picuous ex-
e exceptiore
defamation
laiu and en
I proportion
Owen thee
Aecealogic-
Ages of all
!enure chit
the tensela-
ee pointing
d. W It tO fleet tretgert IP
Member of etevai elami:r. -
notice else that or.r departed friend
was a member of n royiLfaimeily. There
e or thrones
the alulfly
daily ef the
) family 4.f
en Princeton Alex:inner e like a ecnre
ot families tLat 1 ruit,:tt 11 enticn. Holt
were lest to mention Hato were -the
chikteen- of tbe-king" and had pat oil
them henors trigliter Utah crowns and
wielded intlr elite longer and wide r than
scepters. 'nett family of Fields trite%
an heneratle lineage back SOO years or
klunect us de la Feld. doadjneer di wit-1
Kam the Ceneinercr. LIN lie thank God
for each fami:ies. generation after gen- i
eration on the Fide (.1 that whiels is
right and ;med. Four tionameethlt coun-
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Notice ale° that on/ illpett'i a friend
WaS great in reasonable and g :nal din
gent. Of 1.042' opinions he tetered,
ton" neve more potent or m morable
than those repdered while h was in
small minority and senustieee in a mi-
nority of one. A learned a dietiii-
gnithed lawyer of this count Fetid he
would rather be author uf Jnd e Field's
dissenting opinion, than to 1 the au-
thor of the conetitutioni of t United
States. n'he tendency its to go with the
multitude, ty *ink what oth a think.
to say and do what z:17.1'13 d Some-
time+ the majerity are wroe , end it
;esquires bevies to take the egative.
but to do ehat loginally an in K(x'd
humor requires some demesne of make
up not pften found in iodic' dissept-
ers or, indeed, in any clad a pen
There ars so many people in he witrld
opposed to enerything eon w display
their oppoeitien in ranlinnen. and nb-
noxious ways that a Judge old wag
needed to make the negative erected
and genial and rigbt. Mielori es tinder
Clod save Sat world and eaNre church.
An unthinking and pros:ink te "yeen
may be stopped hy a rightoo and ne
roic "no." The tuanwitiee e nut al-
ways right. The uld gospd lymn de-
clares it:
Numbers are no mark that nee 13 right to
found:
A dem were moved In Noeth's ark t many mil-
la-ns drowned.
His Dtaiseratleed Opla I is.
The &aeration et American
rendence war a diseentihg opipiou. The
Free church of Scotland. neder Chat
niers and his Compeer'', wee giSSI'Lltiteg
movement. The Bible ito lf, 01.1 Teeta
ment and New Teetament, is a pritert
against the theories that would have
deetroyed the world and is a diessentieig
ae well as a divinely inspired nook. The
deride:gale on Sinai repeated ten times
••Thon shalt not." For , ages to come
will begpoted from lawbreen in court-
MOMS Justice Field's tua,;ntheent dis-
senting opinions.
Notice that our ascended elend htte
etch a character as nenanIt and peril
alone can develop. He had nut canoe t.
the wit cushiuns, of the snel erne court
bench stepping un cloth of gold am'
minted all along the line by handclap-
ping of applause. Country earecnagcle
do not rock their babes in iatin lined
cradle or afterward Fen% Owen out inn
the world with ening!) in their bawl lei
purchaee place nrel,power. Pustora'
ariea in the early part ef H. Is centur!
hardly ever reached $700 a y not. Incon
mites that sometime:as cnt ink) the beam
characterized many of the borne. of the
New England clergymen. '-he young
lawyer of whom we speak tor ay arrived
in San Francisco in is-19 wit) only en
in his mtket. t ge
was only introductory tn a poet green
ate coarse whit b c•ur illustrious friene
took while adminieterine j Pstice and
halting ruffle:nem eteid t winiee
canipai Califernia. Oh. th As 'deny
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wbat privations. through al at mane
escapee. amid what expoenress they
unwed! Administeriug end executing
law among tntlaws never t as neen an
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human life mad where thee-met/of pietul
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uartal.
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was right. Hardebip itt the grindstone
that silaarpene intollectual fe eiltree. dnd
the ewer& with whit Ike effect-
ively for God and otte's eenntey.
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diem for tstairs on wl e) tint their
foot and mount. Thte • rum anti
vete mourns in their moue. ore t t.,
lake their laet medicate ont or a pewter
, Have trav.• heart in all elet.art-
menet. ye! me n matey otetaele There
is no brawn or chime ti r wi tient al
Taft roughs; I. 1/11 nig awl groveliee
about the slied of a conrtroo ir. :I; rye-
vine, Cal.. heel as enrich to el., .%
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Honkine. the 'tried. Willedeetteen nel•
mt. the entirety of Sir George 
Sleeken-
zits. nor the Sabbath desecration of 
Lord
Ceietlereagh.
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npreme
court more than it Lad aver 
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him. For inure than 34 yeate he 
sat it)
the preeence of this nation and 
ef all
nations a model judge. Fearlesenese.
integrity. devotion to principle. 
char-
ncterizee him. No tribe ever 
touched
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 scalded
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ng ever
mnirreel his character. Fully qualified
was lie to have his name assoc
iated in
the history c f this country with
 the
greatest of the jediciary.
nt o'clock day by day on yonder
bill the gavel fulls in the grip
rone
reurt room and it Is anntetineeil that the
fleet Pstlee el the t'h1tt tt Steles etel
the neeesilete Pellicle ere tibelu
t tie en
f, all poiltiat 1.111 lit 1110 Iiiif and
opeetotere tiee greet %helm Mill
Ills 1.111r.sr with thu words. "(lee,
eyes, Ilea!" announetat that all is lion
ready Vt. *heating and et, litime. "OA
lieve the United States of America," eo
I wish we could imagioutie n gnther
together those who have occupied that
high judicial place in this and other
lande, end they might enter and after
the falling uf souie mighty gavel 
had
Jeruanded tette/Mon wn curio
 leea
upog them-Varstall. the giant o
f
Alt:erica pitsiandence, and John Jay
.
of Shorn anlel ut§lef 
Itutoin-
pietuoration. "When the tipoiliannTioIne
or the jsoliciel robe fell on John Jay. it
torched Dt thing leas Fretless than
itself." and Rutledge and Cnehing and
Ellsworti and Jesteph Storey. called the
Waiter ncott of con:me-in law, end Sir
Matthew Hole end Lord Eldon aa
L. rd Tentereden and Sir Jew.e3 McIn-
tosh awl Mansfield aril tbe long line Of
lord chancellor) nun. the great judges
(rum both eides sea -and aline tbey
bid taken their places in our quickened
imagination the distingnialied cases of
centuries whigh trie'ynn7leeided tallfht
again Le called on, after tbe amembled
natione had ejaculated, "lied eave the
rented Staies of America." "God sive
Greet BrItain," "God save the na-
tiuneen
Tbe Sanctity of Law.
Ab. hew the law hewers and sancti-
fins everything it Wm hest Natural law.
Civil law. Social law. Commercial
Moral Eccle-law. CM-ninon law.
eluetleal law. International law. Oh,
the dienny. the Impressiveness, the
power of law! It is the utile thing be-
fore which Jehovah bows, Cut he bows
befure that, although- the law id of his
eon making. The law! By it ;worlds
gwing. it the fate of centnries
decided. By it all the affairs of time
and 811 tbe cycles .of eternity will be
eovernen. We cannot soar We high or
etten so deep or reedit out en far or live
so lunti ia to escepe it- It the throne
on which the Almighty eine To in-
tereret law, w hat a pretension! Wbat
a neemonsinility Whet an exectation
wbee the jneige be a Lord Jeffreys!
What a neteetnetion if he be a Chancel-
lur Kent?"'
In paesing. let me say that fur tide
chief tribunal of our country conferees
should woo previde a better place. Let
some of the looters voted for improve-
ment of rivers which are nothiug hot
dry creeks end fo; harbors which will
never bare any shipping ape! for monu-
ments to wine people -whole/ it is not
at all iniportant fee us to rerneuther-be
vg,ted for toe erectien of a building
Artby of oar United State-s supreme.
court. John Ruskin, in "Stones of
Venice," vans attention to the pleasing
fact that in the year h13 the doge of
Venice devoted him.self to putting me
two great buildings-St. Market, for the
worship of God, and a palace fur the
administration of justice tu man. In its
appreciation of what is best let not
tette be behind 1413. With snob granite
in oar gnierried and Poch architects ca-
pable of drafting sublime etructhre and
such magnificent interiors wbich to tenni.
let net another year moss before we hea:
the trowel ring OD the cornet stone of a
Mamie tee te entrained by the highest
court of the land.
Have you ever realized bow nine)
end has honored law in the fact Bear
all np and down the Bible he makes the
judge a type of bitumen' and employs
the 'Jenne of a ceinrtneen beset forth the
enenitenr el tee in,: i..;.'!•_"tnent dqv
tieneeis, "Shall wa the judge
of all the cent /Li right n' Book of
Denterunotny, ••Tlfee feel enell indef.
1.ie people. '' Book of Pealms, feted is
Judge himself." Book in Acts, "Judge
of (pick and dead." Book of Tinueny.
"The Lord the righteens Judge. " Nee-
- r will it be nnderetood bow God honors
indent anel conttromme until the then
eit of Ito last day retell pound thi
t;•euitig et the ereat rKsize-the (ley oi
trial. this y elearame, the day of
na, the ahoy it jainginern. The law of
the case on that occasion will le. retie
owl the inelictmeot n entinta, whirl.
are the Ti Conimatelmento. Jostle(
will plead the teem against ins, but ien
glorions advocate will plead in unr be
half, for "we have an advocate with
the Father -Jo sun .Christ. the right
eone." Then !lie case will be decided ite
eau elearanee, as the annenncee
"There its new. therefore. DO eundem-
tonne tei them who are in Chriet
Jeens " Ufidef the eroweleel galleries of
cloud on that laet day. libel under the
swaying nyhieletery of u hureinen beav
ens. 101.1 while the Alps awl ernmeary7is
anti Ifeeint Warhingtoe are. falling thet
lin their facets, we will be able to tinder
seated the mienificance of thost9 Scripture.
teenager which speak of God a, Jsulge
anal engine' tbe courtroom of earth res
tespical ef the ecene when all natione
ehall he bronght iuto tribennal.
Service's Falthfally Performed.
To have dene well. all that each n
rrnforeden could Judea hint, and tee have
made that profeesinn still more honor-
able Ili Mi4 brilliant and sublime life.
etiongn for nal topal and international.
terreetrial sind celestial congratnlation
And-then to exeire beautifinly, whil.
the. preyers of his chinch were beim
offered at hoe beeleside: the door of beaky
en opening for hie entre/lee as the nom
ot earth opened efor his departnne, the
soh of the einehly farewell caught op
ioto raptures that neve r die. Yes, be
lived awl dieel in the faith of the old
fasbioned Christien
Young mew I want to tell yen that
Justice Field believed in the Bible from
lid to lid. ei tweak all true either AM doc-
trine or histery, much of it the bietory
evente that neither (led nen man an
pre Vett Onr Mod drank t he wine of
the hely ne. ra Dint 10111 Ott. the bread
if winch eif man eat le. shall nevem
hunger " lie was the upend &len. out
and out friend of the ( hurdi ef Christ.
it aura had been anntlalug illogical
•Parsnip ComplexL.n.
It does not require an expert to detee
the sufferer from kidney trouble The
hollow cheeks, the sunken eyes, the
'snow, parsnip nolpred complesion indi
cates it.
A physic-nein would ask if you hae
-heumatisui, a dull pain or orhe th.
back or over the hip., stomaeh trouble
emirs to urinate often, or a burning ()-
scalding in paasing it; if after passini
.here is an unsatisfied feening as if
mutt be at ouCe repeat d, or if the urine
las a brick dust depoit or strong odor
When these symptoms are present
there should be no time lost in reinov -
rig the cause.
Delay 'limy lead to gravel, catarrh of
be blade.er, inflemuoutou, causing stop
and bone:tunes regeireng the
irawirg of the urine with lomirumente
er may run into Bright's disease, th
(nom dangerous stage of kidney trouble
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp Ro. t. the ;tree
d scovery of the revue-tit kidney an
bladder specialtst, is a positive rented:
for seoh diseases. Ita reputation i
world-wide and it is SO easy Pet a
any drug store that no one need guff it
any length of time for watit of it.
However, if you prefer to drat tees it.
wonderful merits, mention the Nee
ERA and sine to Dr. Kilmer & Co
Binghanipton, N. Y , for a sample bot
tle and book telling all about it, bott
seut absolutely free by mail.
• -ie.-
a APPP CITIL OF A GOAT
Is envied by all poor dyspeptics whose
Stomach and Liver are out a order. Al
such aboold know that Dr Knig•s Nee
Life Pills, the wonderful Stornach
Liver Reemedy,giv. s a sp endid appetite-,
pound digestion and a regular Goody ha
pp that leisure! perfee.t Lealth and great
energy. (July elc at C
K• Wyly's, It. 0. liardwick's, J.
0 mk's and A. P. Harmer' drug stores.
te ielTheresoever
ls
Oa
you feel corerees cr pain rut
JORRPON.11 BrI.LAJDONI • P LAST F-S.
lortila tutees or sprain, rneu-
dist.sin -it euareti every 0.18e. It
is like tne tumb of a soft, warm
hand on au a. long fel-el:matt lo-
flammation eunsides beneath it.
No other so sure and quick Look
for the Red Cross ea the face cloth.
Jolliest-net a JOHNSON,
etepursecutne Chemist*, New York.
Nasal
CATARRH
In all its stages there
ebould bs eleananess.
Elre Cream Balm
e mune, •oothes and heals
the diseased meaiLrta.e.
It cares catarrh and drives
&way a cu.d Ute bead
quick.y.
Cream Balm Is placed hato the nostrils, spreads
ever the membrane aud le absorbed. Role( is fru-
mediate and a cure follows. It is aot drying-dore
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 eenta at Drug-
gist. or by mall; Tr.1.1 81Ze, 10 cents by mail.
PLY BROTHERS, 56 Warreu Street, New YON.
Lt Ao
11AVICER,)""'
• c-
s
genet
Ilf-.41:e17c.reCt. gen :reek, 0s.
atrouseute. moor vier r ut lubed
lap itLarvs/lis4 rew•Prir,issill of its I
await beautl'ul actress. F laggard '
MT* of tae lu• Just Ic.cal s 1.11a
,pairee fur shoe. 111.1•701,O, includ
SEND Ten CFNTS
per r pp ace and ,t p.rthutti.11.13
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, J
HUNTE.? WOOD u5c SON.
Attorneys-at -Law.
otiose in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planteree Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTIJOKY
•
1
:u•I rwitrrida•yen, ••••,,
COMMA
AVcectatile Preparationior As
sirnilatin and Iteguldling 1112 It)itiarhs and DoWeIS of
- -
ProtnotesDigestion,Cheerful -
tins and liest.Con tains neither
Oprom.Merphine nor nineral.
NOT NARCOTIC.
n..„;..,w-ordlk-SINLELPITCSER
1 -
fC;r4y...ei
pew -
Ate F•nno, •
P.A./4 sib
..froi •
lirr mum!
ia CanForma•
apErftrt licmcdy for Cons tipa-
t ne.Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
I 'orms ,Convuls ions ,Feverish-
to. ss and Loss OF SLEEP.
lac Simile Signature or
isT:EW 'YORK.
t 6-months. old
tist.s.-33(1ENTS
•-•••••-•••••.
411Pla 'LARGEST
CAS iiira
Tor Infants rind Children.
The Kind You Have
Always Bought
Beam
Signature
of
The
Kind
You Have
Always Bought.
STORI
W. P enema, T. 11. KNIGHT
Ilinfree Knight.
Real Estate.
The season of the year when peopl.
want to buy real Haute is at hand, am
we invite those who want to buy or Pt)!
!o consult this column.
We have excel:non faellitiee for eon
electing the businesses and will advez rue
•donerly put Ono our hands free I
obarge, and will furnish proepeeted
ensioueero mince-yawn. to hot at prig
erty without rest to them. (tome to see
not if v nn aid nt to sell, it cults you noth
ing if you fail.
Large ten-envy honest end t sere
of ground ft-outing it 11 -st street III/1
I u mug Imelt to the elver,
Good rrotolstra ortrisor of Milt 14110
letreele, Moine, feat tin Milli ley
.ou lot Me it ids Ilse ila rt4en.,
oaal isiaterti, isheble al.d tioemeary utit -
,elluteme,
Maple cirri+ Very egairelna
num , at ve. II FU(11111W, 001111r,
Ittiti Mil tlee.14ItiltY 011t•ball'114.1dt•
1.1Lidit t rem- ; large I. I, 120 la a
rola 1U Maple etreet by 200 feet too•p ;
outu tat lot tor soot h Manse ; on • ri
UJOrst emeraMe reeidence prupertiee
the City.
The Limisays' Mel properly, embrac-
tag a burr 10111 for ;onetime ta cure
ud wheat, two gone residence'', toe
'sterns and ali neceseary tbuildii g s
ind 30 acres of 1 int, situated ou Lion
tiver, on a line be-tweet) Oben-tutu am)
rigg (-emotes, near Pee Dee, Ky 1 In
roperty %%ill be sOid at a low prim a lc
ei t. rue.
Howe and lut on 17th etreet, in ge o
leighborhood C.thet SO
-rice nn00.
A fine tract of river tottom land alt
laird On we at batik Unruh- nand riv,r
bons three miles be:ow Canton, Tripe
entity, Ky , and contaitaiug 0.30 Beres
. his property has lave good teneel
.ouswe and five good barns and cistern'.
• his land will be sold either as a wi.ole
r in tract.' to toil purchaser and at •
ew price and on remonabie tertian
eel acres of flue land just outeide t ills
tate on Palmyra road. p,; Ter acre.
Farm of lui acres of good land 2e,
diles northwest of kiupkintiville, iu g exe
esighborhno.1. Land in good moan! on,
'00.1 dwelling, five rooms, epaoke house,
tables, barn. sto A bargain at eine°
50 acted of rich land just °castle the
ity limits, well watered and fenced
.Vill be sold at a bargain.
Nice house aud lot on Weet 19th st.
"rice nen°.
3 tracts of land near Bennettatown,
bout 300 actresso Will be convent-0 into
: or 1,' tracts Sold ou ea .y terms.
House and let on erd street in Hop-
i/ow:11e. Ky , newr public school
eg. Price $7e0
House and lot on corner of Broad ant
ho i•iinrt streets, Lopktuseille Ky
trice Wk.
A nice cottage on 4th St , four rooms
.ted kitchen, porch, good ont-aouses
eitern, price $000.
Oottage tird St , "cheap " st POO
Good cottage on Broad and Tholepin:a)
its , four rooms, good eistern and out
.utlelinge, large lot, price $600.
Two gist! reale enee Iota on Main St
Hopkinevilleewell located The on
v vacant lots on West eto Mem St.
sala at a low price.
400 so. es of bind between Naehville
oad and & N, R. Oasky.
•• at a baritone
Elegant lot elex200 ft. on Jesup ave.
oata. Good home with 4 large rooms, k
omelet', Moen] outbuildings, shade
end front trees, Pnee $e .400.
House arid lot 60x2e0 feet on Second
street. Hou-e %Rh .1 rooms, porch, de-
em and outbuilatogs. Price $1,evu,
House and lot on Second street tiered,
eet. House has 7 rooms., porch, CUiterl:
tilt] bruldidge. Price $1,200.
rSeoemt. el 
beautiful vaeout lots on Walnut
Nice house and lot on Brown street
nrice $s00.
-gel acres of de arable farming lent ie.
ionclirov tenaleleasetyt,roinTeiniao.w.
avKieh
Itioe $5 00 per acre.
S tun+ of the most deeirable property
Hopelneville, fronting 107 feet ut.
nein street, ',Meanie for either bunuess
r Trained:lee property.
Fine fern) of 285 acres in neigbbor•
f Bowel!, Ky., at a great bargain
Good term of 285 scree of laud one
uile of How .11, 1(y.
155 acreis of land near Oiarksvt11.
eke, 3 miles from Hopkilieville.
'el- acre Very desereable
Houd. and let on Brienu St Deeirs
ey located Price fesnO
A two etory medium CM SOO h Camp
Jell St., lot 71.‘ ten., feet ,fi 0 l•cti r0Onis,
.1. t toe nem, dieing mum kit( h• re lex I
IK.I0 arid tour perel nese tle.or .
slur I eel re rm., two haute r rooms ant
nt. peomid tint ; ids(
plencol dry leveler 18114 feet with briel
wed flew r, geed eistern,eoat house
meat bows., kindling hoe s • and servant
house. T HMS-One third cash, ha I.
erne. in four equal antinnl Loy-wenn
pe• ceut. interest on deferred pay.
Wurassz &
L ime !able.
:SOUTH BOUND.
No. 55 Acconenation deparn.. 6:15 a m
" Fast hue " 6:85 a ni
" 51 Mail  " p
" 91 New Orleans lim. " 12 :t8 a a
NORTH ROUND.
o2 Chicago and St. Lorna lim...9 :en a ro
193 Aecommodavien, arraves . :80 p
We Mail   it :20 p
54 Fast line  10:411 p tr
Eff ntive Sunday,
Dec. 4th, 1898.
LEA 1. atsinorkthavim.z.
No. au,
daily
op sail lc m
Al, PrItict'n :Satin an
Ar.Pad oval. n,nt
A r. weneeson 10:35 a tit
- Kt ansalte a in
A r. Loultrille
No. 802.1No. 540, A.c
dally daily
?. p m 4:16 p m
a p m 11:16 p to
6.XJ p m
7.10 p m
1;66 p
11:16 0:m
N 541 Arrives IfookinsvItic tair'e m
!Y” al I AMY, s at Itopkinsvtlle, I p tn.
No. 8:rd Arrives ist:11”plainsville„,4: kr. at
IE. M. Snintwono. Asa
Special attention to . Ky
raiLLOND, A. G. P. A.,
cases in bankruptcy. LoalaTille, Ky.
In Is Absolutely
FREE.
Our new catalogue of
Strawberry, Raspberry and
all of the other plants of
small fruits. 1,000 bushels
Wliite French Artichckes.
50) bushels Iowa Si I ver Mine
Seed Corn.
CROWSWCOJ NURSHIIES,
say. My.
Mort feacinating Inven-
tion of theatre. Ala Ai a
orudy to eutertatn. it
reAulnatroskill tooper-
e le It 'sad It:prudery the
Mtn%) of lauds, en In-s-
traw, vocullsts Imam.
mental uolMsts. There'.
b....One like It tor An ft rainiest (Inlet talnment.
ucter wee Ikea tollinz machines iti-nsluee
emly us...oasis( ca....madded autje. opecia;11
prepared In a laberah.ry, lad the
Is not limits-I to ruch ierformiutesw. On tit;
elluOloplione ye. imn es.tie tail, nd :weeny
reproduce reeetqz tt.e voter:, unr p4tind.
Thu- wausfitutc. %%rasa tat tieW Interest slid
Ike eruenn is ever Leath. Tee lepieduetioul ere
clear sad tri'.1i^.nt.
CilpilopLotets ire Slid p
al tooa.se u e • attests 111.•11,1e.m.r,
vise-dor; Onirretsb'a.' Tient ts heals
ettarler., et tee world f-r "0,1 4 Abed
.ela )lat Mao llet,t W 1,4 eatalog us,
Columbia Phonograph Co.,
DEPAI{TMENP 20 ,
919 P"'r_ e) 1 rah 'a Ave,
V arhingtcn, D. C.
New York. rerie. Chicago
St. Louie. Pniii,delpbia
Baltimore. B ifftlo
YOU 1 •
CAN
anything you invent or improve; also get
CAVEAT,TRADE-MARK, COPYRIGHT or MOEN
PROTECTION. Send model, akesch,cat photo.
for free exam i pstsou and advice.
1100k ON PATENTS Tetnor".°„:,2',7
'11,1" Of AffilNOwaco•
Patent Lawyers. WASHINGTON. D.C.
ses,
-"
,
IS• •
r 4
`4'
K R'S
HAIR BALSA
Massless arid beaulirws ta!likala
Pruntctes a lueorlia
mese., nos es, neetore Gray
to its Youthful Color.
Cares oria-s d erases a hair la...a
ID 4 10 a Dry ut•
DON'T DOCTOR,PAARRY or
desi • y --si t. read
MEDICAL COMMON SENS
the greatest popular medical and marriage gu
pagios,"41 "ttilt17"1111Wnsettals tachtid; *;:on't 1.7dreel°bouk ot:w" Mf41
worth for 90 cents, eelit by waled ince prepaid.
K. H. PUB. (X.L. 120 E. itat Is St.. New lark.
Cht•liosthea Eugthei Dteuramot
NNYROYAL PILLS
2 °:1("41,,ritotirfIte ("wham.'
Boma le Hod awl 6 Ai whahal
sae. waled with kiwi Mart.. Takla
• oath ANNo•Oilayleww.• wisisiSalw
4.1 •••• •••••••••• • Lltlatglsr• OF awe ee.
L! share let suniesises. sitsuweskas asttouter Per Ladles." 0.4., tr sugar.
Nall. Nose T•0110148,1, /up,
rldratorteCithwthaelths-taattless Pikes.Seth er o. Lena snaps's. 1•111LADA, l'•
li•- • •••!1••
R. L. BRADLEY
Vet. Hilary Stag on.
Ortieleare of Veterinary College. /Torent,,
'enrolee. Treats all diseases of the den MM.
Azad animate. All cella promptly attends,
it. tree-pnon• No SO. 5th st , near L N
Hopk•nertlin. Ky.
50 YIVARS'
EXPERIENCE
TRADE Marini
Anyone aendlne a Beggeh and eseopt may
CorreRIGHTS ac.
dOrsgetek,an
quickly ascertain our ow.1,110n tree whether an
In•ent inn is proha lily pat pritat,141. (..rnfunntaf
none at net I y eonedential. ilandanok on Patrol
sent free. 4 ,litest agency for sen.rina pate.4.,,
Patents taken thri•uch Mom, 4 lac neseht•
er...r rthried without chasao, lathe
Scientific Rinericlr..
A handsome!? Maturated weeklr I ,-. -1 rir.
enlist ion of any ',wont.- ),,l1M-00. '1, r., 0 $N a
koar: f,ur montba. IL Sold
 try all nee Sidi „,„,.
1UNNf.F92,6::::;7111putv ITojk
--, 
6111'd
a' Ind I o.. r
MEMN1 5,
It;
11r1.1 all 1, .1a ts 111
AIK‘743AS,
L.XA3.
CILIFaRVI.
Ohs Lighted Vesti Tralas with Cal.
mt.; &Ha eon, Im th:l%tiel;,4
,iE55 atttLfalANs.
Poll -an Tourist Car 1-stv••,
•v•ry 'Thursday nigh', hid .011 !D rough t-
••A1.11OtItNI A via Now Oele ta, nod Ito
•SOUthern si mad. it .
berth rat.. LootsvIlle to M Fralltlact
ONLY kiri 50; pro in I- mateiy low el:este:a
wrinediate points.
The Trim Winter ttonte to CALIFORNIA;
00 blizzards, cold weather or snow biedii
fades.
For particulars write to J. ft. HOLLI
Trav••11ng Passenger Agent. 1. (1. It. H
rf.py of the Southern Home M..ekers•
w 'itch Is replete it It interesting 1 Worms.
1st, nail hint to semi you P
will mailed hero torrItory. It
Od tbs first and thlrei Yoe of AMA
month lloole meteir s u•
Stout het a 1001 KOnllha•CKI.rtl ..t
c .1.1..JW RATES. goof to c•tara Wit hie
at et ...pilot e- or t Ler dr, ty, g• tmli tts17te of sale. Liberec
•. P. ",,•:ja:so,, et. A r.e.--n "111.LOPI•
lit. A. A. GLA.,Yu.isAv. al.,
OF SEASON'
Were The Offerings
This Week.
DEMAND STRONG.
Receipts Were Nut Up To
Evpectations.
M. D. 1.10A1-13.i' REPORT
fa alatiotipiakttr.i,s,:ivinea, IL.leae.f. et, 11112.2,1
of the •osisdc , c tit largrly
of lues aud eummoil leaf, eery lit !es
medium ane good leaf offered. The de
mend was !strong on lugs and stmt.', lesf
Biddieg Was It y-ly from half due liro•
kers, and IA ss belt' to ode eent Lie hit
for this grade opecialle ; °therein.. 11161-
set ruled firer with fair dem lied Re-
;eters are nor op to tee xpecnit 1.I.4
th:s time of e,N.SOU, ;ng r.
planters bein; tee) Mont with firm
for u lalch tho athe r typical I 11,1'4
IsUgq, t**,t11. i t 3 00, utf.,I 3
4 00, good 4 25, to 5 CO, fine 01 to 5 ire
Leaf, com. $5 00, to 6 50, med. 6 se t•
8 00, pood, 8 00e tO 10 00. fine, 10 00 so
13 00.
Receipts fur week 669, six months 1;76
Sales for week 514, year 31:20.
Offer i age C54. R. item ions 213.
Visitors on breaks Mr. Jos leirier.
Rome Daly, W. H Cuintuinee, Y ,
R. Gloymtein, Bremen Gen:Levy. A. et.
Riddle, &dingo Ky T. M. Ityee, Mar
tin Tenn. Yours Tidru.lijeo.
OPT 1.0 PRVPARATIONS simply r'evo.np
dry f lat ; the y dry up the mere Whit
%birth tenors. In the nominates! teed tie •
eettritster, eetiviete fer 121110 Po fhilis
ll111/1110 hoot lees addittery !WM of to
laff11 4k1111111 1111171110 it'll goo
1.11.i that tt lot 11 PleN11006, seethe' ete,
erste cream liNilit is spilt I.
puma, sr,rt wall vire natio/1i tie I.
114e heel easily and plors:ititly. 41
ilVtliffillatii Pt-11 II ht 51; or it a.. I.
meileal by }.; y broth4.-, Watiel
'Erect, N. Y.
;17., •X` 0 .
rout ut. lin Led s
Signitine 11* ,iii(797,07,-
et • 11 ,
Th. Peal... ging of All Pod ,
is oft. ri for its t-eu saw
itettuet v.-ton So III o 11;..re.e )1. rnine
wtee it-. Setl.eolaud'e Eno.- Eee
'Of Ist whit toted, etym. were eves ref in)
kilo ter kieun".,ted nos. hy al:
itsaiers at V., CtUta.
-•••11.--s•--4111.
ASTOR IA
"jar Infanta and Children.
itia Kind You Hare Always Bough1
Bears tie
olinntwy /?/-ii4zt(
cn=at EgOffei
THE WEEKLY riLW ERik
A ti
AND n,417tvf.
•
The WA Farm a:;(1 Fami
ly Paper in the Lin;led
Sta:es.
that every one of our read. e
s nou Id het e of least une good twricult tem
F1101 family Joortial. hit\ e perfected a.
rang, niett:•-.-.1i.•rehy we cart s• Mat pre.
tt, el ond I.Iustrative ir.tast A 2:
,111,51. In ' '',1•"VtlY11 wtth the
r:It awe sew Heeler 111.AS or lei:
woema. on rental knhly lltiotal ter s tr
glven below. Lack of hp.14 f but .
brief .1•-‘erl piton or the cistacnte k A Kt.
A tit neme. which te tioequalle ti 'or varlet
old eleel ProtbI moist Patton v I'
many tle,,artitieut• may tee useuelemed to,
Farm Imo totro at. M •rk et to p 'rte. Frill
ultme. Plaits an i lot, to I its. 'Poi Antler
Talks with es Ithwyer. Ihi•
Idi e stes•A and Diary. ' lir Pou.•,, •
• lie Question ix. Plants awl
eterinnrs , Fashion gad
Homo-hold Fenton-a.
FARM AND Ibtlita is nosiest' sentl
nointhly. alms giving' you numb: '
-"ear. tits *bole making a "I Mum • or ore
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